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Abstract 
The support of services that are based on high-quality, bandwidth-intensive, and delay- 
sensitive multimedia applications over wireless networks is coupled with many challenges. 
The available radio resources in wireless networks are scarce and time-varying due to, for 
example, interference and user mobility. This may result in the introduction of loss and/or 
latency of the transmitted information, often leading to an unsatisfactory customer 
experience. Two major challenges were addressed in this research work. The first major 
challenge dealt with the efficient allocation and management of radio resources in 
interference-limited Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), taking into 
account the customer's and the multimedia application's Quality of Service (QoS) 
requirements. A user-centric radio resource management algorithm was proposed with the 
aim of enhancing the connection-level QoS for high-priority customers (e. g., police and 
emergency services personnel) requesting new connections. The proposed algorithm was 
evaluated using a UMTS system level simulator that was developed and validated. The 
proposed algorithm achieved a reduction in the connection blocking probability (or 
equivalently, an improvement in the accepted traffic) for the high-priority customers. 
The second major challenge dealt with the requirement of having dynamic adaptation 
mechanisms that take into account the time-varying transmission characteristics of wireless 
channels. A cross-layer design framework was proposed with the aim of achieving an 
optimisation of real-time video streaming QoS over Worldwide Interoperability for 
Microwave Access (WiMAX) when the available radio resources are not sufficient. The 
proposed framework relies on the interaction and cooperation of different protocol layers on 
the communication links between the sender and the receiver. The proposed framework was 
evaluated using a WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software that was developed and verified, 
including a real-time media streaming test-bed. The proposed framework achieved an 
improvement in the perceived video quality at the streaming client when the signal quality is 
low and/or the available bandwidth is not sufficient for achieving the expected QoS. 
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Chapter /. Introduction 
Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Background and Objectives 
Business and residential customers are witnessing a rapid increase in the availability of new 
services that are based on multimedia applications, such as Voice over IP (VoIP), video 
conferencing, Live TV, and Video on Demand (VoD), which are facilitated by many factors, 
such as the advances in broadband Internet access (e. g., Gigabit Ethernet, high speed routers 
and switches) and the development of media compression technologies with a high 
compression efficiency. Customers are increasingly choosing wireless networks on the basis 
of flexibility, mobility, and also the familiarity of customers with personal devices, such as 
mobile phones, laptops, and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). 
Wireless networks enable a variety of existing and emerging communication applications 
due to their low cost and flexible infrastructure. However, wireless networks are 
heterogeneous in their offered data rates (e. g., up to 2 Mbps in UMTS, up to 54 Mbps in 
WLAN, and up to 75 Mbps in WiMAX) and the associated radio network resources are 
scarce and exhibit a large variation due to, for example, multipath fading, interference, 
mobility, handoff, and competing traffic from other wireless users, leading to a large 
variation in channel conditions. 
As the use of these wireless networks spreads beyond simple data transfer to high-quality 
multimedia applications that are known to be bandwidth-intensive and delay-sensitive, such 
as video conferencing, mobile TV, VoD, online gaming, and video surveillance, the 
variability of radio resources can have considerable consequences for such applications and 
often leads to unsatisfactory user experience. Hence, addressing Quality of Service (QoS) 
issues becomes essential. 
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Chapter I. Introduction 
The objectives of the research work presented in this thesis are to address two major 
challenges that are related with the transmission of multimedia content over wireless 
networks, such as UMTS and WiMAX, and to propose solutions that may contribute to 
solving these challenges. The first major challenge deals with the efficient allocation and 
management of the scarce and varying radio network resources where the radio resource 
management algorithms for supporting QoS are addressed. The second major challenge deals 
with achieving some level of performance QoS guarantees for multimedia applications 
running over wireless networks when the signal quality is low and/or the available 
bandwidth is not sufficient. 
1.2 Original Achievements and Contributions 
The original achievements and contributions of the research work presented in this thesis are 
summarised as follows: 
" The design, development, and validation of a WCDMA UMTS system level simulator; 
A user-centric connection admission control algorithm for enhancing the connection- 
level QoS for high-priority customers was proposed and evaluated using the developed 
WCDMA UMTS system level simulator; 
  The design, development, and verification of a WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband 
wireless access system base station and mobile subscriber station emulator software; 
  The development of a real-time media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e 
broadband wireless access system test-bed; 
 A cross-layer design framework for enhancing real-time video streaming QoS over 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system was proposed, implemented, 
and evaluated using the developed WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access 
system test-bed. 
In addition, a number of publications were produced as a result of the research work 
presented in this thesis. These publications are listed in Appendix A. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
In this chapter, the background and objectives of the research work are briefly presented, the 
original achievements and contributions of the research work are summarised, and an outline 
of the subsequent chapters in this thesis is given. The remainder of this thesis is structured as 
follows: 
  Chapter 2 
This chapter aims at providing an overview on multimedia transmission over IP wireline 
and wireless networks, including the addressed multimedia communication applications, 
media compression technologies, multimedia transmission protocols and methods, the 
challenges associated with supporting such applications over IP wireline and wireless 
networks, and the need for QoS issues, particularly in wireless networks. 
  Chapter 3 
In this chapter, radio resource management in WCDMA UMTS third generation cellular 
system is discussed with a focus on connection admission control algorithms. The 
chapter gives an overview on WCDMA UMTS wireless access network, including its 
architecture, its radio interface protocol architecture, and how QoS is supported in this 
cellular system. The chapter then presents and compares the different approaches that 
can be used in this cellular system for addressing connection admission control in the 
uplink and downlink directions. 
  Chapter 4 
This chapter presents the design, development, and validation of a multi-cell, multi-user, 
and multi-service WCDMA-FDD UMTS system level simulation tool for the purpose of 
investigating and evaluating the performance of radio resource management algorithms 
in WCDMA UMTS access networks, especially the connection admission control 
algorithm. The chapter presents the different modules of the simulator, the simulation 
techniques, and how the simulator's performance and credibility were validated against 
another simulator that was used in the literature. 
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  Chapter 5 
In this chapter, a user-centric connection admission control algorithm is proposed for 
enhancing the connection-level QoS for high-priority customers requesting new 
connections. The proposed algorithm is then evaluated using the developed WCDMA 
UMTS system level simulator considering two kinds of stream services being speech and 
video and the results obtained are presented and analysed. 
  Chapter 6 
This chapter addresses media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband 
wireless access system as an alternative to cable and DSL for delivering multimedia 
communication applications, such as Live TV and video on demand, especially to rural 
areas or remote locations. 
  Chapter 7 
This chapter presents the design, implementation, and verification of a real-time 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software, including the development of a real-time 
media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed. The chapter presents the 
different modules of the implementation, development, verification approach, and the 
corresponding verification results. The chapter then presents the investigation of the 
performance of the MAC layer in WiMAX IEEE 802.16e under a real-time video 
streaming application use case, where the impact of the two optional features of 
fragmentation and packing on a number of important aspects, such as the link efficiency, 
MAC PDU dropping rate, IP packet loss rate, and the average Y PSNR of the received 
video stream at the streaming client after decoding is evaluated and the results obtained 
are presented and analysed. 
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  Chapter 8 
This chapter presents a cross-layer design framework for enhancing real-time video 
streaming QoS over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system at bad 
channel conditions and when the available radio network resources are limited. The 
chapter presents the different components of the framework including the application 
layer, the MAC layer, and the PHY layer. The chapter then presents the performance 
evaluation of the proposed framework and the results obtained are presented and 
analysed. 
" Chapter 9 
In this chapter, the overall conclusions of the research work presented in this thesis are 
given and future work directions are drawn. 
Finally, the aforementioned chapter is then followed by a number of appendices, including a 
list of publications and other information that is related to the research work presented in this 
thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
2 Multimedia over IP Wireline and 
Wireless Networks 
2.1 Introduction 
The term Multimedia refers to an integrated and interactive presentation of speech, audio, 
video, graphics, and text. The emergence of IP wireline and wireless communication 
infrastructures and the advances in media compression technologies enabled the availability 
of services that are based on multimedia applications, such as VoIP, video telephony, Live 
TV, and stored media being delivered to customers over these communication 
infrastructures. 
However, these communication infrastructures have inherently unpredictable and variable 
conditions, especially wireless networks, and they provide only limited support for 
multimedia applications. This variability may not significantly impact delay-insensitive 
applications, such as file transfer if averaged over time. However, variations in network 
conditions can have considerable consequences for real-time multimedia applications that 
are known to be bandwidth-intensive and delay-sensitive, possibly leading to an 
unsatisfactory user experience. 
This chapter aims at providing an overview on multimedia transmission over IP wireline and 
wireless networks, including the addressed multimedia communication applications, media 
compression technologies, multimedia transmission protocols and methods, the challenges 
associated with supporting such applications over IP wireline and wireless networks, and the 
need for QoS issues, particularly in wireless networks. 
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2.2 Multimedia Communication Applications 
Multimedia transmission over IP wireline and wireless networks can be either unidirectional 
from a sender to one or more receivers, such as video streaming, or bidirectional or 
interactive multidirectional between two or more communicating parties, such as audio/video 
conferencing. Currently, there are three major applications of multimedia communication 
over IP wireline and wireless networks: 
2.2.1 Multimedia Downloading Applications 
Such applications involve the transfer or the download of a file as a whole before it is viewed 
or consumed by a customer using reliable protocols (e. g., FTP, HTTP), such as downloading 
a music file to a portable device or downloading a complete, pre-compressed video file to a 
laptop. While downloading being usually a very simple and robust way for delivering 
multimedia content to a customer, it provides only limited flexibility to both customers and 
multimedia applications designers due to the large storage requirement that is required 
whenever a large multimedia content file (e. g., a movie) is downloaded and the amount of 
time required for the download that can be relatively large causing the customer to wait 
minutes or even hours before being able to consume the multimedia content. 
2.2.2 Multimedia Streaming Applications 
Such applications are associated with a transmission service that allows the start of 
multimedia content playback before it has been completely transmitted with an initial latency 
of only a few seconds and in a near real-time fashion. The multimedia content bit stream is 
split into separate packets containing the audio/visual content and these packets are 
transmitted independently to the receiver, which can decode and simultaneously playback 
other parts of the bit stream that have been already received while the transmitter continues 
to send the packets containing the multimedia content to the receiver. This mechanism 
allows low latency between the moment the data is sent by the transmitter and the moment it 
is consumed by the customer. 
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Examples of such applications include Video on Demand (VoD) and live broadcast. For 
VoD, a pre-recorded video stream is transmitted on demand, whereas a live broadcast 
content is compressed and transmitted in real-time often in more than one representation 
(with different bitrates and qualities) and sent over one or more channels to a number of 
customers. Low latency is important for multimedia streaming applications, such as video on 
demand, where the customer may desire to change channels or programs quickly and for live 
broadcast, where the content length is undetermined in advance but the latency must be 
finite. 
Compared to multimedia downloading applications, multimedia streaming applications have 
relatively low storage requirements [1]. However, multimedia streaming applications have 
deadlines and other timing requirements in order to ensure continuous real-time media 
playout. 
2.2.3 Conversational Multimedia Applications 
Such applications are characterised by very stringent latency constraints with usually no 
more than 200 ms of end-to-end latency for comfortable interaction [1]. Examples of such 
applications include video telephony and VoIP, which has been gaining popularity and 
competing with the traditional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) in recent years. 
The aforementioned multimedia communication applications rely on media compression 
technologies, access network technologies, and multimedia communication protocols and 
methods. 
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2.3 Media Compression Technologies 
Media content files, such as video content, usually have a large size and in order to be 
efficiently transmitted over telecommunications or packet-switched networks and/or use 
limited storage space resources, compression is needed in order to reduce the data rate of 
such media content. Hence, compression technologies represent a crucial part of multimedia 
transmission over networks, especially over wireless networks, which pose a bottleneck in 
the transmission of such amount of data. 
Before analogue voice can be transmitted over IP wireline and wireless networks, it must 
first be digitised. A number of codecs, i. e., coder/decoder were developed and used in e. g., 
mobile telephone systems. The common coding standards are listed in Table 2-1 below. 
Table 2-1: Common voice coding standards 
Coding standard Algorithm Data rate kh s 
G. 711 2 Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 64 
G. 726 3 Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) 16,24,32,40 
G. 728 4 Low Delay Code Excited Linear Prediction (LD-CELP) 16 
G. 729 5 Conjugate Structure Algebraic CELP (CS-ACELP) 8 
G. 723.1 [6] Multi-Pulse Maximum Likelihood Quantisation (MP-MLQ) 6.3 
5.3 
Algebraic Code Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP) 6.3 
5.3 
For video, compression technologies use spatial and temporal coding in order to reduce the 
amount of information. A video sequence is composed of a stream of individual pictures or 
frames. Spatial or intra-frame coding uses the repetition of the same part within the same 
frame (e. g., a blue sky) to reduce the amount of data, while temporal or inter-frame coding 
uses the difference between two consecutive frames (e. g., a car is moving in front of a still 
background). The background is transmitted once and for the next frame, the car's motion 
vector and the minor differences between the two frames after motion compensation are 
spatially coded and transmitted [7,8]. 
Video coding is separated in the literature into four categories being waveform, object-based, 
model-based, and fractal coding. Most of the successful video coding techniques nowadays 
are in some way part of either the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [9] standards or 
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) [10] standards. The first 
category is also commonly referred to as transform coding and the first three of these 
categories are included in the MPEG standards. 
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The MPEG-1 standard [11] covers video compression with target bit rates of up to 1.5 Mbps 
and it comprises techniques for synchronisation and multiplexing of audio and video, 
compression of non-interlaced video, and a compression codec for audio designed for 
perceptual coding: The MPEG-2 standard [12] is typically used for encoding audio and video 
broadcast signals for target bit rates between 1.5 and 35 Mbps. Unlike MPEG-I, this 
standard also includes interlaced video. Enhanced versions of MPEG-2 are used as the video 
codec in DVD movies and in most Digital Television transmission systems. The MPEG-4 
standard [13] includes many of the features found in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 and it also 
includes support for digital rights management, 3D-rendering, and target bit rates as low as 8 
kbps and up to 35 Mbps. The MPEG-4 standard consists of numerous parts dealing with 
system description for synchronisation and multiplexing and also with state-of-the-art coding 
techniques for audio and video, such as Advanced Audio Coding (AAC), Advanced Video 
Coding (AVC), and transport over IP networks. 
The H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC [14] is a recently developed video coding standard, which is 
proposed by both the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the International Telecommunication 
Union-Telecommunication Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) and the MPEG. The standard is 
commonly referred to as either MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) or H. 264. 
It achieved a significant improvement in compression performance over a bandwidth ranging 
from a few kilobits per second to several megabits per second over the existing video coding 
standards, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and H. 263 [15]. For example, it reduces the 
bandwidth of a standard-definition video channel from 2.5-3 Mbps to 1.5 Mbps and a high- 
definition video channel from 15-19 Mbps to around 10 Mbps. 
The H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard is a hybrid block-based video codec, that 
is, the coding is done by firstly identifying and compensating for motion between successive 
frames and then encoding the residual image or frame using a still-image-like coder. It 
consists of two conceptually different layers being the video coding layer (VCL) and the 
network abstraction layer (NAL). 
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The VCL contains the core video compression engines that perform all the classic signal 
processing functions, such as motion compensation, transform coding of coefficients, and 
entropy coding. This layer is transport-unaware and it is designed to be as network 
independent as possible. It comprises syntactical levels known as the block, macroblock 
(MB), and the slice levels. Its highest data structure is the video slice, which is a collection 
of coded MBs that does not need any information from surrounding slices to be 
encoded/decoded. The VCL also contains a number of coding tools for enhancing the error 
resilience of the compressed video stream. 
The NAL defines the interface between the video codec itself and the outside world. It is 
responsible for the encapsulation of the coded slices into transport entities of the network by 
adapting the bit strings generated by the VCL to various network and multiplex 
environments in a network-friendly way. The NAL operates on NAL units (NALUs), which 
give support for the packet-based approach of most existing networks. It defines a network 
friendly interface between the video codec itself and a variety of transport layers (e. g., 
RTP/IP, MPEG-2 Transport Stream) or storage file formats. A NALU is a variable-length 
byte string that contains syntax elements. Each NALU consists of a one-byte NALU header 
and a variable-length NALU payload. The structure of a NALU is shown in Figure 2-1 
below. 
NAL Unit 
forbidden zero bit 
(1 bit) 
NAL Unit Header 
(1 byte) 
naUreLidc 
(2 bits) 
NAL Unit NAL Unit 
NAL Unit Payload 
(variable) 
naUunit_#ype 
(5 bits) 
Figure 2-1: NAL unit structure 
The header byte consists of three fixed-length bit fields being the nal_unit type, nal_ref idc, 
and the forbidden-zero-bit. The nal_unit type is a 5-bit field that specifies the type of the 
NALU, such as a coded slice, a type A, B, or C data partition, or a sequence or picture 
parameter set (SPS) or (PPS), respectively. The nal ref idc is a 2-bit field that can be 
employed to signal the importance of a NALU for the reconstruction process. The 
forbidden_zero_bit is a 1-bit field that can be set by network elements to identify bit errors in 
the NALU [16]. 
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The NALU payload is a bit string that represents the bits constituting the MBs of a slice. 
Each NALU is prefixed with a unique sequence of three bytes equal to 0x000001 and called 
a start code prefix. The location of a start code prefix can be used by a decoder to identify 
the beginning of a new NALU and the end of a previous NALU. The emulation of a start 
code prefix is prevented within a NALU by the inclusion of an emulation prevention byte 
equal to 0x03 [14]. The NALU structure definition specifies a generic format for use in both 
packet-oriented and bitstream-oriented transport systems. The H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video 
coding standard defines several types of NALUs according to the type of information that 
they carry. For video transmission, the order in which the NALUs are sent is illustrated in 
Figure 2-2 below. 
SPS PPS Partition 
A 
Partition 
B 
Partition 
C 
Figure 2-2: NAL units transmission order 
The first NALU to be sent is the SPS followed by the PPS, which include some parameters 
that have been set in the encoder configuration for all frames in the video sequence, such as 
the entropy coding mode flag, number of reference index, weighted prediction flag, picture 
width in MBs, picture height in MBs, and the number of reference frames. The next NALU 
is the Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR). After receiving a NALU of this type all the 
buffers have to be deleted. An IDR frame may only contain I or intra-coded slices without 
data partitioning and usually the IDR frames are only sent at the start of the video sequence, 
although they can also be inserted at regular intervals. All NALUs following the IDR frame 
have NALU type SLICE or one of data partition A, B, or C if data partitioning is used. 
In addition, the H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard defines three profiles being the 
baseline, main, and extended profiles for supporting different application areas. The baseline 
profile is for low-latency real-time conversational video applications, such as video 
conferencing. The main profile is for entertainment video applications, such as broadcasting, 
packaged media, and high-end applications (e. g., digital cinema). The extended profile is for 
IP-based video streaming applications over both wireline and wireless networks. Hence, the 
transmission of an H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC-encoded video content is expected to be an 
important component of many wired and wireless multimedia communication applications, 
such as video conferencing, TV broadcasting, and video on demand. 
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2.4 Multimedia Transmission Protocols and Methods 
In this section, the main network protocols and methods that are used for multimedia 
communication applications are presented. 
2.4.1 Protocols 
2.4.1.1 Internet Protocol 
The Internet Protocol (IP) [17] is a network layer (layer 3) protocol in the OSI model. It 
provides the functions necessary for delivering blocks of data bits (called datagrams) from a 
source to a destination over an interconnected system of packet-switched computer 
communication networks, where sources and destinations are hosts identified by fixed-length 
addresses. Most networks use the IP version 4 (IPv4) that features a 4-byte (32-bit) IP 
address length. The newer IP version 6 (IPv6) features a 16-byte (128-bit) IP address length. 
The IP also provides for fragmentation and reassembly of datagrams that are larger than the 
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size. The IPv4 and IPv6 header sizes are 20 and 40 
bytes, respectively and they are protected by a checksum to ensure their integrity. However, 
no protection of the IP packet payload is performed. The IP can run on top of different data 
link layer (layer 2 in the OSI model) interfaces, such as Ethernet IEEE 802.3 [18] and 
WLAN IEEE 802.11 [19]. The simplicity and flexibility of packet switched communication 
using the IP has played an important role in its emergence as the method of choice for 
multimedia delivery. 
2.4.1.2 Transmission Control Protocol 
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [20] is a transport layer (layer 4) protocol in the 
OSI model. TCP offers a byte-oriented and reliable transport service, which is based on 
retransmission and timeout mechanisms for error control. It can provide QoS for delay- 
insensitive applications, such as file transfer. 
2.4.1.3 User Datagram Protocol 
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [21] is a connectionless transport layer (layer 4) 
protocol in the OSI model. It provides a simple and unreliable message service for 
transaction-oriented services. UDP is basically an interface between IP and upper-layer 
processes and it adds no reliability, flow control, or error recovery functions to the IP. 
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The UDP header size is 8 bytes and it contains port numbers, which distinguish multiple 
network applications running on a single machine from one another. The UDP header also 
contains a checksum as a safety measure that can be used to detect and remove packets 
containing bit errors. UDP is useful in situations where the reliability mechanisms of TCP 
are not necessary or are not suitable, such as in cases where a higher-layer protocol might 
provide error and flow control, or in cases where real-time data transportation is required, 
such as multimedia conversational applications. 
2.4.1.4 Real-Time Transport Protocol 
The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [22,23] provides end-to-end delivery services 
suitable for applications that have real-time characteristics, such as audio/video conferencing 
over multicast or Vol) over unicast network transmissions. These services include payload 
type identification, sequence numbering, timestamping, and delivery monitoring. The data 
transport is augmented by the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) to monitor the quality of data 
delivery and to convey information about the participants in an ongoing session. Real-time 
applications typically run RTP on top of UDP to utilise its multiplexing and checksum 
services. Disabling the UDP checksum when used over IPv4 [24] allows packets with 
corrupted bits to be delivered to the application where some part of the data can be salvaged. 
RTP does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery or provide other QoS 
guarantees for real-time applications, but relies on lower-layer services to do so (e. g., 
resource reservation). It does not guarantee delivery or prevent out-of-order delivery, nor 
does it assume that the underlying network is reliable and delivers packets in sequence. The 
sequence number included in the RTP header can be used by the upper layer to check for 
missing packets or out-of-order delivery. 
2.4.2 Methods 
There are three transmission methods that can be used for multimedia communication 
applications over IP wireline and wireless networks being unicast, multicast, and broadcast. 
Unicast is a point-to-point communication between a single sender and a single receiver over 
a network, such as downloading, streaming media on demand, and point-to-point telephony. 
Multicast is the communication between a single sender and a group of receivers that are 
participating in a multicast session over a network, such as Internet television. Multicast is 
more efficient than multiple unicasts in terms of network resource utilisation and server 
complexity. Broadcast transmission connects a sender to all receivers that it can reach 
through the network, such as broadcasting over a wireless link or a shared Ethernet link. 
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2.5 Challenges 
Multimedia transmission over IP wireline and wireless networks faces many challenges, the 
media compression technologies introduce coding distortions while the networks introduce 
loss and/or latency of the transmitted information due to network variability and lack of 
service guarantees with respect to available bandwidth, latency, and jitter, resulting in 
distortions in the decoded signal due to packet loss and/or packets being delivered after they 
are required. The following issues represent some of the most common problems that might 
be experienced by customers: 
  Packet loss: Packet loss in IP wireline networks most often occurs due to congestion in 
the network nodes where packets are increasingly dropped by the routers when the 
congestion increases. In a wireless network, air transmission perturbations of the radio 
channel cause bit errors, which lead to packet loss. For IP-based voice and video 
services, even a low level of packet loss can create unacceptable quality degradation. 
Packet loss can result in everything from garbled voices on a phone call to graininess 
and dropouts in a video signal where the screen during for example a video conference 
loses clarity or momentarily goes blank. In the worst case, severe packet loss can lead to 
the connection being dropped by the network causing a phone call to get disconnected or 
a video session to end abruptly. 
  Latency: The time taken by a packet to travel between the sender and the receiver on the 
network is referred to as latency, which can be one way or round trip. Packets 
transmitted over networks can be delayed due to, for example, queuing, propagation, 
transmission, and processing delays. Very stringent latency constraints of less than 200 
ms are required for multimedia conversational applications, while latencies of 1-5 
seconds are tolerable for multimedia streaming applications. For voice applications, 
exceeding the acceptable levels of latency during a voice call can force the 
communicating parties to pause each time they speak and wait for the other party to hear 
what they have said. For video applications, impairments can include freezed frames and 
corrupted images displayed on screens. Monitoring and buffering packets as they travel 
across the network can solve these problems ensuring that they are transmitted with 
acceptable levels of latency [25]. Testing the network thoroughly under varying traffic 
conditions can accurately determine the maximum level of latency that can occur in 
order to provide solutions to accommodate that level. 
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  Jitter: The jitter is a variation of latency levels over time caused by actions like queuing 
and routing changes, network congestion or timing drift, which affect the path of packets 
as they travel through the network. A congested network will generally have higher 
levels of jitter, but proper controls like queuing and bandwidth allocation can control the 
problem. Most solutions include a jitter buffer, which adds small amounts of latency to 
the received packets so they all appear to have equal and acceptable amounts of latency. 
Latency and jitter can also result in packet loss since if the packets are received after their 
intended playout time they become not useful and hence they are discarded at the receiver 
side. At best, late arriving packets can be used for concealing the subsequently received 
packets. 
2.6 The Need for Quality of Service 
Quality of Service (QoS) is a broad term that is used to describe the overall experience a 
customer or an application will receive over a network. It refers to different parameters in the 
network that determine the types of traffic that can be supported and the type of experience a 
customer or an application will have. For each application and for each customer, a different 
set of requirements is desirable. 
Considering multi-service IP wireline networks using the best-effort service implies that no 
service guarantees with respect to how long it will take to send packets, what order the 
packets will arrive in, or even if the data sent will reach its destination, can be made. In many 
situations, this less than perfect level of performance has not been necessarily a drawback 
due to latency not being a factor for typical network applications, such as file transfer and 
email. In addition, the integrity of data is ensured by the TCP, which reorders packets and 
retransmits lost data. 
However, for today's delay-sensitive interactive applications like voice and video 
conferencing, they are affected by packet loss, delay, and jitter. On a lightly-loaded network, 
these issues are not typically a problem. When there is enough bandwidth and the latency is 
minimal, the jitter is not a factor since the latency is constant and the packets are rarely lost. 
These problems become critical when the network is congested or when there are bursts of 
heavy traffic. Hence, best-effort service is simply not acceptable for delay-sensitive 
applications and this has led to the need of having IP QoS. 
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There are two main approaches to IP QoS being resource reservation and prioritisation. 
Resource reservation is provided by the Integrated Services (IntServ), such as the Resource 
Reservation Protocol (RSVP), which is a signalling protocol that sets up an end-to-end path 
with specific QoS metrics and if such a path cannot be created, the connection is refused. 
Prioritisation is provided by the Differentiated Services (DiffServ), which classifies each 
type of traffic according to the specific QoS metrics that it needs. Each classification is 
mapped into a Per-hop Behaviour (PHB) that defines how each node in the network should 
treat the packet [26]. 
For example, traffic can be differentiated into real-time (e. g., voice and video conferencing) 
and best-effort (e. g., . file transfer and email) traffic. The real-time traffic would receive the 
highest priority through the network as defined by the PHB and the best-effort traffic would 
receive lower priority. The nodes in the network use a variety of queuing schemes, such as 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Random Early Detection (RED) in order to give each 
packet the priority it needs. Defining certain traffic as high priority will also have to be 
accompanied by that all the devices, networking layers, and applications can interpret that 
priority information and offer each packet the performance it needs. 
Considering wireless IP networks, although the aforementioned approaches to IP QoS 
provide resource reservation and prioritisation in IP wireline networks, research has shown 
that what works well in an IP wireline network cannot be directly applied in a wireless 
environment where bandwidth is scarce and fluctuating due to, for example, multipath 
fading, interference, mobility, handoff, and competing traffic from other wireless users. 
Hence, providing QoS is a key challenge in wireless IP networks particularly for supporting 
services that are based on multimedia applications, which are known to be bandwidth- 
intensive and delay-sensitive. 
In a wireless environment, QoS may be considered at various levels including the transaction 
level, the connection level, and the packet level [27]: 
  Transaction-level QoS is expressed in terms of the probability of transaction completion 
and response time [28]. 
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  Connection-level QoS is related to connection establishment and management. It 
measures the connectivity and the continuity of a service in a wireless network mostly 
using two parameters being the connection blocking probability, which measures the 
service connectivity, and the connection dropping probability [29], which measures the 
service continuity during the lifetime of the service and also during handoff. New 
connection blocking and existing connection dropping probabilities have been 
recognised as the principal QoS parameters in wireless networks [29,30]. 
Packet-level QoS can be expressed in terms of parameters, such as delay, jitter, error/loss 
rate, and throughput. These parameters are also used to describe the application-level 
QoS that is related to the perceived quality at the user end, commonly considered in 
packet-switched networks [31]. These parameters are likely to be mostly influenced by 
network resources, buffer characteristics in the network entities, and the network 
protocols. 
Multimedia communication applications, unlike conventional communication applications, 
cannot be simply evaluated in terms of the achieved throughput, packet loss rates, or bit error 
rates, as these applications are delay-sensitive and not all the various transmitted bits have 
the same importance. The importance of each bit or a packet of multimedia data depends on 
its latency requirements, i. e., when it needs to be available at the receiver side and the impact 
on the resulting quality at the receiver side. Hence, multimedia communication applications 
performance needs to be quantified in terms of subjective metrics, such as the perceived 
quality or objective metrics, such as the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the 
transmitted and received video data. The mathematical representation of the PSNR is given 
in the following equation: 
PSNR =10 " loglo 
L2 
(2.1) 
1 hf-1 N-1 rr 
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where M and N denote the dimensions of the image or frame, porigi iai(x, y) and pdistorted(x, y) are 
the pixel intensity levels at position (x, y) of the original and distorted images or frames, 
respectively, and L is the dynamic range of the pixel values. Throughout the research work 
presented in this thesis, video test sequences with Common Intermediate Format (CIF) image 
resolution were used for testing purposes and hence, M and N correspond to 352 and 288, 
respectively. For an 8 bits/pixel monotonic image signal, L is equal to 255. 
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2.7 Summary 
This chapter provided an overview on multimedia transmission over IP wireline and wireless 
networks, including the major multimedia communication applications, media compression 
technologies, multimedia transmission protocols and methods, the challenges associated with 
supporting such applications over IP wireline and wireless networks, and the need for QoS 
issues, particularly in wireless networks. The key to offering QoS lies in the ability of the 
network to provide sufficient bandwidth for meeting the average network loads, to 
distinguish between the different applications or classes of traffic, and to allocate the 
required network resources for delivering the performance characteristics required for that 
traffic. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Radio Resource Management in 
WCDMA UMTS Access Networks 
3.1 Introduction 
In second generation (2G) cellular systems, such as the Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM), the effort was focused on providing acceptable quality wireless 
voice communications to the end users. The rapid increase of the end user's needs for 
wireless multimedia communication applications (e. g., video telephony, video streaming) led 
to the development of the third generation (3G) cellular systems, such as the Universal 
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [32], where a large amount of circuit-switched 
and packet-switched services for voice, video, and data are available. 
However, the available bandwidth is a very scarce resource in any wireless network, 
especially in the presence of a variety of multimedia communication applications with 
different QoS requirements. In addition, the changing environment in a wireless network due 
to, for example, the user's mobility and interference results in varying bandwidth and 
changing error rates. Hence, one of the key aspects to consider in any mobile radio 
communication system is the efficient management of scarce and varying radio resources in 
order to keep the system in a stable operational state under different traffic and radio 
environment conditions. Radio Resource Management (RRM) is a control mechanism that is 
responsible for utilisation of the radio resources. It incorporates algorithms for power 
control, load control, and handover that are needed to guarantee the QoS, to maintain the 
planned coverage area, and to offer high capacity. 
3G cellular systems, such as UMTS being capable of offering a variety of services, such as 
video telephony and quick downloading of data in the same cellular system makes the 
network performance and capacity of UMTS cellular systems depend upon the traffic 
fluctuations and the varying demands that come from the new packet data services. 
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In addition, the maximum available capacity at a certain base station is tightly coupled to the 
amount of interference in the air interface. This effect is generally known as "soft capacity" 
and this allows a more flexible use of the radio resources. Hence, RRM algorithms are much 
more important and complex in 3G cellular systems, such as UMTS. 
In this chapter, radio resource management in Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 
(WCDMA) UMTS third generation cellular system is discussed with a focus on connection 
admission control algorithms. The chapter gives an overview on WCDMA UMTS wireless 
access network, including its architecture, its radio interface protocol architecture, and how 
QoS is supported in this cellular system. The chapter then presents and compares the 
different approaches that can be used in this cellular system for addressing connection 
admission control in the uplink and downlink directions. 
3.2 WCDMA UMTS Overview 
The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is a third generation (3G) 
mobile radio communication system that was standardised by 3GPP and considered by ITU 
among the standards for the IMT-2000 family. With UMTS, access to information and 
services is enhanced by higher data rates of up to 384 kbps for circuit-switched connections 
and up to 2 Mbps for packet-switched connections. Higher data rates naturally facilitated 
some new services, such as video telephony, video streaming, and fast downloading of data. 
WCDMA is employed over the air interface. WCDMA is a wideband Direct-Sequence 
CDMA (DS-CDMA) system, i. e., the user information bits are spread over a wide bandwidth 
by multiplying the user data with quasi-random bits that are called chips, which are derived 
from CDMA spreading codes.. In order to support very high data rates of up to 2 Mbps, the 
use of a variable spreading factor (SF) and multicode connections is supported. The chip rate 
of 3.84 Mcps used leads to a carrier bandwidth of approximately 5 MHz. WCDMA supports 
highly variable user data rates, i. e., the concept of obtaining bandwidth on demand is well 
supported [33]. WCDMA supports two basic modes of operation being Frequency Division 
Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex (TDD). In the FDD mode, separate 5 MHz carrier 
frequencies are used for the uplink and downlink directions, respectively, whereas in the 
TDD mode, only one 5 MHz carrier frequency is time-shared between the uplink and 
downlink directions. 
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3.2.1 UMTS Architecture 
Figure 3-1 below shows the UMTS architecture, which comprises three parts being the 
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), UMTS Core Network (CN), and the 
User Equipment (UE). 
UMTSCN 
lu lu 
------------------------ RNS -------------- - lur 
------------- RNS ---- --------- --------- 
RNC RNC 
lub lub 
UTRAN 
lub lub 
NodeB 
------------------------ 
NodeB 
------ - 
NodeB 
-------------- 
NodeB 
------------------------- 
Uu 
UE 
Figure 3-1: UMTS architecture 
The UTRAN architecture comprises a set of Radio Network Subsystems (RNSs) that are 
connected to the UMTS CN through the lu interface. An RNS consists of two elements being 
a Radio Network Controller (RNC) and one or more UMTS base stations (NodeBs) that are 
linked to the RNC by means of the Iub interface. The RNCs are connected through the lur 
interface and are connected to the UMTS CN, which can be circuit-switched or packet- 
switched via the lu interface. 
The lu interface can be Iucs for UTRAN connection towards a circuit-switched core network 
or Iups for UTRAN connection towards a packet-switched core network. The UMTS packet 
switched core network consists of the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and the 
Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The UMTS CN is connected to external networks, 
such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and the Internet. The UE connects 
to the UTRAN wirelessly through the Uu interface (air interface) [34]. 
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3.2.2 Radio Interface Protocol Architecture 
Figure 3-2 below (obtained from [35]) shows the UE-UTRAN radio interface protocol 
architecture, which is layered into three protocol layers: 
1. Physical layer (L1); 
2. Data link layer (L2); 
3. Network layer (L3). 
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The Service Access Points (SAPs) are marked by circles. Layer 2 is split into four sublayers 
being the Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), Packet Data 
Convergence Protocol (PDCP), and the Broadcast/Multicast Control (BMC). Layer 3 and 
RLC are divided into control and user planes and the PDCP and BMC exist in the user plane 
only. 
.................................. _ 
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In the control plane, layer 3 is partitioned into sublayers where the lowest sublayer, denoted 
as Radio Resource Control (RRC), interfaces with layer 2 and terminates in the UTRAN. 
The RRC layer handles the control plane signalling of L3 between the UEs and UTRAN 
[35]. The service provided by layer 2 is referred to as the radio bearer. The control plane 
radio bearers, which are provided by RLC to RRC are denoted as signalling radio bearers. 
The PDCP's main objective is the compression of the redundant control information 
allocated at the header of IP packets. The MAC sublayer maps the logical channels, which 
characterise what type of data is transmitted into transport channels. In addition, the MAC 
sublayer is responsible for selecting the appropriate Transport Format (TF) for the transport 
channels. The RLC sublayer provides segmentation and retransmission services for both user 
and control data. The RLC sublayer offers three modes of data transfer as follows: 
a. Transparent Mode (TM): In this mode, RLC Protocol Data Units (PDUs) are transmitted 
without adding any header information and only limited segmentation/reassembly 
functionality is provided; 
b. Unacknowledged Mode (UM): In this mode, RLC PDUs are transmitted without 
guaranteeing delivery to the peer entity as no retransmission mechanism is used. 
Sequence numbers are added to each RLC PDU in order to correctly concatenate the 
RLC PDUs at the receiving side; 
c. Acknowledged Mode (AM): In this mode, RLC PDUs are transmitted with guaranteeing 
delivery to the peer entity by using an Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) mechanism for 
error correction purposes. 
The physical layer (layer 1) offers information transfer services to MAC and higher layers. 
The physical layer transport services are described by how and with what characteristics data 
is transferred over the radio interface. 
3.2.3 QoS Support in UMTS 
In UMTS, there are four different QoS or traffic classes [36], which were defined according 
to the constraints of the offered services, such as the information transfer delay, variation in 
information transfer delay or jitter, and the tolerance to transmission errors as follows: 
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a. Conversational class: This class is characterised by stringent and low requirement on the 
transfer delay and at the same time that the time relation (variation) between information 
entities of the stream (e. g., samples, packets) shall be preserved. Examples of 
applications of this class include voice and video telephony; 
b. Streaming class: This class is characterised by that the time relation (variation) between 
information entities within a flow shall be preserved, although it does not have any 
requirement on low transfer delay. Examples of applications of this class include video 
streaming; 
c. Interactive class: This class is characterised by low round trip delay time and that the 
content of the packets shall be transparently transferred implying a low Bit Error Rate 
(BER) by means of channel coding and retransmission. Examples of applications of this 
class include web browsing, database retrieval, and server access; 
d. Background class: This class is characterised as more or less delivery time insensitive 
and that the content of the packets shall be transparently transferred implying a low BER 
by means of channel coding and retransmission. Examples of applications of this class 
include the background delivery of E-mails and the background downloading of a file. 
Table 3-1 below (table information obtained from [36]) lists values that are indicative of the 
QoS attributes required by the AMR speech codec (codec frame length is 20 ms) and the 
MPEG-4 video codec (typical video codec delay is less than 200 ms). 
Table 3-1: QoS attributes for AMR speech codec and MPEG-4 video codec 
Parameter Val ue 
Media stream codec AMR speech codec MPEG-4 video codec 
Bitrate 4.75 to 12.2 kbps Variable, average rate scalable 
from 24 to 128 kbps and higher 
End-to-end delay Not to exceed 100 ms Between 150 and 400 ms 
BER 10 for Class 1 bits 10 (no visible degradation) 
10-3 for Class 2 bits 10"5 (little visible degradation) 
10-' some visible artefacts) 
>10 (limited practical a lication 
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3.3 Radio Resource Management Algorithms 
In WCDMA UMTS access networks, RRM algorithms can be divided into power control, 
handover, admission control, packet scheduling, and load control. The purpose of power 
control is to keep the interference levels in the air interface at minimum and to provide the 
required QoS for the connections by controlling the level of the transmitted power. It 
consists of the following functions: uplink and downlink outer loop power control, uplink 
and downlink inner loop power control, and uplink and downlink open loop power control 
functions [34]. Handovers are needed in cellular systems in order to handle the situation 
when a mobile terminal is moving from the coverage area of one cell to the coverage are of 
another. The admission control algorithm determines whether an incoming connection 
request can be accepted or not based on efficient allocation of the limited and varying radio 
resources in order to maintain the planned coverage area and to guarantee the users' QoS 
requirements. The packet scheduling algorithm shares the available air interface capacity 
between packet users by deciding the allocated bit rates and the allocation length. 
Overload situations should be rare in the cellular system if it was properly planned and the 
admission control and packet scheduling algorithms work sufficiently well. However, if an 
overload situation is encountered, the load control or congestion control algorithm's task is 
to monitor, detect, and handle situations when the system is reaching a near overload or an 
overload situation with the current connections, i. e., the radio resources in some part of the 
network have run out or will soon run out [34]. The congestion control algorithm should then 
bring the system quickly and controllably back to the targeted load that is defined by the 
radio network planning [33]. The typical locations of RRM algorithms in a WCDMA UMTS 
access network are illustrated in Figure 3-3 below. 
UE 
RNC 
Outer loop power control 
Handover control 
Admission control 
Packet scheduling 
Load control 
NodeB 
Fast power control 
Fast load control 
Power control 
Figure 3-3: Typical locations of RRM algorithms in a WCDMA UMTS access network 
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3.3.1 Admission Control 
The purpose of admission control is to admit or deny new users, new radio access bearers 
(RABs), or new radio links (e. g., due to handover) in order to avoid overload situations and 
to guarantee the QoS for the ongoing connections. Admitting a new connection can degrade 
the link quality for the existing connections and dropping an ongoing connection is assumed 
to be more annoying than blocking a new connection request for a mobile user. Hence, 
minimising the connection dropping probability is usually a main objective in designing the 
wireless system. On the other hand, the goal of a network service provider is to maximise the 
revenue by improving the network's radio resource utilisation, which is usually associated 
with minimising the connection blocking probability while keeping the connection dropping 
probability below a certain threshold [31]. Therefore, in order to have high capacity and an 
acceptable service quality, a trade-off between channel quality, dropping or outage, and 
blocking probability has to be made. An admission control algorithm is used to make this 
trade-off. 
In Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) or Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
2G cellular systems, such as GSM, the acceptance of a new connection request only depends 
on the available number of channels in a cell, whereas in WCDMA based systems, such as 
UMTS all the users share the same radio frequency at the same time. The maximum 
available capacity is tightly coupled to the amount of interference in the air interface (soft 
capacity) and this allows a more flexible use of the radio network resources. 
In WCDMA UMTS access network, admission control is employed at, for example, initial 
UE access, RAB assignment/reconfiguration, and at handover. It is used to limit the number 
of accepted connections in order to guarantee the quality for the ongoing connections. The 
Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) is used as a quality parameter, which depends on the 
received signal power on the considered channel and on the channel interference due to other 
transmissions within the same cell and in the neighbouring cells. In WCDMA UMTS access 
network, a power control algorithm controls the power emitted on each channel in order to 
keep the SIR at the receiver at the target value. If the powers assigned on each channel by the 
power control algorithm enable the ongoing connections to reach the target SIR, the power 
control algorithm will converge to this equilibrium point. 
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Accepting a new connection request can create two possible situations with the first being 
that the new connection is safely activated since a new equilibrium can be reached and the 
second being that the new connection is erroneously accepted since a new equilibrium can 
not be reached due to interference levels and power constraints. In the second situation, the 
power control raises the power levels until some power limit is reached and some 
connection/s is/are dropped due to the low value of the SIR [37]. As the number of ongoing 
connections increases, the emission powers that are required to keep the SIR at the target 
value also increase until no equilibrium point can be found or the power constraints prevent 
the power control from reaching this point [38]. 
An ideal connection admission control algorithm should accept a new connection request if 
and only if the power control is able to reach a new equilibrium of transmitted power levels 
guaranteeing that all connections observe an SIR above the minimum value needed to assure 
a good quality. Interactive connection admission control algorithms behave very similarly to 
the ideal connection admission control since they are based on the idea of allowing a mobile 
terminal requesting a new connection to interact with the system for a limited time or a trial 
period by transmitting at a reduced power level [39,40]. During this trial period, some 
measurements are made in order to estimate if the power control can reach a new equilibrium 
guaranteeing an SIR above the minimum value for all connections. These algorithms can be 
considered ideal connection admission control algorithms since they accept a new 
connection if and only if the system can actually provide the required SIR level to all 
connections. 
However, interactive connection admission control algorithms are not easily applicable in 
real systems and their implementation presents some drawbacks: (i) they present serious 
convergence speed problems due to the long time necessary to make measurements and take 
the admission decision; (ii) they can actually only work with always active connections and 
can not exploit Discontinuous Transmission (DTX), which is one of the most important 
aspects of WCDMA UMTS; (iii) the procedures required by these algorithms are too 
complex since they must ensure that the new connection does not affect the quality of the 
ongoing connections during the trail period [37]. 
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For a practical algorithm, it is necessary to consider simpler mechanisms that can be 
developed identifying a set of measured parameters that can determine the network load. 
Minimum quality requirement can be represented by thresholds on these measured 
parameters and a decision can be made based on load thresholds. If the measured parameters 
are lower than the thresholds, the new connection request is accepted otherwise it is blocked. 
However, due to estimation errors and to the limited information provided by the considered 
parameters, connections can be erroneously accepted and the SIR of some of the ongoing 
connections can fall below acceptable values, which results in forcing them to be dropped. 
Therefore, the acceptance thresholds must be tuned carefully in order to limit the dropping 
probability [41]. 
Connection admission control is performed separately for the uplink and downlink directions 
as the traffic load can be asymmetric. The radio access bearer is admitted into the system 
only if both uplink and downlink admission control requirements are fulfilled [42]. 
3.3.1.1 Uplink Connection Admission Control 
In the uplink direction, one approach to address connection admission control is referred to 
as the number-based connection admission control as in [43]. A new connection request is 
accepted if the number of active connections in the target cell does not exceed a threshold 
N,,, ax, which is the maximum number of connections that can be admitted while guaranteeing 
the QoS for the connections. This threshold is determined by capacity calculations assuming 
average propagation conditions. This connection admission control algorithm does not 
consider the interference effect of the accepted connection on the neighbouring cells. If the 
admission decision is based on the number of active connections in the target cell and in its 
neighbouring cells, it is referred to as the looking around connection admission control as in 
[44]. 
Another approach is based on some measurements, such as the SIR as in [45J and the total 
power received at the NodeB or the total interference power level. Using this approach to 
connection admission control, a new connection is admitted as long as the SIR or the 
interference power level is within acceptable limits. The measured interference can be used 
to evaluate the network load. It includes interference from connections in the target cell 
(intra-cell interference) and interference from connections in the neighbouring cells (inter- 
cell interference). 
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Hence, the measured interference depends on the traffic load not only in the target cell but 
also in the neighbouring cells. The measured interference is compared with a threshold value 
and the new connection request is accepted only if that threshold is not exceeded. This is 
referred to as the single-cell received power-based connection admission control. In [46], a 
received power-based connection admission control (RPCAC) algorithm that blocks new 
connections when the total power received at a NodeB exceeds a threshold was studied and 
evaluated. 
However, the admission decision can be based not only on the interference level at the target 
NodeB but also at its neighbouring NodeBs as in [47]. A single or different threshold values 
can be adopted for the target cell and its neighbours. This is referred to as the multi-cell 
received power-based connection admission control. In [48], it was shown that these two 
schemes basically achieve the same performance; however, the multi-cell one is less 
sensitive to parameter values and this allows an easier threshold tuning. 
The aforementioned approaches to connection admission control do not predict the increase 
in interference due to the admittance of a new connection. On the other hand, predictive 
connection admission control algorithms make the admission decision not only measuring 
the interference power level before the new connection request, but also try to estimate the 
additional interference that will be caused by admitting the new connection. 
Depending on the interference power levels, some requests could be accepted, while others 
should be rejected. Predictive algorithms try to discriminate between connections requested 
by users with different propagation conditions and hence, they can potentially accept more 
traffic than the non-predictive algorithms, whose threshold tuning must take into account the 
worst cases. In [42], an estimation of the increase in the total interference level due to a new 
connection request is presented. 
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Before a new connection request is admitted into the system, the admission control algorithm 
estimates the increase in the total interference level due to the new connection as shown in 
Figure 3-4 below (obtained from [42]). 
Figure 3-4: Uplink predictive connection admission control 
However, this algorithm does not consider the increase in the interference power level at the 
neighbouring NodeBs. Admitting a new connection might also create excessive interference 
in neighbouring cells, leading to potential network instability. This might likely happen in 
situations where the load in the target cell is low, while all the neighbouring cells are highly 
loaded, especially if the new user is requesting a high data rate service. 
In [47], an uplink multi-cell admission control algorithm that takes into account the 
interference level in the adjacent cells as well as in the serving one was proposed and 
analysed. In [49], an algorithm to estimate the updated total received power due to a new 
connection based on the current measure of the received power was developed. Using this 
algorithm, a connection admission control scheme was proposed with the purpose of 
maximising the resource utilisation and guaranteeing a minimum amount of resources for 
voice and data traffic when congestion occurs. 
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3.3.1.2 Downlink Connection Admission Control 
In the downlink direction, connection admission control can be addressed by using the total 
power transmitted from the NodeB as a load indicator. One approach is based on comparing 
the total power transmitted from the NodeB with a predefined threshold value before the new 
connection is admitted. Another approach is based on a channel basis such that a new 
connection is admitted only if the transmission power needed for that connection does not 
exceed the maximum allowable power for the considered channel. 
In [50], downlink connection admission control was investigated with the admission decision 
based on output power levels from NodeBs. When the maximum output power constraint is 
limited on a NodeB basis, a new connection is admitted if the output power transmitted from 
the considered NodeB before the new connection is admitted is below a predefined 
threshold. On the other hand, when the output power is limited on a channel basis, a new 
connection is admitted if the output power used by the considered channel is below a 
predefined threshold. 
In [51], a connection admission control algorithm for downlink multimedia services was 
proposed and investigated, where the average power level of real-time circuit-switched 
services and average queue size of non real-time packet-switched services were considered 
instead of the instantaneous measurements, which may cause capacity loss and a degradation 
in QoS due to abrupt fluctuations of the power level at the NodeB. 
For the uplink and downlink directions, the admission control function that is based on 
uplink interference and downlink power levels is located in the Controlling RNC (CRNC). 
The Serving RNC (SRNC) performs admission control towards the lu interface [34]. 
In a mixed services system, the inflexibility of the received/transmitted power-based 
connection admission control approaches becomes apparent. If the power level considered 
refers to the power level before the new connection is admitted, either all or none of the 
types of services will be either admitted or blocked, whereas if the power level considered 
refers to the power level after the new connection is admitted, i. e., including the transmission 
power of the new connection, some types of services will be admitted and some will be 
blocked based on their radio resource requirements [52]. 
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3.4 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter was to look at radio resource management algorithms in 
WCDMA UMTS third generation cellular system, especially the different connection 
admission control algorithms that can be used in this cellular system in the uplink and 
downlink directions in order to avoid overload situations and to guarantee the QoS for the 
connections. It is concluded that it is important to properly design and tune RRM algorithms 
as they essentially affect the overall mobile radio communication system's performance in 
terms of capacity, coverage, or service/network quality. In addition, RRM algorithms also 
affect the mobile radio system planning and dimensioning in terms of signalling load, 
required interface capacity, and processing power. Therefore, the efficiency of RRM 
algorithms is a major differentiating factor between competitors, such as infrastructure 
manufacturers and network operators in terms of the mobile radio network realisations, since 
these algorithms are typically not standardised and they allow trade-off of various network 
performance characteristics [53]. 
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Chapter 4 
4 The Development of a WCDMA UMTS 
System Level Simulator 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the design, development, and validation of a multi-cell, multi-user, and 
multi-service WCDMA-FDD UMTS system level simulation tool for the purpose of 
investigating and evaluating the performance of radio resource management algorithms in 
WCDMA UMTS access networks, especially the connection admission control algorithm. 
The chapter presents the different modules of the simulator, the simulation techniques, and 
how the simulator's performance and credibility were validated against another simulator 
that was used in the literature. 
The tool was realised using the C++ programming language under Microsoft Visual Studio 
2005. It enables system level simulations including the following main features: 
  Network scenarios and propagation models: Toroidal (wrap-around) 49-cell network 
topology and a macro-cellular environment propagation model; 
Services: Definition of various services (e. g., speech, video), user bitrate (processing 
gain), activity, SIR target, and service mix in one simulation run possible; 
  Traffic: Arrival/serving/ending processes, different user distributions (e. g., homogeneous 
and hotspot traffic distributions); 
  RRM algorithms: Admission control, open loop power control, fast closed loop power 
control, maximum transmission power per NodeB, per link, and per UE; 
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  Outputs and statistical information collected on a cell and/or system basis: A variety of 
output information is generated to analyse the performance of the network, such as 
offered and carried traffic, blocking and dropping probabilities, uplink and downlink 
transmission power, NodeB transmission power, and uplink load. 
4.2 System Level Simulator 
4.2.1 Cell Layout 
The simulated network area models a macro-cellular environment [54] in the uplink and 
downlink directions. The network topology consists of 49 hexagonal cells that are laid on a 
wrap-around surface in order to avoid border effects; hence, each cell will have six 
neighbours. An omni-directional antenna is placed at the centre of each cell with one 5 MHz 
carrier (2100 MHz band) and with a reuse of one. Figure 4-1 below shows the implemented 
network topology. 
Figure 4-1: Toroidal (wrap-around) 49-cell system 
The radius of the coverage area of a hexagonal cell can be given as R, which is the radius of 
a circle that connects the six vertices of a hexagon; however, the coverage area for a 
particular NodeB is not circular as the propagation loss is affected by natural and manmade 
terrain. The height (H) of a hexagonal cell is given as H=R cos 30°. 
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4.2.2 Traffic Generation 
The traffic models adopted in the simulator are for real-time services for speech and video. 
New connection requests arrive to the 49-cell system according to a Poisson process of rate X 
connection requests per second. The inter-arrival time between two consecutive connection 
requests was exponentially distributed. The connection duration was also exponentially 
distributed with mean connection duration of 180 seconds. The following approach was used 
for generating the inter-arrival times and the connections' durations: Let x be a random 
variable that follows an exponential distribution with rate a. The random variable x can be 
generated using the following equation: 
x= -1 log, (1- u) 
a 
(4.1) 
where u is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval (0,1). For generating the 
inter-arrival times, X connection requests per second was used for the rate parameter a and 
for generating the connections' durations, it was used for the rate parameter a. 
For homogeneous load, the connection requests (or user arrivals) were uniformly distributed 
over the simulated network area. For hotspot load, a fraction of the entire system's new 
connection requests was initiated at a chosen hotspot cell. 
4.2.3 Propagation Model 
The propagation model adopted in the simulator includes large scale fading, small scale 
fading, and shadow fading. The attenuation between a mobile and the transmit antenna of a 
cell site, or between a mobile and each of the receiving antennas of a cell site was modelled 
by: 
Attenuation = gz " 10'0 "1 L 
1010 
(4.2) 
where g2 is an exponentially distributed random variable with unit mean, which accounts for 
Rayleigh fading; s is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and a standard deviation of 
5 dB, which introduces log-normal shadowing due to terrain irregularities; L is the path loss. 
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If the power transmitted from a NodeB towards a mobile is PTX, then the power received at 
the mobile, PRX, is given by: 
PRX = Pry. " Attenuation 
4.2.3.1 Fast Fading Model 
(4.3) 
Small scale fading (or fast fading) was modelled using an exponentially distributed random 
variable with unit mean, which accounts for Rayleigh fading [37]. 
4.2.3.2 Path Loss Model 
The path loss component of the propagation model was calculated according to the path loss 
model for a macro-cellular test environment [54] as: 
L=40(1-4x10-3Ahb)Log, o(R)-18Log, o(Ohb)+21Log, o(f)+80 (4.4) 
where L is the path loss measured in dB, R is the base station-mobile station separation in 
kilometres, f is the carrier frequency measured in MHz, and Ohb is the base station antenna 
height in metres measured from the average rooftop level. Considering a carrier frequency 
(f) of 2000 MHz and a base station antenna height (Ahb) of 15 metres, the formula becomes: 
L =128.1 + 37.6 " Log, o (R) (4.5) 
4.2.3.3 Shadow Fading Model 
The shadow fading component of the propagation model was modelled as a Gaussian 
distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation Q. X; may be expressed 
as the weighted sum of a component Z common to all cell sites and a component Z; that is 
independent from one cell site to the other. Both components were assumed to be Gaussian 
distributed random variables with zero mean and standard deviation a independent from each 
other, so that: 
X; = aZ + bZ; (4.6) 
such that a2 + b2 = I. For 50 % correlation, a2 = b2 = 0.5. The correlation is 0.5 between 
sectors from different cells and 1.0 between sectors of the same cell [55]. 
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4.2.4 Signal to Interference Ratio 
4.2.4.1 SIR Calculation in Uplink 
In the uplink direction, local-mean SIR was calculated by dividing the received signal by the 
interference and multiplying by the processing gain. The signals from other users were 
summed together and were seen as interference. The SIR was calculated using the following 
formula [56]: 
(4.7) 
where S is the received signal, Gp is the processing gain, IOWN is the interference generated 
by users that are connected to the same NodeB other than the observed user, IOTHIER is the 
interference from other cells, No is the thermal noise, and ß is an interference reduction 
factor due to the use of, for example, Multi User Detection (MUD) in the uplink direction. 
Since MUD was not included in the implementation, 3 was equal to 0. The thermal noise 
was calculated for 4.096 MHz bandwidth by assuming 5 dB system noise figure. The 
thermal noise power was then equal to -103 dBm. 
SIRUL = 
GP "S 
(1 _%j) .I owN +I orfisx + 
No 
4.2.4.2 SIR Calculation in Downlink 
The SIR in the downlink direction was calculated using the following formula [56]: 
CIrn - 
G,, "S 
a IOWN + IOTIIER + No 
(4.8) 
where S is the received signal, Gp is the processing gain, IOWN is the interference generated 
by users that are connected to the same NodeB other than the observed user and it includes 
also interference caused by perch channel and common channels. The transmission powers 
for them are in total 30 dBm for macrocells. IOTHER is the interference from other cells. a is 
the orthogonality factor in the downlink. WCDMA employs orthogonal codes in the 
downlink to separate users. a takes into account the fact that the downlink is not perfectly 
orthogonal due to multipath propagation, i. e., a is the fraction of the total output power that 
will be experienced as intra-cell interference. It has been calculated for different 
environments (or propagation models) [57]. An a value of 0 corresponds to a perfectly 
orthogonal downlink, while an a value of I corresponds to a completely non-orthogonal 
downlink. The assumed value for the orthogonality factor a is 0.4 for macrocells according 
to [56-58], i. e., 40 % of the total power transmitted from the own cell will act as intra-cell 
interference. No is the thermal noise, which was calculated for 4.096 MHz bandwidth by 
assuming 9 dB system noise figure. The thermal noise power was then equal to -99 dBm. 
`31 ADL 
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4.2.5 Power Control 
Two power control algorithms were implemented in the simulator being the open loop power 
control and the inner loop power control, which is also called fast closed loop power control. 
4.2.5.1 Open Loop Power Control 
Open loop power control is the ability of the UE transmitter to set its output power to a 
specific value. It is used for setting initial uplink and downlink transmission powers when a 
UE is accessing the network. The open loop power control tolerance is ±9 dB for normal 
conditions or ± 12 dB for extreme conditions [56,59]. 
4.2.5.2 Inner Loop Power Control 
In the uplink direction, the traffic channels were power controlled using a simple SIR-based 
fast inner loop power control [56]. Perfect power control was assumed, i. e., during the power 
control loop each UE perfectly achieves the SIR target assuming that the maximum 
transmission power is not exceeded. With the assumption of perfect power control, power 
control error was assumed to be equal to 0% and the power control delay was assumed to be 
equal to 0 seconds. At the end of a power control loop, i. e., after adjusting the transmission 
power for each UE, the SIR was calculated for each UE. If the achieved SIR was lower than 
a minimum value (SIR,,, i ), the UE was considered in outage (or dropped). The initial 
transmission power for the power control loop of an uplink traffic channel was based on path 
loss, thermal noise, and 6 dB noise rise; however, the initial transmission power should not 
affect the convergence process of the power control loop to the target SIR. The maximum 
UE transmission power was 21 dBm and the UE power control range was 65 dBm and 
therefore, the minimum transmission power was -44 dBm. 
In the downlink direction, the traffic channels were power controlled using a simple SIR- 
based fast inner loop power control [56]. Perfect power control was assumed, i. e., during the 
power control loop each downlink traffic channel perfectly achieves the SIR target assuming 
that the maximum transmission power was not exceeded. With the assumption of perfect 
power control, power control error was assumed to be equal to 0% and the power control 
delay was assumed to be equal to 0 seconds. At the end of a power control loop, i. e., after 
adjusting the transmission power for each UE, the SIR was calculated for each UE. A UE 
whose downlink traffic channel was not able to achieve the minimum SIR value (SIRS,;,, ), the 
UE was considered in outage (or dropped). 
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The initial transmission power for the power control loop of a downlink traffic channel was 
chosen randomly in the transmission power range; however, the initial transmission power 
should not affect the convergence process of the power control loop to the target SIR. In the 
simulator, the working assumption for the downlink traffic channel power control range was 
25 dBm and the maximum power for each downlink traffic channel was 30 dBm for the 
simulated macro-cellular environment. 
If the power control required a power higher than the maximum value, the maximum value 
was adopted. In the case that when the sum of all the downlink traffic channels in a cell 
exceeded the maximum NodeB transmission power of 43 dBm for the simulated macro-cells, 
a mechanism was used for maintaining the output power level of the NodeB to be equal to or 
below the maximum, which is quite similar to an analogue mechanism to protect the power 
amplifier. 
The UEs request more or less power depending on their SIR values. A given NodeB will be 
requested to transmit the common channels and the sum of the traffic channels for all the 
UEs it is in communication with. If this total output power level exceeds the maximum 
allowable output power level for the power amplifier, attenuation is applied in order to set 
the output power level of the NodeB equal to its maximum level. In a similar way that an RF 
variable attenuator would operate, this attenuation is applied on the output signal with the 
exception of common channels, i. e., all the traffic channels are reduced by this amount of 
attenuation. 
The power of the traffic channel for a given UE will be: 
TCH(n+1) =TCH(n)±Step -RF_Attenuation 
The new power level was evaluated as: 
SIRt 
are ct Prr_ = I'TX, ' SIR 
where PTX(t 1) is the transmitting power of the link in the (t-1)"' step of the simulation. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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4.2.6 Connection Admission Control 
The connection admission control algorithm decides upon whether to accept or block a new 
connection request into the system after successful synchronisation. The connection 
admission control algorithm is not specified by 3GPP and may vary with different operators. 
The following connection admission control algorithms were implemented and used in the 
simulator for the uplink and downlink directions. 
4.2.6.1 Uplink Connection Admission Control 
In the uplink direction, a received power-based connection admission control algorithm was 
used. The total power received at the NodeB is a parameter that can be used to evaluate the 
network load. The algorithm considers two parameters being a threshold value and the total 
power received at the NodeB to which the new connection request is addressed. The new 
connection request is accepted only if the total power received at the NodeB is below a 
threshold value. 
The noise raise (NR) is defined as: 
NR= 
P. 
x 
P, 
heraml 
(4.11) 
where Prx is the total power received at the consulted NodeB and Ptj ef771ai is the thermal noise 
power. The new connection request is accepted only if the actual noise raise is below or 
equal to the noise raise threshold value. 
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4.2.6.2 Downlink Connection Admission Control 
In the downlink direction, a transmitted power-based connection admission control algorithm 
that estimates the load of the network during the admission of a new connection request 
generated by a user was used. The total power transmitted from the NodeB is a parameter 
that can be used to evaluate the network load. A new connection request is accepted as long 
as the output power level at the consulted NodeB stays below a certain predefined threshold. 
If the total power transmitted from a NodeB is Ptoi and the maximum downlink transmission 
power of the NodeB is P,,,, x, then a new connection request addressed to this NodeB will be 
accepted if: 
< threshold (4.12) Pmax 
and the new connection request will be blocked if: 
> -threshold (4.13) P»ýx 
where threshold is a value that varies in the interval [0,1]. The idea of considering the ratio 
Ptotai/P, aX instead of an absolute threshold value on Ptotal is based on the assumption that it 
would be easier in a real system to have a simple tuning criterion that is based on a relative 
threshold value [37]. 
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4.2.7 Performance Metrics 
Several performance evaluation metrics were specified for evaluating the system's 
performance. The main parameters that were obtained from the system level simulator's 
output are as follows: 
1. Number of new connection requests; 
2. Number of accepted connection requests; 
3. Number of blocked connection requests; 
4. Number of quality dropped connections; 
5. New connection blocking probability (Pblock;,, 5), which is defined as the number of 
blocked connection requests divided by the number of generated connection requests. 
Blocking occurs if a new connection request is denied access to the system; 
6. Connection dropping probability (Pdropp; ng), which is defined as the number of dropped 
connections divided by the number of accepted connections. After each power control 
loop the actual SIR values experienced by each connection are evaluated and dropping 
occurs when a connection's SIR is more than 3 dB below the SIR target value; 
7. Accepted traffic or carried traffic, which is defined as the mean number of active 
connections per cell measured in erlangs per cell. 
The aforementioned parameters were collected over an observation period. This period 
corresponds to the time after the simulation had reached the steady-state, since the steady- 
state simulation technique was used in the developed WCDMA UMTS system level 
simulator. No observations were made during the transient period, which was treated as a 
warm-up interval. This is further explained in the next sub-section. 
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4.2.8 Simulation Techniques 
The steady-state simulation technique was used in the developed system level simulator. The 
gathering of steady-state simulation output requires statistical assurance that the simulation 
reached the steady-state. The main difficulty is to obtain independent simulation runs with 
the exclusion of the transient period. There are two techniques that are commonly used for 
steady-state simulation being the batch means method and the independent replication 
method. Either of these two methods is superior to the other in all cases and their 
performance depends on the traffic intensity [60]. 
4.2.8.1 Batch Means Method 
This method involves only one very long simulation run, which is suitably subdivided into 
an initial transient period and n batches [61]. Each of the batches is then treated as an 
independent run of the simulation experiment while no observations are made during the 
transient period, which is treated as a warm-up interval. Choosing a large batch interval size 
would effectively lead to independent batches and hence, independent runs of the simulation. 
However, since the number of batches is few, the central limit theorem cannot be invoked to 
construct the needed confidence interval. On the other hand, choosing a small batch interval 
size would effectively lead to significant correlation between successive batches and 
therefore cannot apply the results in constructing an accurate confidence interval. The batch 
means method is illustrated in Figure 4-2 below (obtained from [60]). 
Steady State Queue 
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Figure 4-2: Batch means method 
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Supposing that there are n equal batches of m observations each, the mean of each batch is 
calculated as follows: 
meant; _ 
x;, 
m 
where the sum is over j=1,2, ..., m. 
The overall estimate is: 
(4.14) 
Estimate = 
mean. 
(4.15) 
n 
where the sum is over i=1,2, ..., n. 
The variance (S) is calculated as: 
S2 
(mean, - Estimate) 
(n -1) 
where the sum is over i=1,2, ..., n. 
4.2.8.2 Independent Replications Method 
(4.16) 
This method is the most popular method for confidence estimation, typically used for 
systems with a short transient period. In this method, multiple independent runs of the 
simulation experiment are conducted with different initial random seeds for the simulator's 
random number generator. For each independent replication of the simulation run, its 
transient period is removed. For the observed intervals after the transient period, the data is 
collected and processed for the point estimates of the performance measure and for its 
subsequent confidence interval [61]. This method requires that the replications of the 
simulation run must be truly independent. Hence, it is necessary to ensure the use of a good 
random number generator and the selection of sufficiently statistically different starting 
seeds for starting the simulator's random number generator. In addition, this method does 
require separate warm-up intervals to be estimated and removed from each run in order to 
eliminate the effects of transients. 
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The independent replications method is illustrated in Figure 4-3 below (obtained from [60]). 
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Figure 4-3: Independent replications method 
Supposing that there are n replications with m observations each, the mean of each 
replication is calculated as follows: 
mean; 
x! 
/ 
m 
where the sum is over j=1,2, ..., m. 
The overall estimate is: 
Estimate = 
mean; 
n 
where the sum is over i=1,2, ..., n. 
The variance (S) is calculated as: 
SZ -ý 
(mean; - Estimate)2 
(n -1) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
where the sum is over i=1,2, ..., n. The independent replications method was used in the 
developed WCDMA UMTS system level simulator. 
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4.3 System Level Simulator Validation 
In order to validate the performance and credibility of the developed WCDMA UMTS 
system level simulator, steady-state dynamic system level simulations were conducted and 
the results obtained were validated against the results that were presented in [37], where the 
authors compared the performance of two connection admission control styles for voice 
services, one based on the number of active connections and one on run-time measures of the 
power emitted by the NodeB or of the total received interference. 
Figure 4-4 below (obtained from [37]) shows the results that were selected for the purpose of 
validation. The plots show the accepted traffic versus the offered traffic curves considering 
the transmitted power-based connection admission control in the downlink direction. 
Different values of the P, i/P,,, ax ratio were used being 0.5,0.7,0.9, and 0.99. The values on 
the y-axis represent the accepted traffic measured in erlangs per cell. The values on the x- 
axis represent the offered traffic measured in erlangs per cell. The percentage values shown 
next to each curve are the corresponding maximum dropping probability obtained for each of 
the curves that correspond to different values of the P, IlP,,, a, ratio. 
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Figure 4-4: Accepted traffic vs. offered traffic and maximum dropping probability for different 
values of the P, i, r/P,,,, x ratio 
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4.3.1 Experimental Setup 
The traffic scenario considered was a voice service at 12.2 kbps using a spreading factor of 
128. A transmitted power-based connection admission control algorithm in the downlink 
direction was used with different values of the P, o, al/Pax ratio being 0.5,0.7,0.9, and 0.99. 
The simulation time was set to 100,000 time slots (each time slot is of 10 ms duration) for 
each offered traffic value of 8,16,24,32, and 56 erlangs/cell. 
Each simulation run was repeated for 10 times such that each reported output value would 
correspond to the average of 10 samples. The results were collected after a warm-up period 
that was found to be 60,000 time slots (or 600 seconds). The simulation parameters that were 
used in [37] were applied in the conducted validation simulations and are listed in Table 4-1 
below. 
Table 4-1: System level simulation parameters 
Parameter Value 
Test environment Macro-cellular environment 
Multi path channel class A 
Radio access WCDMA-FDD 
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz 
Bandwidth 5.0 MHz 
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps 
Number of hexagonal cells 49 
Cell radius 300 m 
Maximum NodeB transmission power 43 dBm 
Perch channel and common channels power 30 dBm 
Maximum downlink traffic channel power 30 dBm 
Thermal noise power downlink -99 dBm 
Log-normal shadowing Mean =0 dB, standard deviation =5 dB 
Orthogonality factor 0.4 
Test service S eech at 12.2 kbps 
Mean call duration 180 seconds 
Spreading Factor (SF) 128 
SlRmin 3 dB 
SlRtar et (downlink) 7.9 dB 
Simulation time step 10 ms (time slot) 
Simulation time 100,000 time slots x 10 for each offered load 
Inner loo ower control fre uenc 100 Hz 
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4.3.2 Results and Analysis 
The plots in the following four figures below show the accepted traffic versus offered traffic 
curves and the corresponding maximum dropping probability (Pd. Opp;,, ö) values obtained. The 
plots and the corresponding maximum Pdropp;,, a values compare the results that were obtained 
using the developed WCDMA UMTS system level simulator against the results that were 
presented by the authors in [37]. 
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Figure 4-8: Accepted traffic vs. offered traffic and maximum Pdropping for Ptot,, /P,,,,, ratio of 0.99 
It can be seen from the plots that the transmitted power-based downlink CAC algorithm is 
actually able to limit the maximum accepted traffic even at high offered load values. In 
addition, the maximum accepted traffic and the corresponding Pdropping values increase as the 
Ptotai/Pmax ratio increases. Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 below list the absolute and relative 
differences for the accepted traffic (showing only the maximum relative difference values 
obtained) and for the corresponding maximum Pdropp; fo values obtained. 
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The relative difference of two numbers is a unitless number that is expressed as a percentage. 
It is calculated as the absolute difference of the two numbers (at least one of the two numbers 
not equal to zero) divided by their maximum [62]. 
Table 4-2: Absolute and relative differences on accepted traffic values 
PtotatPmaz ratio Accepted traffic 
[erlangs/cell] 
(original) 
Accepted traffic 
[eriangs/cell] 
(validation) 
Absolute 
difference 
Relative 
difference [%] 
0.5 8 7.824 0.176 2.2 
0.7 16.4 15.86 0.54 3.3 
0.9 17.7 17.31 0.4 2.213 
0.99 8 7.71 0.3 3.65 
Table 4-3: Absolute and relative differences on Pdropping values 
PtotaSPmax ratio pdropping (%] 
(original) 
pdropping 
E%j 
(validation) 
Absolute 
difference % 
Relative 
difference 
0.5 0.074 0.000 0.074 - 
0.7 0.974 0.600 0.374 38.4 
0.9 3.972 3.518 0.454 11.4 
0.99 4.850 5.579 0.729 13.1 
Firstly, it can be seen from the plots that the accepted traffic versus offered traffic curves 
obtained using the developed WCDMA UMTS system level simulator closely match the 
curves obtained by the authors in [37]. Secondly, for the relative difference values on the 
accepted traffic, it can be seen that the maximum relative difference value is about 3.65 %. 
For the maximum Pdropp;,, g values obtained, it can be seen that most of the relative difference 
values are below 14 %. Therefore, this indicates that the simulator's performance is very 
close to that of the authors in [37] and that it matches good enough not to make a difference 
in the performance. Finally, in order to guarantee a Pdropp; no below 0.5 %, the Ptotam,,, ax ratio 
would need to be equal to 0.5. 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter presented the design, development, and validation of a WCDMA UMTS system 
level simulator for investigating and evaluating the performance of RRM algorithms, 
especially the CAC algorithm. The chapter presented the different modules of the simulator, 
the simulation techniques, and how the simulator's performance and credibility were 
validated against another simulator that was used in the literature. Various challenges 
surfaced throughout the development of the simulator, especially during the validation of the 
simulator's performance. This was due to the difficulties that were faced in obtaining the 
exact simulation parameter values for the performances presented in the literature. However, 
these challenges were shadowed successfully by conducting extensive simulations. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Performance Evaluation of Enhanced 
Radio Resource Management Algorithms 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a user-centric connection admission control algorithm is proposed for 
enhancing the connection-level QoS for high-priority customers requesting new connections. 
The proposed algorithm is then evaluated using the developed WCDMA UMTS system level 
simulator considering two kinds of stream services being speech and video and the results 
obtained are presented and analysed. 
5.2 User-Centric Connection Admission Control Algorithm 
In this section, a user-centric transmitted power-based connection admission control 
algorithm for WCDMA-FDD UMTS access network is presented. The aim of this algorithm 
is to enhance the connection-level QoS for high-priority customers requesting new 
connections, such as those made by emergency services and police personnel, or by 
customers who choose to pay a high premium for receiving a high-quality service. 
The proposed algorithm considers the priority of the customer requesting a new connection 
at connection admission control time. This priority is obtained by classifying the customers 
according to, for example, their Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the network service 
provider. There is a growing importance of SLAs, where network service providers promise 
to provide a certain, measurable level of performance, such as guaranteed levels of 
bandwidth or service uptime to their customers. Although SLAs are common with corporate 
customers, the inherent flexibility of IP networking means that network service providers 
will soon have the ability to offer residential customers different tiers or classes of service as 
well. The customers are classified into three service classes being Enhanced, Moderate, and 
Normal such that each customer belongs to one of the three predefined service classes. 
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Each service class is characterised by a number of QoS parameters, such as the connection- 
level QoS in terms of the connection blocking and dropping probabilities. In addition, within 
each service class, each service type (e. g., speech, video) is also characterised by minimum 
and maximum bitrates and minimum and target SIR values. 
When the available radio network resources are not enough for supporting a high-priority 
new connection request, the proposed algorithm uses the following approach for managing 
the available radio network resources. By stepping-down the bitrate for an existing 
connection, the interference can be reduced and extra radio network resources can be freed 
and assigned to the high-priority new connection request. Stepping-down the bitrate is 
performed according to the three predefined service classes, where QoS renegotiation or pre- 
agreed SLA profile can be used. 
For real-time traffic, such as speech service, the UMTS cellular system employs the 
Adaptive Multirate (AMR) speech codec. The multirate speech coder is a single integrated 
speech codec with eight source rates being 12.2,10.2,7.95,7.40,6.70,5.90,5.15, and 4.75 
kbps. The AMR bitrate can be controlled by the radio access network and can be adjusted 
dynamically according to the instantaneous network load allowing a trade-off to be made 
between voice capacity and voice quality. 
For other real-time traffic, such as video streaming, two approaches can be used in order to 
accommodate the bitrate adjustments by the proposed algorithm. In the first approach, 
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) can be used for providing flexible bandwidth adaptation. 
However, a relatively low coding efficiency is still suffered in the current coding techniques, 
especially for large bitrate ranges. 
In the second approach, bit stream switching techniques, which are widely used in many 
commercial video streaming systems, can be used to switch among multiple versions of the 
same media content created at different bitrates in order to accommodate the bitrate 
adjustments by the proposed algorithm. One of the major bit stream switching techniques is 
multiple bitrate coding, where a media content is compressed into multiple versions of the 
same media content at different bitrates and qualities [1]. When an ongoing connection's 
bitrate is stepped-down during the lifetime of the connection, the media streaming server 
upon detection immediately switches to a more appropriate bit stream whose transmission 
yields the minimum reconstructed distortion based on the estimation of actual channel 
bandwidth and loss characteristics to reflect the change promptly. 
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Stepping-down the bitrate for existing connections has a different effect depending on the 
traffic or service type. For example, it causes a lower bitrate or lower quality service for real- 
time traffic, while it causes a delay to non real-time traffic. 
The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-1 below. 
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of Moderate users 
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Figure 5-1: Flow chart illustrating the proposed user-centric connection admission control 
algorithm 
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For each customer (or new connection request), the new connection's service class was 
sampled according to the following percentages of the overall system's incoming connection 
requests: 50 % for Normal, 30 % for Moderate, and 20 % for Enhanced. This was obtained 
by generating a uniformly distributed random variable (u) between 0 and I for each new 
connection request, whose service class was set as follows: (i) the new connection's service 
class was set to Normal if the value of u lied between 0 and 0.5, i. e., (0<0.5); (ii) the new 
connection's service class was set to Moderate if the value of u lied between 0.5 and 0.8, i. e., 
(0.5 :! Ii<0.8); (iii) the new connection's service class was set to Enhanced if the value of u 
lied between 0.8 and 1.0, i. e., (0.8 : 9K1.0). 
Using the proposed user-centric connection admission control algorithm, a new connection 
request is accepted if there are enough radio network resources available. If not, the 
algorithm examines the service class of the new connection request and according to the 
predefined three service classes, the following three cases will arise: 
  Case 1: If the new connection request is generated by a customer that belongs to the 
Enhanced service class, the algorithm firstly attempts to step-down the bitrate of existing 
Normal service class connections (if any) that are using the maximum bitrate one by one 
until enough resources are obtained. If enough resources are obtained after this attempt, 
the new connection request is accepted. If not, the algorithm attempts to step-down the 
bitrate of existing Moderate service class connections (if any) that are using the 
maximum bitrate one by one until enough resources are obtained. If enough resources 
are obtained after this attempt, the new connection request is accepted, otherwise, it is 
blocked. 
  Case 2: If the new connection request is generated by a customer that belongs to the 
Moderate service class, the algorithm firstly attempts to step-down the bitrate of existing 
Normal service class connections (if any) that are using the maximum bitrate one by one 
until enough resources are obtained. If enough resources are obtained after this attempt, 
the new connection request is accepted, otherwise, it is blocked. 
  Case 3: If the new connection request is generated by a customer that belongs to the 
Normal service class and there are not enough radio network resources available, the 
new connection request is blocked. 
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5.2.1 Experimental Setup 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed user-centric connection admission 
control algorithm, steady-state dynamic system level simulations were conducted using the 
developed WCDMA UMTS system level simulator. The global system level simulator's 
parameters setup is listed in Table 5-1 below. 
Table 5-1: Global system level simulator's parameters setup 
Parameter Value 
Test environment Macro-cellular environment 
Multi path channel class A 
Radio access WCDMA-FDD 
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz 
Bandwidth 5.0 MHz 
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps 
Number of hexagonal cells 49 
Cell radius 300 m 
Maximum NodeB transmission power 43 dBm 
Perch channel and common channels power 30 dBm 
Maximum downlink traffic channel power 30 dBm 
Thermal noise power downlink -99 dBm 
Log-normal shadowing Mean =0 dB, standard deviation =5 dB 
Orthogonality factor 0.4 
Mean call duration 180 seconds 
SIRmin « 3 dB 
SIRta et (AMR speech service) 7.9 dB 
SIRtar et (video streaming service) 4.5 dB 
Simulation time step 10 ms (time slot) 
Simulation time 100,000 time slots x 10 for each offered load 
Inner loop power control frequency 100 Hz 
Two kinds of stream services were considered in the simulations being a speech service and 
a video streaming service. 
5.2.1.1 AMR Speech Service Traffic Scenario 
This traffic scenario comprises a speech only service using the AMR speech codec. Two 
tests were conducted being tests 1 and 2. In test 1, the performance was evaluated with an 
AMR speech service at 12.2 kbps using the transmitted power-based connection admission 
control algorithm in the downlink direction. The spreading factor (SF) was set to 128 and the 
Ptocel/Pmax ratio was set to 0.5, which was found to guarantee a dropping probability below 0.5 
%. In test 2, the performance was evaluated using the proposed user-centric connection 
admission control algorithm in the downlink direction. The SF was set to 128 for 
connections at 12.2 kbps and 256 for connections at 5.15 kbps if their bitrate was stepped 
down to 5.15 kbps. The Ptotalipmax ratio was set to 0.5, which was found to guarantee an 
overall dropping probability below 0.5 %. 
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5.2.1.2 Video Streaming Service Traffic Scenario 
This traffic scenario comprises a video streaming only service using, for example, the 
H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video codec. Two tests were conducted being tests I and 2. In test 1, 
the performance was evaluated with a video streaming service at 128 kbps using the 
transmitted power-based connection admission control algorithm in the downlink direction. 
The SF was set to 16 and the Ptota)/Pn, ar ratio was set to 0.1, which was found to guarantee a 
dropping probability below 0.5 %. In test 2, the performance was evaluated using the 
proposed user-centric connection admission control algorithm in the downlink direction. The 
SF was set to 16 for connections at 128 kbps and 32 for connections at 64 kbps if their bitrate 
was stepped down to 64 kbps. The Ptotai/Pn, ax ratio was set to 0.1, which was found to 
guarantee an overall dropping probability below 0.5 %. 
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5.2.2 Results and Analysis 
5.2.2.1 AMR Speech Service Traffic Scenario 
The plots in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 below show plots of the blocking probability and the 
accepted traffic, respectively over different offered traffic values for the Enhanced service 
class connections showing tests 1 and 2. 
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The plots in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 below show the blocking probability and the accepted 
traffic, respectively over different offered traffic values for the Moderate service class 
connections showing tests 1 and 2. 
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5.2.2.2 Video Streaming Service Traffic Scenario 
The plots in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 below show the blocking probability and the accepted 
traffic, respectively over different offered traffic values for the Enhanced service class 
connections showing tests 1 and 2. 
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The plots in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 below show the blocking probability and the accepted 
traffic, respectively over different offered traffic values for the Moderate service class 
connections showing tests I and 2. 
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For the AMR speech service traffic scenario, it can be seen from the plots for the blocking 
probability over different offered traffic values that the enabling of the proposed user-centric 
connection admission control algorithm has resulted in achieving a reduction in the blocking 
probability over the different offered traffic values. It can be also seen that the reduction in 
the blocking probability for the Enhanced service class connections is larger when compared 
to the reduction achieved for the Moderate service class connections. This is due to that the 
Enhanced service class connections were given more priority than the Moderate service class 
connections. The reduction in the blocking probability equivalently implies an increase in the 
accepted traffic. 
For the video streaming service traffic scenario, similar performances can be observed for 
the. Enhanced and Moderate service class connections as it is the case in the AMR speech 
service traffic scenario. However, it can be seen that the reduction in the blocking probability 
for the video scenario is lower than it is the case for the speech scenario. This is due to that 
high bandwidth traffic, such as video traffic, requires more radio network resources and 
generates more interference than low bandwidth traffic, such as the speech traffic and hence, 
this results in more difficulty in reducing the blocking probability. 
5.3 Summary 
This chapter presented a user-centric transmitted power-based connection admission control 
algorithm for enhancing the connection-level QoS for high-priority customers requesting 
new connections. The proposed algorithm was evaluated using the developed WCDMA 
UMT, S system level simulator and the results obtained have shown an improvement in the 
connection-level QoS for an AMR speech service and for a video streaming service in terms 
of reducing the connection blocking probability for the Enhanced and Moderate service class 
customers. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Media Transmission over WiMAX 
Broadband Wireless Access Technology 
6.1 Introduction 
The connection from a broadband service provider's network to a business or a residential 
customer's premises is generally referred to as the last-mile connection. The technologies 
available today for providing the last-mile broadband connection are mainly Ti, DSL, or 
cable modem connections [63]. Some telecommunications companies are providing a triple- 
play service, which is the bundling of broadband Internet access, VoIP, and IPTV over 
optical fiber but not wirelessly. 
However, the rising popularity of these services, the desire of customers to consume 
multimedia content anytime anywhere, and the costs associated with the installation and 
maintenance of wired access network technologies, especially to rural areas or remote 
locations have led to the need of having a wireless access network technology that supports 
mobility. 
This chapter addresses media transmission over Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access (WiMAX) IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system as an alternative to cable 
and DSL for delivering multimedia communication applications, such as Live' TV and video 
on demand, especially to rural areas or remote locations. 
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6.2 WiMAX Overview 
WiMAX is an emerging broadband wireless access technology that promises high speed data 
services. It is based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, which is also called Wireless Metropolitan 
Area Network (WirelessMAN), enabling the delivery of last-mile wireless broadband 
services as an alternative to cable, DSL, and also to High Speed Packet Access (HSPA). The 
name "WiMAX" was created by the WiMAX Forum [64], which was formed in June 2001 
to promote conformance and interoperability of the standard. 
WiMAX covers a wide range of fixed and mobile applications. The fixed version of the 
WiMAX standard is termed IEEE 802.16d-2004, which is for fixed or slow position 
changing devices, such as personal computers and laptops. The mobile version is termed 
IEEE 802.16e-2005, which is an amendment to IEEE 802.16d-2004 to support mobility. It 
targets mobile devices travelling at speeds of up to 120 km/h, such as fourth generation (4G) 
cellular phones, PDAs, and laptops. The architecture of a WiMAX broadband wireless 
access system is shown in Figure 6-1 below. 
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Figure 6-1: WiMAX broadband wireless access system architecture 
Two modes of sharing the wireless medium are specified in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16 
standard being Point-to-Multipoint (PMP) and Mesh modes. In PMP mode, the base station 
(BS) and the subscriber stations (SSs) are organised into a cellular-like structure, where a BS 
serves a number of SSs in a broadcast manner, i. e., all the SSs receive the same transmission 
from the BS, which also has the role of coordinating the transmissions from the SSs. In Mesh 
mode, which is optional, the nodes are organised ad hoc and the SSs can directly establish a 
link between each other and the scheduling is distributed among them [65]. 
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The IEEE 802.16 standard considers the frequency band 2-66 GHz, which is divided into 
two frequency ranges: 2-11 GHz for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) transmissions and 10-66 GHz 
for line-of-sight (LOS) transmissions. WiMAX is capable of offering high data rates of up to 
75 Mbps over ranges of 30 km for IP networks with mobility support. 
The key feature that makes WiMAX more attractive than cable and DSL is its ease of 
deployment and the low cost of its installation and maintenance. One of the most probable 
usage of WiMAX is to provide massive broadband Internet access to business and residential 
customers, competing with technologies like cable and DSL, especially in those places 
where the latter two technologies cannot be used or their costs are prohibitive [66]. In 
addition, WiMAX can become part of the broadband backbone in countries with a scarce 
wired infrastructure. There is a significant market potential for this technology and it is 
currently being deployed by equipment manufacturers [67]. 
6.2.1 WiMAX IEEE 802.16 Protocol 
Figure 6-2 below (reproduced from [68]) illustrates the reference model and the scope of the 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16 standard [68,69], which specifies the air interface, including the 
MAC and PHY layers. 
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6.2.1.1 MAC Layer 
The WiMAX interface to external network traffic is the Medium Access Control (MAC) 
layer, which comprises three sublayers being the Convergence Sublayer (CS), the Common 
Part Sublayer (CPS), and the Security Sublayer. 
The service-specific Convergence Sublayer (CS) provides any transformation or mapping of 
external network data received through the CS service access point (SAP) into MAC SDUs 
received by the MAC CPS through the MAC SAP. This includes classifying external 
network service data units (SDUs) and associating them to the proper MAC service flow 
identifier (SFID) and connection identifier (CID). In addition, it may also include functions, 
such as payload header suppression (PHS). Multiple CS specifications are provided for 
interfacing with various protocols. The internal format of the CS payload is unique to the CS, 
and the MAC CPS is not required to understand the format of or parse any information from 
the CS payload. 
The MAC CPS provides the core MAC functionality of system access, bandwidth allocation, 
connection establishment, and connection maintenance. It receives data from the various 
CSs, through the MAC SAP, classified to particular MAC connections. The MAC layer also 
contains a separate security sublayer, which provides authentication, secure key exchange, 
encryption, and integrity control across the broadband wireless access system. 
6.2.1.2 PHY Layer 
Data, PHY control, and statistics are transferred between the MAC CPS and the PHY layer 
via the PHY layer SAP and the PHY layer then transports the data over the radio interface. 
There are five PHY interfaces defined in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16 standard, with each 
being appropriate to a particular frequency range and application. For frequencies in the 10- 
66 GHz range (LOS), the WirelessMAN-SC PHY is specified, whereas for frequencies 
below 11 GHz (NLOS), three PHY interfaces are proposed: 
  WirelessMAN-OFDM: known as OFDM and using OFDM transmission; 
  WirelessMAN-OFDMA: known as OFDMA and using OFDMA transmission; 
  WirelessMAN-SCa: known as SCa and using single-carrier modulations. 
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Some specifications are given for the unlicensed frequency bands that are used for the IEEE 
802.16d-2004 in the framework of the Wireless High-speed Unlicensed Metropolitan Area 
Network (WirelessHUMAN) PHY layer. Unlicensed frequency is included in fixed WiMAX 
certification. 
The WiMAX IEEE 802.16d-2004 standard, which is optimised for fixed wireless -access, 
mainly uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as a transmission method 
in real world applications, whereas the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard, which is for mobile 
wireless access, uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). The key 
difference between these two transmission methods is that OFDM allows only one user on 
the channel at any given time, whereas OFDMA allows multiple access on the same channel 
by using subchannelisation, i. e., multiple SSs transmit at the same time to the BS [701. 
A subchannel is a group of subcarriers that can be allocated dynamically to different SSs. In 
the downlink direction, the BS splits up the downlink bandwidth into different subchannels 
and the transmission to each SS is allocated to one or more subchannels. Downlink 
subchannelisation is the process of amalgamating the data to be transmitted to the different 
SSs into OFDMA symbols with each symbol occupying the entire downlink bandwidth [67]. 
Depending on the channel conditions and data requirements, modulation and coding is set 
individually for each SS. Transmit power can be adapted separately as well, which optimises 
the use of the network resources. 
Due to subchannelisation, OFDMA signals are more complex than OFDM signals and they 
offer better performance and scalability [70]. After the downlink subchannelisation, the 
resultant frequency domain OFDMA symbols are converted into time domain OFDMA 
symbols using IFFT. Then, a cyclic prefix is added to each symbol in order to provide 
immunity against multipath propagation. Finally, the signal undergoes frequency up- 
conversion and amplification before it is transmitted from the BS [67]. 
The PHY layer supports frame-based transmission, i. e., the uplink and downlink data 
transmissions are frame-based, where the time is partitioned into subframes of fixed 
duration. Since the transmission is in broadcast mode, all the SSs listen to the data 
transmitted by the BS in the downlink subframe. However, an SS is only required to process 
data that is directed to it or that is explicitly intended for all the SSs. In the uplink subframe, 
the SSs transmit data to the BS in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) manner [65]. 
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The downlink and uplink subframes are duplexed using one of the two major duplexing 
modes: Frequency Division Duplex (FDD), where downlink and uplink subframes occur 
simultaneously on separate frequencies and Time Division Duplex (TDD), where downlink 
and uplink subframes occur at different times, i. e., they alternate with each other and usually 
share the same frequency. The downlink/uplink ratio can be dynamically adjusted to 
efficiently manage the asymmetric demand for bandwidth. The SSs can be either full-duplex, 
i. e., they can transmit and receive simultaneously or half-duplex, i. e., they can transmit and 
receive at nonoverlapping time intervals. 
Considering an OFDMA frame for Time Division Duplex (TDD), the frame shown in Figure 
6-3 below (obtained from [69]) consists of downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) subframes. The 
value on the vertical axis is the subchannel logical number, while the value on the horizontal 
axis is the OFDMA symbol number. The DL and UL subframes are separated by 
Transmit/Receive and Receive/Transmit Transition gaps (TTG and RTG), respectively in 
order to prevent DL and UL transmission collisions as these gaps allow the BS to switch 
from the transmit to the receive mode and vice versa. The DL subframe is made up of a 
preamble, Frame Control Header (FCH), and a number of data bursts. The UL subframe 
contains a contention interval for initial ranging and bandwidth allocation purposes and a 
number of UL data bursts. The DL-MAP and the UL-MAP completely describe the contents 
of the DL and UL subframes. They specify the SSs that are receiving and/or transmitting in 
each burst, the subchannels on which each SS is transmitting in the UL direction, and the 
coding and modulation scheme used in each burst and in each subchannel. 
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6.2.2 QoS Support in WiMAX 
QoS in WiMAX IEEE 802.16 is handled at both the MAC layer and the PHY layer as 
follows: 
6.2.2.1 QoS Handling at MAC Layer 
At the MAC layer, the principal mechanism for providing QoS is to associate packets 
traversing the MAC interface into a service flow, which is a MAC transport service that 
provides unidirectional transport of packets that provides a particular QoS either to uplink 
packets transmitted by the SS or to downlink packets transmitted by the BS. The SS and BS 
provide this QoS according to the QoS Parameter Set defined for the service flow. A service 
flow is characterised by a set of QoS parameters, such as latency, jitter, and throughput 
assurances. Service flows exist in both the uplink and downlink, directions and may exist 
without actually being activated to carry traffic. A service flow is partially characterised by 
the following attributes: 
  Service Flow ID (SFID): All service flows have a 32-bit SFID, which is assigned to each 
existing service flow and serves as the principal identifier for the service flow (or 
information flow) between a BS and an SS. A service flow has at least an SFID and an 
associated direction. 
" Connection ID (CID): The 16-bit CID of the transport connection exists only when the 
service flow is admitted or active. The relationship between SFID and transport CID, 
when present, is unique. An SFID shall never be associated with more than one transport 
CID and a transport CID shall never be associated with more than one SFID. 
In order to support a range of data services with varying QoS requirements, there are five 
scheduling services in the uplink direction and five data delivery services in the downlink 
direction, each supporting a different level of QoS. The primary purpose of these QoS 
features is to define transmission ordering and scheduling on the air interface. However, 
these features often need to work in conjunction with mechanisms beyond the air interface in 
order to provide end-to-end QoS or to police the behaviour of SSs. 
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In the uplink direction, the scheduling services represent the data handling mechanisms that 
are supported by the MAC scheduler for data transport on a connection. Each connection is 
associated with a single scheduling service, which is determined by a set of QoS parameters 
that quantify aspects of its behaviour. Table 6-1 below (table information obtained from 
[69]) lists the five scheduling services in the uplink direction. 
Table 6-1: Scheduling services in the uplink direction 
Scheduling service Description Mandatory QoS parameters 
Designed to support real-time " Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
UGS uplink service flows that transport " Maximum latency; 
Unsolicited Grant Service 
fixed-size data packets on a " Tolerated jitter; 
periodic basis, e. g., T1/E1 and " Uplink grant scheduling type; 
VolP without silence suppression.   Re uest/transmission policy. 
Designed to support real-time   Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
rtPS uplink service 
flows that transport " Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
real time Polling Service 
variable size data packets on a   Maximum latency; 
periodic basis, e. g., MPEG video.   Uplink grant scheduling type; 
" Request/transmission policy. 
Designed to support real-time   Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
service flows that generate, variable   Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
Extended rtPS size data packets on a periodic   Maximum latency; 
Extended real time basis, e. g., VoIP services with   Request/transmission policy. 
Polling Service silence suppression. It builds on 
the efficiency of both UGS and 
rtPS. 
Designed to support delay-tolerant " Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
nrtPS data streams consisting of variable- " Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
non real time Polling sized data packets for which a " Traffic priority; 
Service minimum data rate is required, e. g., " Uplink grant scheduling type; 
FTP. " Request/transmission policy. 
Designed to support data streams   Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
BE for which no minimum service level " Request/transmission policy; 
Best Effort is required and therefore may be " Scheduling type. handled on a space-available 
basis. 
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In the downlink direction, there are five types of data delivery services for mobile network. 
A data delivery service is associated with certain predefined set of QoS-related service flow 
parameters and the type of data delivery service identifies a specific set of QoS parameters. 
The BS directly controls the scheduling of traffic and the allocation of channel resources. 
Table 6-2 below (table information obtained from [69]) lists the five types of data delivery 
services for mobile network. 
Table 6-2: Types of data delivery services in the downlink direction 
Type of data delivery Supported applications QoS parameters 
service 
Real-time applications generating " Tolerated jitter; 
fixed-rate data, which can be " SDU size; 
UGS provided as either fixed or variable " Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
Unsolicited Grant Service length PDUs.   Maximum latency; 
  Request/transmission policy; 
  Unsolicited grant interval. 
Real-time data applications with   Maximum latency; 
RT-VR variable bit rates which require " Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
Real-Time Variable Rate guaranteed 
data rate and delay. " Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
" Traffic priority; service   Request/transmission policy; 
" Unsolicited polling interval. 
NRT-VR Applications that require a " Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
Non-Real-Time Variable guaranteed 
data rate but are   Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
Rate service 
insensitive to delays. " Traffic priority; 
  Request/transmission policy. 
BE Applications with no rate or delay   Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
Best Effort service requirements. " 
Traffic priority; 
  Re uest/transmission policy. 
Real-time applications with variable   Maximum latency; 
data rates, which require   Tolerated jitter; 
ERT-VR guaranteed data rate and delay " Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
Extended Real-Time (e. g., VoIP with silence " Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
Variable Rate service suppression.   Traffic priority; 
" Request/transmission policy; 
  Unsolicited grant interval. 
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6.2.2.2 QoS Handling at PHY Layer 
WiMAX systems support Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC), which is mainly an 
adaptive change of the burst profile that includes a number of parameters, such as the 
modulation type (e. g., BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM) and the FEC code type (e. g., CTC 
1/2, CTC 3/4, BTC 1/2, BTC 3/4), i. e., the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS). In 
addition, the preamble and the guard times can also be adapted. 
AMC (or link adaptation) takes place at the PHY link and it can be adjusted on a frame-by- 
frame basis depending on the radio channel condition such that an MCS is chosen that is 
most suitable for the radio channel condition at each instant, which leads to a highest average 
data rate while fulfilling the quality requirements [71]. This allows high throughput, which 
implies low latencies and high SNR that implies low bit error rates. In addition, the 
bandwidth can be dynamically allocated on the forward and reverse links based on the traffic 
needs. 
Figure 6-4 below illustrates how AMC can be used to overcome multipath issues by using a 
low-level robust modulation type, such as QPSK at low SNR (e. g., an SS is far from the BS) 
and by using a high-level modulation type, such as 64-QAM where the SNR is highest (e. g., 
an SS is close to the BS). 
Figure 6-4: Adaptive modulation and coding in WiMAX 
Link adaptation has different applications in the uplink and downlink directions, for 
example, it can be used in the downlink direction to provide a better video quality to the 
served SSs. The link adaptation algorithm is not specified in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16 
standard and it was left to the vendor or operator. 
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6.3 Applications and Challenges 
Among the multimedia applications that are expected to be delivered using WiMAX as a 
last-mile broadband wireless access network is Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) that is 
usually provided within a service bundle called the triple-play service bundle, which is the 
delivery of VoIP, IPTV, and data services to subscribers [25]. IPTV is a system where a 
digital television service is delivered using IP over a network infrastructure. The services 
offered by IPTV include broadcast (Live TV) and unicast (VoD) services. Live TV is a 
service for broadcasting live events in real-time, which requires very low latencies. VoD is a 
service where a customer can order a program or a movie that is stored in a video file server. 
The Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is used in conjunction with RTP for accessing 
the video file server with a number of functionalities, such as Play, Pause, Stop, and Fast 
Rewind/Forward [72]. 
However, the transmission of such services, which consume bandwidth and have stringent 
latency constraints using IP over such wireless networks is coupled with many challenges. 
Packets transmitted over such wireless networks can be delayed due to, for example, 
queuing, propagation, transmission, and processing delays, and lost due to, for example, air 
transmission perturbations at the radio channel where the packet loss experienced can be up 
to 10 % or more. These have considerable consequences for multimedia applications and can 
often lead to an unacceptable user experience, since many consumer multimedia applications 
require high bandwidths (e. g., IPTV) and very stringent latency constraints of less than 200 
ms for conversational multimedia applications (e. g., VoIP) and tolerable latencies of 1-5 
seconds for multimedia streaming applications (e. g., VoD). Packets that arrive after their 
intended playout time are discarded at the receiver side. 
Hence, in order to achieve a high level of acceptability in user experience for such 
multimedia applications, in particular video, several key requirements need to be satisfied, 
such as easy adaptability to wireless bandwidth fluctuations due to, for example, multipath 
fading, interference, mobility, handoff, and competing traffic from other wireless users, and 
robustness to partial data losses caused by the packetisation of video frames and high 
bit/packet error rates. 
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6.4 Related Work 
The delivery of media content, such as video over WiMAX broadband wireless access 
technology as a last-mile access network has been researched in a number of works. The 
author in [7] gives an overview on IPTV video streams including how they are generated and 
how they are transmitted over an IP network focusing on the transmission over WiMAX as a 
last-mile access network for delivering IPTV video streams wirelessly to a customer. The 
authors in [73] evaluated the key success factors, benefits, and the challenges associated with 
launching IPTV over WiMAX due to multicasting such a bandwidth-consuming service 
under a diversity of fading channels. The authors in [74] and the authors in [72] introduced 
IPTV and presented a system deployment model for delivering IPTV services over WIMAX, 
identifying the challenges encountered in the MAC layer, PHY layer, and the radio sub- 
systems, such' as the radio transceiver design and implementation, and discussed ways to 
overcome these challenges. However, no simulations were conducted in the aforementioned 
efforts. 
A number of solutions were proposed for enhancing the video quality perceived by the 
customer. For example, in order to better cope with the variations in channel bandwidth and 
the disconnection during handoff, which are the most critical problems that degrade the 
video quality in wireless video streaming, the authors in [75] proposed an efficient video 
streaming method, which dynamically adjusts the video transmission rate based on the 
channel bandwidth and minimises the error propagation during handoff. The streaming 
server adjusts the next transmission rate according to the channel bandwidth that was 
estimated by analyzing channel parameters including the carrier-to-interference-and-noise 
ratio (CINR) in order to avoid the network congestion and performs the intra-refresh method, 
which inserts an intra-coded frame (I-frame) right after the handoff in order to reduce the 
error propagation effectively. The authors showed by experimental results that the proposed 
method could improve the performance of video streaming over mobile WiMAX. 
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6.5 Summary 
This chapter addressed media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless 
access system as a last-mile access network alternative to cable and DSL for delivering 
multimedia communication applications, such as Live TV and Vol), especially to rural areas 
or remote locations. The WiMAX broadband wireless access technology being capable of 
providing high data rates, wide area coverage, mobility support at vehicular speeds, NLOS 
communication, and secure transmission, is suitable for delivering services that are based on 
multimedia applications. 
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Chapter 7 
7 The Development of a WiMAX IEEE 
802.16e Emulator 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the design, implementation, and verification of a real-time WiMAX 
IEEE 802.16e emulator software, including the development of a real-time media 
transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed. The chapter presents the different 
modules of the implementation, development, verification approach, and the corresponding 
verification results. The chapter then presents the investigation of the performance of the 
MAC layer in WiMAX IEEE 802.16e under a real-time video streaming application use 
case, where the impact of the two optional features of fragmentation and packing on a 
number of important aspects, such as the link efficiency, MAC PDU dropping rate, IP packet 
loss rate, and the average Y PSNR of the received video stream at the streaming client after 
decoding is evaluated and the results obtained are presented and analysed. 
7.2 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Emulator 
A WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software was designed and implemented using the C++ 
programming language. It comprises two radio interface protocol stacks that work 
independently, with the first one being for the Base Station (BS) and the second one being 
for the Mobile Subscriber Station (MSS). The air transmission perturbations of the radio 
channel between the BS and the MSS were emulated using a set of radio channel error 
pattern traces for different modulation and coding schemes and for different channel 
conditions. In addition, a real-time media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed 
was defined and developed, whose architecture comprising three PCs being a media 
streaming server PC, a PC running the developed WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software, 
and a streaming client laptop. 
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The architecture and protocol stack of the developed real-time media transmission over 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed are shown in Figure 7-1 below. 
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Media Content 
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IP 
Ethernet 
PHY 
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IP 
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Compressed 
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UDP 
IP 
Ethernet 
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Figure 7-1: Architecture and protocol stack of the developed real-time media transmission over 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed 
At the media streaming server PC, the video content was compressed using a video coding 
technology, such as H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC or MPEG-4 and then it was stored. The 
compressed video content was encapsulated as RTP and transported over UUP/IPv4. The IP 
packets were encapsulated into Ethernet IEEE 802.3 frames and then sent over the set up 
network to the WiMAX emulator PC through the physical layer, which was an Ethernet 
RJ45 network cable. 
At the WiMAX emulator PC, the Ethernet frames were captured at its Network Interface 
Card 1 (NICI) and the Ethernet frames were decapsulated up to the IP layer. The IP packets 
were forwarded to the IP layer of the BS part of the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator and 
were put into a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue. Each successfully received IP packet at the 
MSS was transmitted via NIC2 over the set up network to the streaming client (laptop), 
where the video content was decoded and displayed in real-time. 
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7.2.1 MAC Layer 
The MAC layer accepts external network data and places them in the payloads of one or 
more MAC PDUs before sending them to the PHY layer for transport over the airlink. The 
structure of a MAC PDU is shown in Figure 7-2 below. 
Generic MAC Header Subheaders Payload CRC-32 
(6 bytes) (4 bytes) 
Figure 7-2: MAC PDi1 structure 
The Generic MAC' Header (GMH) has a fixed size of 6 bytes. Figure 7-3 below (obtained 
from [691) shows the format of the GMH. 
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Figure 7-3: Generic MAC Header format 
The length field (LEN) has a length of I1 bits and it specifies the MAC PDIJ length in bytes 
including the GMH, the subheaders if present, and the Cyclic Redundancy Check (('R(') if 
present. A MAC PDU is variable in length and the maximum MAC PDU size is 2047 bytes 
(211-1). Following the GMH, a MAC PDU may optionally have one or more appended 
subheaders, such as aI or 2-byte Fragmentation SubHeader (FSH) or a2 or 3-byte Packing 
SubHeader (PSH). The FSH is inserted only once per MAC PDU when fragmentation is 
enabled, whereas the PSH may be inserted before each MAC' SDU or a MAC SDU fragment 
that is packed into the payload of a MAC PDU when packing is enabled. 
The next field in a MAC' PDU is the message payload, which has a variable length of up to 
2041 bytes, such that the total MAC PDU size including the GMH, subheaders, payload, and 
the CRC does not exceed the maximum MAC PDU sire. The last field in a MAC' PDU is a 
4-byte CRC32, which is optionally appended to the MAC' PDU payload for error detection. 
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The construction and transmission of MAC PDUs and the two optional features of 
fragmentation and packing were implemented according to IEEE 802.16d-2004 1681 and 
IEEE 802.16e-2005 [69] except payload encryption, which was not implemented. The 
construction of a MAC PDU was implemented according to the flowchart in Figure 7-4 
below (reproduced from [68]). 
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7.2.1.1 Fragmentation 
Fragmentation is the process by which a MAC SDU is divided into two or more MAC 
PDUs. This process allows efficient use of the available bandwidth while taking into account 
the QoS requirements of a connection's service flow. The fragmentation feature of a packet 
is illustrated in Figure 7-5 below. 
MAC SDU 
Generic Fragmentation 
MAC 
subheader header 
First Fragment 
MAC PDU 
CRC 
Generic 
MAC 
heador 
Fragmentation Continuing 
CRC 
subheader Fragment 
MAC PDU 
Figure 7-5: Fragmentation feature 
CM Co Fragmentation Last CRC 
header auhheader Fragment 
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Each of the three obtained MAC PDUs contains a Fragmentation Subileader (FSI-I), which 
has a size of either I or 2 bytes and it contains information, such as the Fragmentation 
Control (FC) field, where fragments are tagged with their position in their parent MAC SDU 
in accordance with Table 7-1 below (reproduced from [681). 
Table 7-1: Fragmentation rules 
Fragment Fragmentation control (FC) 
First Fragment 10 
Continuing Fragment 11 
Last Fragment 01 
Unfragmented 00 
The FSH also contains a 3-bit or a 11-bit Fragment Sequence Number (FSN) field for non 
ARQ-enabled connections and a 11-bit Block Sequence Number (BSN) field for ARQ- 
enabled connections. The size of these fields is fixed per connection. 
For non ARQ-enabled connections, the fragments are transmitted once and in sequence. The 
sequence number assigned to each fragment allows the receiver to recreate the original 
payload and to detect the loss of any intermediate fragments. A connection may be in only 
one fragmentation state at any given time. Upon loss, the receiver discards all MAC PDUs 
on the connection until a new first fragment is detected or an unfragmented MAC PDU is 
detected. The presence of fragmentation was indicated by setting hit 2 of the Type field in 
the GMH to 1. The capabilities of fragmentation and reassembly are mandatory. 
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7.2.1.2 Packing 
Packing is the process by which the MAC layer may pack multiple MAC SDUs and/or MAC 
SDU fragments into a single MAC PDU to improve link efficiency. The packing feature is 
illustrated in Figure 7-6 below. 
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Figure 7-6: Packing feature 
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The presence of packing was indicated by setting bit I of the Type field in the GM11. The 
capability of unpacking is mandatory. The payload of a packed MAC PDU contains Packing 
SubHeaders (PSHs) and each PSH is followed by a MAC SDU or a MAC SDU fragment. 
Packing makes use of the connection attribute indicating whether the connection carries 
fixed-length or variable-length packets. 
For non ARQ-enabled connections, which are indicated by the fixed-length versus variable- 
length SDU indicator to carry fixed-length MAC SDUs, the following packing procedure 
was implemented and used. The length (LEN) field of the GMH implicitly indicates the 
packed number of MAC SDUs into a single MAC PDU. If the MAC SDU size is n bytes, the 
receiving side can unpack by knowing that the LEN field in the GMH will be (n xk+ j), 
where k is the number of packed MAC SDUs into the MAC PDU and j is the size of the 
GMH and any prepended subheaders. Figure 7-7 below (reproduced from 168]) shows a 
MAC PDU containing a packed sequence of fixed-length MAC SDtIs. In this case, there is 
no added overhead due to packing and a single MAC PDU is simply a packed sequence of 
length 1. 
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Figure 7-7: Packing fixed-length MAC SDKs into a single MAC PDIý 
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For non ARQ-enabled connections that are indicated by the SDU indicator to carry variable- 
length MAC SDUs, such as IP packets carrying compressed video data, the (n xk+ j) 
relationship between the GMII's LEN field and the MAC SDUs no longer holds. Therefore, 
it is necessary to indicate where one MAC SDU ends and another begins by attaching a PSII 
to each packed MAC SDU. A MAC PDU containing a packed sequence of variable-length 
MAC SDUs is constructed as shown in Figure 7-8 below (reproduced from [68]). 
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Figure 7-8: Packing variable-length MAC SDIJs into a single MAC PDU 
Unfragmented MAC SDUs and MAC SDU fragments may both be packed into a single 
MAC' PDU as shown in Figure 7-9 below (reproduced from [68]). Simultaneous 
fragmentation and packing allows efficient use of the airlink, but requires guidelines to be 
followed so that it is clear which MAC SDU is currently in a state of fragmentation. This is 
achieved by having the fragmentation information for individual MAC SDUs or MAC SDU 
fragments contained in the corresponding PSH when present. If no PSH is present, the 
fragmentation information for individual MAC SDU fragments is contained in the 
corresponding FSH as shown in Figure 7-9 below. 
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7.2.1.3 CRC Calculation 
A CRC-32 as defined in IEEE 802.16e-2005 [69] for OFDMA mode was appended to the 
payload of each MAC PDU covering the GMH and the payload of the MAC PDU. For CRC- 
32 calculation for OFDMA mode, the data (input) bytes were not flipped and the CRC-32 
was calculated using the following standard generator polynomial of degree 32: 
G(X) = x32 +X26 +X23 +X22 +X1G +X12 +X11 +X16 +8 +X7 +X5 +X4 +X2 +X+1 
The hexadecimal representation of truncated G(x) is "OxO4clldb7". At the transmitter, the 
following procedure was applied: 
1. First 32 bits were complemented, which is equivalent to setting the initial value of the 
CRC register as OxFFFFFFFF. 
2. The first bit of the first field (MSB of the first byte of the GMH) corresponds to the x'"' 
term and the last bit of the last field corresponds to the x° term, where n is the number of 
bits in the input data sequence. 
3. The resulting polynomial multiplied by x32 was divided by G(x). 
4. The remainder bit sequence was complemented. 
5. The 32 bits of the CRC value were placed in the CRC field so that the x31 term is the left 
most bit of the first byte and the x° term is the right most bit of the last byte. 
6. The resulting CRC field was sent MSB first. 
At the receiver, the initial remainder was preset to all Is and the input bytes were fed into the 
CRC engine MSB first. When divided by G(x), this polynomial should result in a unique 
nonzero remainder value in the absence of transmission errors. The unique remainder value 
is the polynomial: 
x31 -{- x30 -}- x26 + x25 -}- X24 + X18 -}- X15 + X14 + X12 + x1 
1-h 
X10 + x8 -h x6 -I- x5 +X4 +X3 -I- X-}- 1 
Its hexadecimal representation is "OxC704DD7B". The CRC-32 implementation was tested 
using an example of CRC-32 calculation test vectors in OFDMA mode [69]: 
Generic MAC Header (Hex) = 40 40 1A 06 C4 5A 
Payload (Hex) = BC F6 57 21 E7 55 36 C8 27 A8 D7 1B 43 2C A5 48 
CRC-32 for OFDMA mode (Hex) =1BD1. BA 21 
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7.2.1.4 Concatenation 
Since each MAC PDU is identified by a unique Connection ID (CID), multiple MAC PDUs 
may be concatenated into a single burst (or transmission opportunity) in either the uplink or 
downlink directions. The MAC layer at the receiver is able to present the MAC SDU after 
being reassembled from one or more received MAC PDUs to the correct instance of the 
MAC SAP. It is then possible to send MAC PDUs of different CIDs on the same physical 
burst. Figure 7-10 below (reproduced from [68]) illustrates this concept for an uplink burst 
transmission where MAC management messages, user data, and bandwidth request MAC 
PDUs may be concatenated into the same transmission. 
User PDU 
CID = 0x2301 
Bandwidth 
Request PDU 
CID = 0x0399 
Management PDU 
CID = OxOEF 1 
User PDU User PDU 
CID = Ox5F3E CID = 0x2555 
Figure 7-10: MAC PDU concatenation showing example CIDs 
7.2.1.5 Padding 
The allocated space within a data burst that was unused was initialised to a known state by 
setting each unused byte to the stuff byte value (OxFF). Several MAC PDUs may be 
concatenated and transmitted in a single burst and the padding overhead becomes more 
significant in the case of longer MAC PDUs since small ones better fill up the burst. 
7.2.1.6 Reception Procedure at the SS 
The MAC layer at the SS receives MAC PDUs from the PHY layer and reforms the original 
MAC SDUs before passing them up the stack for transport over the external interfaces. The 
MAC PDUs that are concatenated in a single burst needs to be separated for MAC SDU 
reassembly. Since there is no limitation on the number and sizes of MAC PDUs that can be 
concatenated in a single burst, the receiver side will not know the burst information in 
advance, such as the number of MAC PDUs and the size of each MAC PDU. Therefore, the 
receiver must obtain the size information for the previous MAC PDUs in order to correctly 
determine the starting point of the following MAC PDU. Hence, if there is a Header Check 
Sequence (HCS) error in any of the previous Generic MAC Headers, the following MAC 
PDUs cannot be separated and needs to be discarded. 
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The following reception procedure sequence, which was presented in [76] by the IEEE 
802.16 broadband wireless access working group was implemented at the MAC layer of the 
SS in order to separate the concatenated MAC PDUs: 
1. The first GMH, i. e., the first 48 bits of the first MAC PDU of the burst was read; 
2. The validity of the GMH was checked using the Header Check Sequence (HCS). If an 
error occurred, the whole burst was discarded; 
3. If the GMH was valid, the size information of the MAC PDU was extracted from the 
length (LEN) field in the GMH; 
4. The first MAC PDU was read according to the size information and the validity of the 
data was checked using CRC; 
5. The next 48 bits were read and this was regarded by the SS as the next MAC PDU's 
Generic MAC Header; 
6. Steps 2 to 5 were repeated until all the MAC PDUs were read. 
The flowchart in Figure 7-11 below (reproduced from [76]) illustrates the implemented 
reception procedure at the SS. 
Read MAC PDU (variable size, 
Header has size information) 
Discard PDU 
Decrypt PDU 
Figure 7-11: Flow chart illustrating the implemented reception procedure at the SS 
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For MAC SDU reassembly, an Extended Type FSH and PSII were used, i. e., an FSH of 2 
bytes and a PSH of 3 bytes since an 11-bit FSN field was chosen. This was adopted in the 
implementation according to a proposal that was presented in [77] by the IEEE 802.16 
broadband wireless access working group to allow the use of Extended Type FSH and PSH 
for non ARQ-enabled connections (also adopted in the IEEE 802.16e-2005 [69]) in order to 
avoid the potential of wrongly reassembling a MAC SDU in the case of using a 3-bit FSN. 
Figure 7-12 below (reproduced from [77]) illustrates an example of an incorrect reassembly 
of a MAC SDU for a non ARQ-enabled connection using a 3-bit FSN. The example shows 
the loss of 8 consecutive fragments due to a lost FCH/Dl. -MAP and as a result, the FSN 
wraps around and causes an incorrect reassembly of a MAC SDU. 
FC=10 
FSN=1 
FCH/DL_MAP lost along with these MAC SDU fragments 
FC=10 
FSN=1 
FC=01 
FSN=2 
Potential of an incorrect 
reassembly of a MAC SDU 
} 
Figure 7-12: An example of an incorrect reassembly of a MAC SDU when using a 3-bit FSN 
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7.2.2 Physical Layer/Radio Channel 
The PHY layer takes MAC data input at the PHY SAP, processes the MAC PDUs, and maps 
the processed data to an OFDMA data region for transmission over the radio channel in the 
downlink direction. In OFDMA PHY, a slot requires both a time and a subchannel 
dimension for completeness and it is the minimum possible data allocation unit. 
An OFDMA slot definition depends on the OFDMA symbol structure, which varies for the 
uplink and downlink directions, for full usage of subchannels (FUSC) and partial usage of 
subchannels (PUSC), and for the distributed subcarrier permutations and the adjacent 
subcarrier permutation. For downlink FUSC and downlink optional FUSC using the 
distributed subcarrier permutation, one slot is one subchannel by one OFDMA symbol. For 
downlink PUSC using the distributed subcarrier permutation, one slot is one subchannel by 
two OFDMA symbols. 
In OFDMA, a data region is a two-dimensional allocation of a group of contiguous 
subchannels, in a group of contiguous OFDMA symbols. The following algorithm was used 
for OFDMA data mapping in the downlink direction: 
1. The data after the modulation block was segmented into blocks sized to fit into one 
OFDMA slot; 
2. Each slot should span one subchannel in the subchannel axis and two OFDMA symbols 
in the time axis. The slots were mapped such that the lowest numbered slot occupied the 
lowest numbered subchannel in the lowest numbered OFDMA symbol; 
3. The mapping was continued such that the OFDMA subehannel index is increased. When 
the edge of the data region was reached, the mapping was continued from the lowest 
numbered OFDMA subchannel in the next available symbol. 
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The order in which OFDMA slots were mapped to subchannels and OFDMA symbols is 
illustrated in Figure 7-13 below (obtained from [69]). 
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Figure 7-13: Example of mapping OFDMA slots to subchannels and symbols in PIJSC mode in 
the downlink 
The air transmission perturbations of the radio channel between the BS and the MSS were 
emulated using a set of radio channel error pattern traces. The traces were generated using a 
developed WiMAX IEEE 802.16e physical layer simulator within the SUIT project [78]. 
The components of the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e physical layer simulator are shown in Figure 
7-14 below. 
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Figure 7-14: WiMAX IEEE 802.16e physical layer simulator components 
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As PUSC was used in the system, one data slot is equal to one subchannel by two OFDMA 
symbols. Therefore, the downlink subframe is a matrix of 30 x 13 data slots, excluding the 
preamble symbol. Hence, the system has a total of 30 x 13 data slots (390 slots) available for 
downlink traffic per 5 ms frame. The system capacity is thus represented as 390 slots per 
frame. 
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The system parameters are listed in Table 7-2 below. 
Table 7-2: System parameters 
Parameter Value 
Multiple access OFDMA 
Du lexin TDD 
Subcarrier permutation PUSC 
Carrier frequency [GHz] 2.3 
Channel bandwidth MHz 8.75 
FFT 1024 
Subcarrier spacing KHz 9.765625 
Symbol duration (Ts) [ps] 102.4 
Cyclic prefix (TG) s 12.8 
OFDM duration [ps] 115.2 
TDD frame length [ms] 5 
Number of symbols in a frame 42 
DL / UL ratio 27 / 15 
TTG / RTG s 121.2/40.4 
The radio channel error pattern traces were generated using the system parameters in Table 
7-2 above and the simulation parameters in Table 7-3 below. 
Table 7-3: Parameters used for radio channel error pattern traces generation 
Parameter Value 
Test environment ITU Vehicular A 
MSS speed km/h 60 
Permutation PUSC 
Trace length [seconds] 15 
FEC code type CTC 1/2, CTC 3/4 
Modulation type QPSK, 16-QAM 
SNR range dB 0 to 30 
The radio channel error pattern traces and the corresponding BER values were generated 
after CTC FEC decoding. For each modulation type and an FEC code type, a number of data 
points were generated representing different SNR/BER levels. Maximum FEC code block 
size was assumed for the trace generation. The maximum code block size is modulation 
type/FEC code type-dependent as defined in the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard [69]. 
The radio channel error pattern traces were saved in the form of a "data slot" instead of a 
"bit" error pattern in order to reduce data storage requirements. This was achieved by 
comparing all the data bits within an original data slot to the transmitted data slot. If there 
was any bit error within the data slot, it was declared as an error. In the generated error 
pattern traces, symbol "1" refers to a data slot error while symbol "0" means that there is no 
error. The error pattern was saved in C++ long integer format, i. e., 4 bytes (32 bits) long. 
Hence, every long integer value represents a slot error pattern across the 30 subchannels in 
one time symbol by using a hit XOR operation. 
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7.2.3 Bandwidth Allocation and Scheduling 
The task of the BS is to calculate and allocate the minimum number of slots for each 
connection in order to guarantee the QoS requirements of a connection's service flow, taking 
into account their types or classes. The following expression can be used to calculate the 
required number of slots per 5 ms frame [79]: 
Ns(otsl 
frame 
BW 
(7.1) 
Size.,,,, " fps 
where Nslots/frame denotes the required number of slots to be allocated per 5 ms frame, BW 
denotes the bandwidth requirement of the connection expressed in bits per second, Sizesiot 
denotes the slot size expressed in bits, i. e., the number of data bits per slot, which depends on 
the modulation type and the FEC code type that are used for transmitting the data on that 
connection, and fps denotes the number of frames sent by the BS per second. Since the frame 
duration is 5 ms, fps is equal to 200 frames per second. 
When calculating the required number of slots to be allocated per 5 ms frame, it is important 
to take into account the overhead added by the MAC layer, such as the GMH, CRC, and the 
FSH or PSH subheaders when fragmentation or packing is enabled. 
The Real-Time Variable Rate (RT-VR) data delivery service for mobile network in the 
downlink direction was used in the WiMAX emulator, since this data delivery service 
supports real-time data applications with variable bit rates, which require a guaranteed data 
rate and delay, such as video traffic. The RT-VR data delivery service has the following 
parameters: 
  Maximum latency; 
  Minimum reserved traffic rate; 
  Maximum sustained traffic rate; 
  Traffic priority; 
  Request/transmission policy; 
  Unsolicited polling interval. 
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The following RT-VR data delivery service parameters were considered in the WiMAX 
emulator: 
Maximum latency: The value of this parameter specifies the maximum latency between 
the ingress of a packet to the Convergence Sublayer (CS) of the BS and the arrival of the 
packet to the peer device. When this parameter is defined it represents a service 
commitment and shall be guaranteed. Table 7-4 below (reproduced from [69]) is an 
extensible look-up table listing the maximum latency values. 
Table 7-4: Maximum latency values 
6-bit code (binary) Value , ms 6-bit code (binary) Value ms 
000000 No requirement 001010 150 
000001 1 001011 200 
000010 2 001100 500 
000011 5 001101 1000 
000100 10 001110 2000 
000101 20 001111 5000 
000110 30 010000 10000 
000111 40 010001-111110 Reserved 
001000 50 111111 TLV follows 
001001 100 - - 
Minimum reserved traffic rate: The value of this parameter specifies the minimum rate, 
expressed in bits per second, that is reserved for this service flow. It specifies the 
minimum amount of data to be transported on behalf of the service flow when averaged 
over time. The specified rate shall only be honoured when sufficient data is available for 
scheduling. The BS shall be able to satisfy the bandwidth for a connection and transport 
traffic up to its minimum reserved traffic rate. If less than the minimum reserved traffic 
rate is available for a service flow, the BS may reallocate the excess reserved bandwidth 
for other purposes. The data for this parameter is measured at the input of the CS of the 
BS and it is calculated excluding the MAC layer overhead. 
  Maximum sustained traffic rate: The value of this parameter, expressed in bits per 
second, defines the peak information rate of the service. It pertains to the SDUs at the 
input to the CS of the BS and hence, this parameter does not include the MAC layer 
overhead. This parameter does not limit the instantaneous rate of the service since this is 
governed by the physical attributes of the ingress port. At the BS, the service was 
policed to conform to this parameter on the average over time. When this parameter was 
omitted or set to zero, then there was no explicitly mandated maximum rate. This field 
specifies only a bound, not a guarantee that the rate is available. SDUs deemed to exceed 
the maximum sustained traffic rate was delayed. 
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  Traffic priority: The value of this parameter specifies the priority assigned to a service 
flow. Given two service flows identical in all QoS parameters besides priority, the higher 
priority service flow should be given lower delay and higher buffering preference. For 
otherwise non identical service flows, the priority parameter should not take precedence 
over any conflicting service flow QoS parameter. The specific algorithm for enforcing 
this parameter is not mandated here. 
  Request/transmission policy: The value of this parameter provides the capability to 
specify certain attributes for the associated service flow. These attributes include options 
for MAC PDU formation, such as if the service flow is to fragment data, suppress 
payload headers, pack multiple MAC SDUs or MAC SDU fragments into single MAC 
PDUs, or to append a CRC to the MAC PDU. An attribute was enabled by setting the 
corresponding bit position to 1, which indicates that the action associated with the 
attribute bit overrides the default action. 
The RT-VR data delivery service is described as follows: Let N denote the amount of data 
that arrived to the BS's MAC layer SAP during time interval T= Time Base and let R denote 
the minimum reserved traffic rate in bits per second. During each time interval of the length 
(Time Base), the BS is supposed to allocate to the connection resources sufficient for 
transferring an amount of data according to the value of the minimum reserved traffic rate 
(R), i. e., at least min {N, R* T}. 
Any MAC SDU should be delivered within a time interval D= maximum latency. In the 
case when the amount of data submitted to the BS's MAC SAP exceeds (minimum reserved 
traffic rate * T), the delivery of each specific MAC SDU is not guaranteed. The BS performs 
this scheduling successively for each frame that is sent out, i. e., every 5 ms, so that the time- 
varying nature of the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video traffic can be supported in real-time. 
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7.2.4 Evaluation Metrics 
The transmission and reception properties (e. g., IP bandwidth, delta, jitter) were probed 
using Wireshark [80] between the media streaming server (PCI) and the WiMAX emulator 
(PC2) and at the streaming client (Laptop), respectively. 
Several performance evaluation metrics were specified with the main metrics listed and 
described as follows: 
  IP packet loss rate (PLR), the rate at which packets are discarded, defined as the number 
of lost packets divided by the number of expected packets. 
  MAC PDU dropping rate, the rate at which MAC PDUs are dropped, defined as the 
number of dropped MAC PDUs divided by the number of expected MAC PDUs. 
  Throughput, measured in kbps, as the overall amount of net user data (i. e., data purged 
from the GMH and trailer overheads other than the physical preambles and FEC 
overhead) carried out by the system in the unit of time [65]. 
  Goodput, measured in kbps, as the correctly received bitratelbandwidth and represents 
the effective bandwidth that can be used by the application layer for video bitstream 
transmission. 
  Average unused bandwidth, measured in kbps, defined as the total number of unused 
data bits in partially filled burst allocations divided by the used transmission time (i. e., 
the number of 5 ms frames whose burst allocations for the corresponding connection are 
fully or partially filled) multiplied by the frame duration of 5 ms. A partially filled burst 
allocation can arise due to (i) the remaining number of slots in a partially filled burst 
allocation are not enough to fit the current MAC PDU; (ii) the remaining number of slots 
in a partially filled burst allocation are not utilised due to lack of data at a specific 
moment or the end of data to be transmitted has been reached; (iii) the remaining number 
of slots in a partially filled burst allocation are only enough to fit the GMH, FSH, and the 
CRC of the current MAC PDU when fragmentation is enabled; and (iv) the remaining 
number of slots in a partially filled burst allocation are only enough to fit the GMH, one 
PSH, and the CRC of the current MAC PDU when packing is enabled. 
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  Latency, measured in ms, as the time interval between when an IP packet arrives at the 
MAC layer connection buffer of the BS and when this packet is completely delivered to 
the next protocol layer at the MSS. 
  Average luminance (Y) PSNR. 
7.3 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Emulator Verification 
A number of WiMAX IEEE 802.16 implementations were studied. The first is the 
implementation presented by the authors in [81], where the authors presented their WiMAX 
IEEE 802.16 module that was contributed to the Network Simulator 2 (NS-2). However, in 
this module, the MAC PDU size was fixed to 100 bytes for simplicity and in this case, an 
input MAC SDU is fragmented or packed depending on the length of the MAC PDU of 100 
bytes, which is not the case according to the WiMAX standard [68,69]. The second is the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) implementation of WiMAX IEEE 
802.16 module for the NS-2 [82]. However, in this module, only the best-effort scheduling 
service is supported, which is not suitable for real-time media and this module supports 
WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY layer only, which is not compatible with the aforementioned 
radio channel error pattern traces that were generated for the WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY 
layer. In addition, the above two modules do not provide the capability of real-time media 
transmissions with real media content transmitted and the radio channel between the BS and 
the SS is only modelled using a generic packet loss entity that is provided by the NS-2. 
Therefore, in order to verify the performance and credibility of the developed WiMAX IEEE 
802.16e emulator software, a number of verification tests were conducted for the purpose of 
testing the functionality of the different implemented modules of the WiMAX emulator 
software. 
7.3.1 Experimental Setup 
A real-time video streaming application use case was chosen for the verification tests, such 
as Video on Demand (Vol)), where a stored pre-encoded video content is transmitted by a 
media streaming server to a streaming client. The network scenario that was used comprises 
a media streaming server, the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator, and a streaming client. 
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Figure 7-15 below shows the network scenario and the protocol stack. 
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Figure 7-15: Network scenario and protocol stack 
The network scenario comprising the media streaming server (PC1), the WiMAX emulator 
(PC2), and the streaming client (Laptop) was set up according to Figure 7-16 below. 
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Streaming Client 
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Figure 7-16: Network setup 
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For the media streaming server (PCI) and the streaming client (Laptop), the VLC media 
player program of the VideoLAN streaming solution [83] was used. The VLC media player 
program is a highly portable multimedia player for various audio and video formats (e. g., 
MPEG-I, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX, mp3, and ogg) as well as DVDs, VCDs, and various 
streaming protocols. It can be used as a server to stream a compressed media content in 
unicast or multicast, in IPv4 or IPv6, on a high-bandwidth network, and as a client to receive 
network streams. 
The WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software was run under Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 
in PC2, which has two NIC cards. At the streaming client (Laptop), the IP packets were 
captured using Wireshark [80] and the RTP flows were processed by this application for 
generating the performance results. 
7.3.1.1 Video Streaming Application Characteristics 
A raw video test sequence in YUV format and CIF (352x288) image resolution was 
compressed offline using an MPEG-4 encoder (xvid) that was obtained from [84]. A 
constant quantisation parameter (QP) was used for encoding the whole video test sequence, 
i. e., the inherent rate variation of the encoded video test sequence was not modified and no 
rate control was used. The main encoding parameters that were used in compressing the 
video test sequence are listed in Table 7-5 below. 
Table 7-5: Video test sequence and main encoding parameters 
Parameter Value 
Video test sequence Aki yo 
Image format CIF (352x288) 
Total frames 300 
Frame rate [fps] 30 
Sequence type IPPP 
Period of k pictures 30 
QP 2 
7.3.1.2 Media Streaming Server Video Transport and Transmission 
The media streaming server delivers the compressed video content by sending it in an 
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) (specified in [85]), which is a unidirectional stream that is 
composed of 188-byte TS packets. Each TS packet has a 4-byte header and some TS packets 
contain an optional Adaptation Field, which may contain timing information, pad bytes, and 
other data. The size of the Adaptation Field depends on flags that are set in the TS packet 
header. 
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A TS may contain multiplexed data, carrying TS packets with payloads from multiple 
Packetised Elementary Streams (PES), typically video and audio streams as well as 
associated program information. PES packets are broken into 184-byte chunks to fit into the 
TS packet payload. PES packets have a variable-length header (8 bytes for audio or for video 
without B-frames and 13 bytes for video with B-frames) that must coincide with the start of 
a TS packet payload. Hence, it is necessary to pad a TS packet carrying the last chunk of a 
PES packet when there is insufficient PES data to fill it. The timing information contained in 
PES packet headers as well as in Adaptation Fields is used for synchronising multiple 
streams for playback. 
The MPEG-2 TS is then carried over IP using a method specified in [86] by the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) network working group and in the Digital Video 
Broadcasting-Internet Protocol (DVB-IP) standard [87] defined by the DVB-IP 
Infrastructure (DVB-IPI) group. This method uses RTP to carry MPEG-2 TS packets over 
UDP/IP. An integral number of TS packets is carried as the payload of an RTP packet. For 
Ethernet-based networks, which have a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes, 
this corresponds to 1500 / 188 -7 TS packets. The IP packets are encapsulated into Ethernet 
frames and then sent over the set up network to the WiMAX emulator (PC2) through the 
physical layer, which is an Ethernet RJ45 network cable. The plot in Figure 7-17 below 
shows the transmission bitrate over time, which was probed using Wireshark [80] between 
the media streaming server (PC I) and the WiMAX emulator (PC2). 
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It can be seen from the transmission IP bandwidth plot (Tx IP BW) that the transmission 
bitrate of the media streaming server is variable over time; hence, the video bitrate variation 
was directly reflected to the WiMAX radio access network. In addition, several peaks can be 
observed in the plot, which correspond to the peaks in the bitrate of the encoded video 
content due to the I-frames that were inserted every 30 P frames. 
The media streaming server generated 4770 TS packets, which were sent over 658 IP packets 
of 1356 bytes each. The average and maximum IP bandwidth values were measured to be 
615.121 kbps and 802.75 kbps, respectively. 
7.3.1.3 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Emulator Setup 
The WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters were set up according to Table 7-6 below. 
The air transmission perturbations of the radio channel between the BS and the MSS were 
emulated using a radio channel error pattern trace for an ITU Vehicular A test environment, 
an MSS travelling at 60 km/h, using PUSC permutation mode, and CTC channel coding. The 
length of the trace is 15 seconds, which corresponds to 3000 frames of 5 ms each. When the 
end of the trace was reached, it was wrapped around to the beginning. 
Table 7-6: WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters 
Parameter Value 
Bandwidth [MHz] 8.75 
Du lexin mode TDD 
Frame length [ms] 5 
Connection mode non ARQ-enabled 
Data delivery service RT-VR 
Maximum MAC PDU size [bytes] 2047 
Generic MAC Header size [bytes] 6 
Fragmentation SubHeader size [bytes] 2 
Packing SubHeader size [bytes] 3 
CRC size [bytes] 4 
PHY OFDMA 
Modulation type 16-QAM 
FEC code type CTC 1/2 
Number of data bits per slot 96 
SNR dB 15.60 
BER 0.0052772 
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7.3.1.4 Tests 
Two groups of tests were conducted with group I tests being for an error-free transmission 
and group 2 tests being for an erroneous transmission. Each group consists of three tests, 
which correspond to different MAC layer configurations in terms of whether the 
fragmentation or packing optional features were enabled or not. 
In test 1, neither fragmentation nor packing was enabled. Since the IP packet size that was 
generated by the VLC media streaming server was 1356 bytes, the maximum MAC PDU 
size generated would be 1366 bytes, including a 6-byte GMH and a 4-byte CRC. In order to 
make the transmission possible, the number of allocated slots per 5 ms frame was set to a 
value that would enable the carriage of the maximum MAC PDU size generated. 
In test 2, fragmentation was enabled and all the incoming IP packets were fragmented 
according to the available bandwidth. In test 3, packing was enabled and all the incoming IP 
packets were packed with fragmentation into MAC PDUs according to the available 
bandwidth. 
The fragmentation/packing configurations and the QoS parameters of the RT-VR data 
delivery service for the three different tests are listed in Table 7-7 below. 
Table 7-7: Fragmentation/packing configurations and QoS parameters of the RT-VR data 
delivery service 
Parameter Value 
Test number 1 2 3 
Fragmentation/Packing OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 114 34 34 
Minimum reserved traffic rate kb s 2188.8 652.8 652.8 
Maximum sustained traffic rate kb s 2188.8 652.8 652.8 
Maximum latency ms 500 500 500 
The bandwidth was allocated as follows: to set the minimum reserved traffic rate (or 
equivalently, the number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame) QoS parameter of the RT-VR 
data delivery service to a value such that any MAC SDU (or an IP packet) is delivered within 
a maximum latency of 500 ms. 
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7.3.2 Results and Analysis 
The plots in Figure 7-18 below show the transmission and reception bitrates over time for 
test 1. 
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Figure 7-18: Transmission and reception IP bandwidth over time for test 1 
For the reception IP bandwidth plot (Rx IP BW), it can be seen that it closely matches the 
transmission IP bandwidth plot (Tx IP BW). However, there are some minor differences 
between the two plots. The WiMAX emulator software was designed and implemented to 
process a, 5 ms frame in 5 ms of the PC's system time, i. e., 5 clock ticks; however, there 
were some unavoidable times when the emulator PC was processing a5 ms frame in 15 ms 
due to interrupts and other processes in the PC. 
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The plots in Figure 7-19 and Figure 7-20 below show the transmission and reception bitrates 
over time for tests 2 and 3, respectively. 
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Figure 7-20: Transmission and reception IP bandwidth over time for test 3 
It can be seen from the plots above that the reception IP bandwidth (Rx IP BW) for test 2 
(i. e., fragmentation/packing: ON/OFF) and test 3 (i. e., fragmentation/packing: OFF/ON) 
were achieved as expected since the bandwidth in these two cases was allocated such that 
any MAC SDU is delivered within a maximum latency of 500 ms. 
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The plots in Figure 7-21 and Figure 7-22 below show the delta over time for tests 2 and 3, 
respectively in comparison with test 1. 
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Figure 7-21: Delta over time for test 2 in comparison with test I 
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Figure 7-22: Delta over time for test 3 in comparison with test I 
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It can be seen from the plots above of delta over time whether for test 1,2, or 3 that the 
achieved delta values are within acceptable levels, with a maximum delta value of just below 
40 ms, implying acceptable timing requirements within the set up network. 
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The plots in Figure 7-23 and Figure 7-24 below show the jitter over time for tests 2 and 3, 
respectively in comparison with test 1. 
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Figure 7-23: Jitter over time for test 2 in comparison with test I 
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Figure 7-24: Jitter over time for test 3 in comparison with test I 
It can be seen from the plots above of jitter over time whether for test 1,2, or 3 that the 
achieved jitter values are within acceptable levels, with a maximum jitter value of just below 
10 ms, implying acceptable timing requirements within the set up network. 
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The achieved MAC PDU dropping rate, IP PLR, average throughput, average goodput, and 
the average unused bandwidth values for the error-free and erroneous transmission cases for 
the three different tests are listed in Table 7-8 and Table 7-9 below, respectively. 
Table 7-8: Error-free transmission case results 
Parameter Value 
Test number 1 2 3 
Fragmentation/Packing OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 114 34 34 
MAC PDU dropping rate [%] 0.00 0.00 0.00 
IP PLR [%] 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Average throughput kb s 2169.6 627.791 630.564 
Average good put kb s 2169.6 627.791 630.564 
Average unused bandwidth kb s 0 0.76 0.042403 
Table 7-9: Erroneous transmission case results 
Parameter Value 
Test number 1 2 3 
Fragmentation/Packing OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 114 34 34 
MAC PDU dropping rate % 5.93 6.163 6.184 
IP PLR % 5.93 23.8602 25.228 
Average throughput kb s 2169.6 627.791 630.564 
Average good put kb s 2041.01 477.999 471.486 
Average unused bandwidth kb s 0 0.76 0.042403 
For the error-free transmission case, the intension was to test the functionality of the 
different modules developed under an error-free transmission case. For example, it can be 
seen from the results presented in Table 7-8 above for the three different tests that the 
achieved MAC PDU dropping rate and IP PLR are 0.00 %, and that the achieved average 
throughput and average goodput values are equal, implying a correct functionality. In 
addition, the achieved average unused bandwidth values for the three different tests imply a 
correct functionality of the fragmentation and packing features as it will be explained in 
more detail in the next section. 
For the erroneous transmission case, the intension was to test the functionality of the 
different modules developed under an erroneous transmission case. For example, it can he 
seen from the results presented in Table 7-9 above that the achieved MAC PDU dropping 
rate, IP PLR, average throughput, average goodput, and the average unused bandwidth 
values for the three different tests imply a correct functionality of the radio channel module 
and the fragmentation and packing features as it will also be explained in more detail in the 
next section. 
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7.4 MAC Layer Performance of WiMAX IEEE 802.16e 
The performance of the MAC layer in WiMAX IEEE 802.16e depends on many different 
aspects, such as the frame duration, channel bandwidth, modulation type, FEC code type, 
MAC PDU size, whether the two optional features of fragmentation and packing are used or 
not, and the number of connections. 
7.4.1 Related Work 
The authors in [88] evaluated the impact of the frame duration, MAC PDU size, and the 
number of connections on the MAC layer performance of WiMAX IEEE 802.16e in terms of 
the MAC data rate and the MAC efficiency considering an OFDMA frame structure and 
both sectorised and non-sectorised cell scenarios. The authors showed that since increasing 
the number of connections causes the MAC layer efficiency to drop due to the increase in the 
number of information elements (lEs), i. e., feedback/control information, this implies finding 
ways to reduce the MAC layer overhead by reducing the number of lEs per connection 
and/or compressing the information contained in the lEs in an intelligent way. 
Recently, the authors in [89] evaluated the performance bounds of OFDM-based 802.16, 
systems under different MAC and PHY parameters settings. The saturation throughput that 
can be reached in WiMAX IEEE 802.16 networks was investigated through several 
scenarios by varying the frame duration, the channel bandwidth, and the modulation and 
coding scheme. The authors concluded with outlining the importance of considering the 
MAC and PHY overhead as it may constitute 80 % of the whole frame. 
The optimal MAC PDU size in WiMAX IEEE 802.16 was studied in [90], [63], and [91]. In 
[90] and [63], the authors studied the MAC layer of WiMAX and exploited its flexible 
features together with FEC and ARQ to dynamically adjust the payload and the CRC sizes of 
a MAC PDU based on a six-level feedback of MAC PDU reception status. The authors 
showed with simulation experiments that this mechanism helps in increasing the packet 
restore probability and hence, reducing the MAC PDU dropping probability and increasing 
the goodput. The reduction in the number of retransmissions for dropped or corrupted 
packets also lowers the delay, which is very crucial for real-time video streaming 
applications. 
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Recently, the authors in [91] investigated the impact of the number of errors and the MAC 
PDU size on the MAC layer efficiency. The authors presented a way to estimate the optimal 
MAC PDU size when the error rate for the FEC block is known. This was achieved by 
estimating the error rate for FEC blocks through the CINR measurements and then adjusting 
the MAC PDU size. The authors also suggested using small MAC PDU sizes when the error 
rate cannot be estimated or measured in real-time. 
However, the aforementioned efforts did not consider the impact of the fragmentation and 
packing optional features on a number of key aspects, such as the link efficiency, MAC PDU 
dropping rate, IP packet loss rate, and the achieved video quality in terms of, for example, 
the average Y PSNR of the received video stream after decoding under a real-time video 
transmission over WiMAX broadband wireless access system use case. 
7.4.2 The Impact of Fragmentation and Packing 
As it was previously presented, fragmentation is the process by which a MAC SDU is 
divided into a number of MAC PDUs, whereas packing is the process by which more than 
one MAC SDU and/or MAC SDU fragments are aggregated into a single MAC PDU. These 
two optional features allow better packing of MAC SDUs into the available radio resources, 
since the packet sizes of incoming traffic may vary significantly between 53 bytes for ATM 
cells (even less for VoIP packets), up to 1518 bytes for Ethernet traffic, and up to 65535 
bytes for IPv4 packets (even more for IPv6 packets). These packets may be fragmented 
and/or packed into the MAC PDU payload [92]. The usage of these two features is optional 
but it is encouraged in order to improve the link efficiency while taking into account the QoS 
requirements of a connection's service flow. Fragmentation and packing are mutually 
exclusive operations for a given MAC SDU and normally they are either both supported or 
not at all [93]. 
The overhead added by the MAC layer to the payload being transported includes a 6-byte 
Generic MAC Header (GMH), a1 or 2-byte Fragmentation Subheader (FSH) or a2 or 3- 
byte. Packing Subheader (PSH), and a 4-byte CRC. For non ARQ-enabled connections, the 
FSH and PSH sizes are 1 and 2 bytes, respectively if the Extended Type type field of the 
GMH is set to 0 (i. e., not Extended) and 2 and 3 bytes, respectively if the Extended Type 
type field is set to 1 (i. e., Extended). For ARQ-enabled connections, the Extended Type type 
field of the GMH is set to 1 and hence, the FSH and PSH sizes are 2 and 3 bytes, 
respectively. 
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When fragmentation or packing is not enabled, the overhead added by the MAC layer for 
transporting a MAC SDU only includes the GMH and the CRC per MAC PDU. The 
enabling of the fragmentation optional feature will result in having more header information 
since the MAC layer adds an FSH to each MAC PDU carrying a MAC SDU or a MAC SDU 
fragment. The enabling of the packing optional feature allows packing more than one MAC 
SDU and/or MAC SDU fragments into one MAC PDU by preceding each packed MAC 
SDU or a MAC SDU fragment with a PSH. 
The overhead for transporting the payload depends on the size of the payload. As the 
payload increases, the overhead decreases for the error-free transmission. For example, a 
1356-byte IPv4 packet has a minimum of 10 / (1356+10) = 0.732 % overhead per MAC 
PDU when the fragmentation or packing optional features are not enabled. On the other 
hand, a 40-byte TCP/IP acknowledgement packet over Ethernet would have a minimum of 
10 / (54+10) = 15.6 % overhead per MAC PDU. Therefore, packing can be used in this case 
to*pack multiple user packets into a single MAC PDU in order to improve the efficiency of 
the wireless channel. 
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7.4.3 Experimental Setup 
A real-time video streaming application use case was chosen for the tests. Figure 7-25 below 
shows the network scenario that was used for the tests, which comprises a media streaming 
server, a WiMAX IEEE 802.16e radio access network, and a streaming client. The media 
streaming server was assumed to be located in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e mobile operator's 
network and the streaming client was located in an MSS that resides in a WiMAX cell. 
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Figure 7-25: Network scenario 
The video packets transmitted by the media streaming server were assumed to travel through 
an over provisioned core network; i. e., the packet loss rate in the core network is negligible 
and the transmitted IP packets were immediately available at the BS with negligible latency. 
Therefore, the link bottleneck was at the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e radio access network and 
any degradation in the quality of the received video stream would result from air 
transmission perturbations of the radio channel. 
7.4.3.1 Video Streaming Application Characteristics 
A raw video test sequence in YUV format and CIF (352x288) image resolution was 
compressed offline using the H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC reference software [94], where 
unconstrained variable rate coding was used. This was achieved by using a constant 
quantisation parameter (QP) for encoding the whole video test sequence and by not using 
any rate control. Therefore, the inherent rate variation of the video test sequence was not 
modified and the video encoder in this case had generated an encoded video stream that had 
a variable bitrate and variable packet sizes. 
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The main encoding parameters that were used in compressing the video test sequence are 
listed in Table 7-10 below. 
Table 7-10: Video test sequence and main encoding parameters 
Parameter Value 
Video test sequence Foreman 
Image format CIF(352x288) 
Total frames 300 
Frame rate [fps] 30 
Sequence type IPPP 
Period of k pictures 30 
QP 129, P 29 
Entropy coding method CAVLC 
Profile/Level IDC Baseline (66)/20 
Slice size [bytes] 498 
Y, U, V PSNR dB 36.27,40.22,41.77 
Bitrate at 30.00 Hz kb s 455.30 
The total number of slices that was generated by the encoder was 1306 slices with a 
maximum slice size of 500 bytes. The choice of setting the maximum slice size to 500 bytes 
is due to that since video packets should not be large in order to allow better error resilience 
and to minimise the transmission delay, the size of each packet was kept smaller than 512 
bytes according to [95]. 
7.4.3.2 Media Streaming Server Video Transport and Transmission 
The compressed video test sequence content data was streamed using the Darwin Streaming 
Server (DSS), which is an open source RTP/RTSP server. The compressed video content 
data was packetised by encapsulating one slice of a target size per RTP packet. A target RTP 
packet payload size was maintained by using the H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC slices. The RTP 
packets were transmitted over UDP/IPv4 using Variable Bit Rate Packet (VBRP) 
transmission, where the transmission of a packet solely depends on the timestamp of the 
video frame the packet belongs to [96]. Hence, the video rate variation was directly reflected 
to the WiMAX access network. The transmission of a variable rate encoded video content 
would require the WiMAX access network to fulfil at each point in time the variable bitrate 
demand of the video stream. 
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The plot in Figure 7-26 below shows the transmission bitrate over time, which was probed 
using Wireshark [80] between the media streaming server (PC1) and the WiMAX emulator 
(PC2). The average IP bandwidth of the transmitted video stream was measured to he 
497.088 kbps. 
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7.4.3.3 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Emulator Setup 
8 9 10 
The main WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters were set up according to Table 7-11 
below. 
Table 7-11: WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters setup 
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, The bandwidth was allocated as follows: the minimum reserved traffic rate (or equivalently, 
the number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame) QoS parameter of the RT-VR data delivery 
service was set to a value such that any MAC SDU (or an IP packet) is delivered within a 
maximum latency of 500 ms selected from the extensible look-up table that specifies the 
maximum latency values [69]. Therefore, a pre-decoder buffer with an initial buffering time 
before starting the decoding process was required at the streaming client in order to 
compensate for the difference between the accumulated video encoding or transmission rate 
and the data delivery rate at the WiMAX access network. 
The air transmission perturbations of the radio channel between the BS and the MSS were 
emulated using two sets of radio channel error pattern traces for an ITU Vehicular A test 
environment, a MSS travelling at a speed of 60 km/h, and using PUSC permutation. The first 
set was for a modulation type of QPSK and a FEC code type of CTC 1/2. The second set was 
for a modulation type of 16-QAM and a FEC code type of CTC 3/4. For each set, each trace 
corresponds to a different SNR and BER value. Table 7-12 below lists the characteristics of 
the used traces. 
Table 7-12: Characteristics of the radio channel error pattern traces 
Modulation type FEC code type Number of data bits per slot SNR dB BER 
9.00 0.007742 
QPSK CTC'/ 48 11.00 0.0014785 2 13.00 0.0002243 
15.00 0.0000247 
13.60 0.0206413 
16-QAM CTC 3/< 144 15.40 0.002248 
17.20 0.0001762 
19.00 0.0000134 
The length of each trace is 15 seconds, which corresponds to 3000 frames of 5 ms each. In 
order to have the results to correspond to the average of ten samples, ten different starting 
positions were used within each radio channel error pattern trace as follows: 0,300,600, 
900,1200,1500,1800,2100,2400, and 2700. When the end of a trace was reached, it was 
wrapped around to the beginning. 
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7.4.3.4 Tests 
Two groups of tests were conducted being group A and group B tests. Group A tests were 
conducted using a modulation type of QPSK and a FEC code type of CTC 1/2 over different 
radio channel SNR values. Group B tests were conducted using a modulation type of 16- 
QAM and a FEC code type of CTC 3/4 over different radio channel SNR values. Each of the 
two groups consists of three tests that were conducted for investigating the impact of 
fragmentation and packing. Table 7-13 below lists the fragmentation/packing configurations 
and the QoS parameters of the RT-VR data delivery service for the conducted tests. 
Table 7-13: Fragmentation/packing configurations and QoS parameters of the RT-VR data 
delivery service 
Parameter Value 
Test 1 2 3 
Fragmentation/Packing OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 
Group A 92 60 59 
Group B 31 21 20 
Minimum reserved traffic rate [kbps] 
Group A 883.2 576 566.4 
Group B 892.8 604.8 576 
Maximum sustained traffic rate [kbps] 
Group A 883.2 576 566.4 
Group B 892.8 604.8 576 
Maximum latency [ms] 500 500 500 
In test 1, neither fragmentation nor packing was enabled. Since the target slice size was set to 
500 bytes, this would result in a maximum IP packet size of 540 bytes, including an RTP 
header of 12 bytes, a UDP header of 8 bytes, and an IPv4 header of 20 bytes. Hence, the 
maximum MAC PDU size generated would be 550 bytes, including a 6-byte GMH and a 4- 
byte CRC. The use of fragmentation and packing has a significant impact since if it is not 
used and a MAC SDU is larger than the bandwidth allocation (or the burst size), the 
transmission is not possible [91]. Hence, due to the absence of fragmentation or packing and 
in order to make the transmission possible, the number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame was 
set to a value that would enable the carriage of the maximum MAC PDU size generated, 
which was in this case equal to 550 bytes. 
In test 2, fragmentation was enabled and the MAC SDUs and MAC SDU fragments were 
fragmented according to the available bandwidth. In test 3, packing was enabled and the 
MAC SDUs and MAC SDU fragments were packed with fragmentation into MAC PDUs 
according to the available bandwidth. 
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7.4.4 Results and Analysis 
7.4.4.1 Link Efficiency 
For the effect of fragmentation and packing optional features on the link efficiency, Table 
7-14 and Table 7-15 below list the results obtained for groups A and B tests, respectively for 
tests 1,2, and 3. 
Table 7-14: Link efficiency results for group A tests 
Parameter Value 
Test 1 2 3 
Fra mentation/Packin OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 92 60 59 
Minimum reserved traffic rate kb s 883.2 576 566.4 
Maximum latency ms 136.667 467.412 461.667 
Average throughput kb s 761.821 516.992 517.261 
Average unused bandwidth kb s 01.017 26.8381 25.1838 
Table 7-15: Link efficiency results for group B tests 
Parameter Value 
Test 1 2 3 
Fragmentation/Packing OFF/OFF ON/OFF OFF/ON 
Number of slots allocated 31 21 20 
Minimum reserved traffic rate kb s 892.8 604.8 576 
Maximum latency ms 136.667 357.247 412.13 
Average throughput kb s 761.821 528.817 522.151 
Average unused bandwidth kb s 99.6414 37.057 28.4672 
For test 1, it can be seen that the highest minimum reserved traffic rate (or equivalently, the 
highest number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame) was required in order to make the 
transmission possible since in this case the fragmentation or packing optional features were 
not enabled and hence, it was not possible to size the MAC SDUs according to the 
bandwidth allocations. As a result, test 1 has the highest average throughput and has the 
minimum value of the maximum latency. 
However, test 1 has the highest average unused bandwidth since the overhead associated 
with fractionally used bandwidth allocations was higher as the scheduler had fewer options 
to size the MAC SDUs according to the bandwidth allocations. 
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In test 2, it can be seen that the enabling of fragmentation had significantly reduced the 
required minimum reserved traffic rate (or equivalently, the required number of slots 
allocated per 5 ms frame) for achieving the required maximum latency and throughput 
values. The average unused bandwidth was significantly reduced due to the use of 
fragmentation as the slots allocated per 5 ms frame were filled more efficiently with data by 
constructing the MAC PDUs according to the available bandwidth, i. e., the unused 
bandwidth allocation in this case was used to send more data including the overhead 
resulting from the use of fragmentation. 
In test 3, it can be seen that the use of packing had lowered the required minimum reserved 
traffic rate (or. equivalently, the required number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame) for 
achieving the required maximum latency and average throughput values in comparison to the 
case in test 2. This is due to that the packing feature allows less headers to be needed and this 
reduces the overhead, particularly with small MAC SDU sizes, where the packing optional 
feature is especially efficient. 
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7.4.4.2 IP Packet Loss Rate, Average Goodput, and Average Y PSNR 
The plots in Figure 7-27 and Figure 7-28 below show the IP packet loss rate (PLR) and the 
average goodput, respectively over different radio channel SNR values comparing group A 
tests 1,2, and 3. 
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The plots in Figure 7-29 below show the average Y PSNR over different radio channel SNR 
values comparing group A tests 1,2, and 3. 
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Figure 7-29: Average Y PSNR over SNR comparing group A tests 1,2, and 3 
The first observation from the IP PLR over SNR plots is that the IP PLR decreases with 
increasing the radio channel SNR value (or the radio channel signal quality) for the three 
different tests. The enabling of the fragmentation and packing optional features in tests 2 and 
3, respectively resulted in an increase in the IP PLR over the different radio channel SNR 
values in comparison to test 1. This increase in IP PLR was high at low radio channel SNR 
values of 9.00 and 11.00 dB and minor at high radio channel SNR values of 13.00 and 15.00 
dB. 
The increase in the IP PLR when fragmentation was enabled in test 2 is explained as follows: 
each MAC SDU (or an IP packet) or a remaining MAC SDU fragment in the corresponding 
MAC layer's queue that was scheduled for transmission and did not fit into the available 
bandwidth was subjected to fragmentation according to the available bandwidth into a 
number of MAC PDUs. Since loosing a MAC PDU that forms part of the parent MAC SDU 
would result in loosing the whole MAC SDU, this would result in increasing the probability 
of losing a whole MAC SDU in comparison to the case in test 1, where each MAC SDU was 
encapsulated into only one MAC PDU. 
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The increase in the IP PLR when packing was enabled in test 3 is explained as lbllows: 
MAC SDUs and/or MAC SDU fragments were packed into a single MAC PDU according to 
the available bandwidth and if that packed MAC PDU was lost, all component MAC SDUs 
and/or MAC SDU fragments were lost, while possibly only one component would have been 
lost if packing was not enabled. This also suggests getting a higher PLR when packing is 
enabled in comparison to the case when fragmentation is enabled. 
However, it can be seen that the IP PLR over SNR plot for test 3 (i. e., when packing was 
enabled) nearly overlap with the IP PLR over SNR plot for test 2 (i. e., when fragmentation 
was enabled). This is explained as follows: when packing was enabled in test 3, MAC SDUs 
and/or MAC SDU fragments were packed into a single MAC PDU according to the available 
bandwidth and hence, less number of MAC PDUs was required for transporting the data 
leading to a reduced MAC PDU dropping rate and hence, the resulting IP PLR was close to 
the case in test 2 (i. e., when fragmentation was enabled). However, this is very much 
dependent on the MAC SDU sizes, the smaller the MAC PDU sizes the more clear the effect 
of the enabling of packing is on increasing the IP PLR in comparison to the case when 
fragmentation is enabled. 
It can be also seen from the plots that the impact of the fragmentation and packing optional 
features on the IP PLR is also shown as a result to reflect on the average goodput and the 
average Y PSNR of the received video stream at the streaming client after decoding. 
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7.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the design, implementation, and verification of a real-time WiMAX 
IEEE 802.16e emulator software, including the development of a real-time media 
transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed. The chapter presented the different 
modules of the implementation, development, verification approach, and the corresponding 
verification results. For the WiMAX emulator PC, the 5 ms OFDMA frame duration 
mandates to perform a very large number of computations per second. This fact required the 
implementation of a confident timing control and the use of different communication 
mechanisms among processes within the WiMAX emulator's software. 
The chapter then presented the investigation of the performance of the MAC layer in 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e under a real-time video streaming application use case, where the 
impact of the two optional features of fragmentation and packing on a number of important 
aspects, such as the link efficiency, MAC PDU dropping rate, IP packet loss rate, average 
goodput, and the average Y PSNR of the received video stream after decoding was evaluated 
and the results obtained were presented and analysed. It was concluded that when an MSS is 
receiving a relatively good signal quality, the enabling of the fragmentation optional feature 
allows a better use of the available resources. Furthermore, when the MSS is receiving a high 
signal quality, the enabling of the packing optional feature can provide an additional gain in 
using the available resources efficiently. This suggests the development of a mechanism that 
can set the fragmentation/packing configuration according to the received signal quality for 
achieving a better video quality at the MSS and for achieving link efficiency. 
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Chapter 8 
8 Cross-Layer Design for Media Streaming 
over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e 
8.1 Introduction 
With the rapid development of wireless access technologies and the rapid growing of 
emerging services that are based on multimedia applications, such as Live TV and VoD, 
customers nowadays are seeking reliable and high-quality of such services in terms of 
desirable audio and visual quality. On one hand, the associated communication channels and 
traffic patterns in wireless networks are more unpredictable than the traditional wireline 
networks. On the other hand, multimedia communication applications impose stringent and 
diverse QoS requirements. 
The research focus in recent years has been to adapt the existing multimedia compression 
algorithms and transmission protocols to the scarce and varying resources of wireless 
networks [97]. A number of solutions have been proposed, for example, multiuser resource 
allocation and management algorithms, network-adaptive multimedia compression, channel 
condition-based bit stream switching, prioritisation and layering mechanisms, error 
concealment strategies, joint source-channel coding, and streaming strategies [I]. 
However, these solutions often do not provide adequate support for real-time multimedia 
applications in wireless networks where the available resources are limited and varying. This 
is due to that the resource management, adaptation, and protection strategies available in the 
lower layers of the OSI model, such as the PHY, MAC, Network, and Transport layers are 
optimised without explicitly considering the specific characteristics of the multimedia 
applications and conversely, the multimedia compression algorithms and streaming 
strategies do not consider the mechanisms provided by the lower layers for error protection, 
scheduling, and resource management [97]. 
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Recently, cross-layer design has become a popular topic for solving various problems and 
challenges foreseen in the future generation wireless networks. However, most existing 
cross-layer designs for QoS provisioning in multimedia communication applications are 
mainly focused on improving the network-oriented QoS, such as throughput, delay, and 
jitter, while the multimedia application-oriented QoS has not been fully considered in the 
existing cross-layer design optimisation. This chapter presents a cross-layer design 
framework for enhancing real-time video streaming QoS over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e 
broadband wireless access system at bad channel conditions and when the available radio 
network resources are limited. The chapter presents the different components of the 
framework including the application layer, the MAC layer, and the PHY layer. The chapter 
then presents the performance evaluation of the proposed framework and the results obtained 
are presented and analysed. 
8.2 A Cross-Layer Design Framework for Enhancing Real- 
Time Video Streaming QoS over WiMAX IEEE 
802.16e 
Considering a real-time video streaming application use case, Figure 8-1 below shows the 
network scenario, which comprises a media streaming server, a WiMAX IEEE 802.16c radio 
access network, and a streaming client. The media streaming server is assumed to be located 
in the WiMAX mobile operator's network and the streaming client is located in an MSS that 
resides in a WiMAX cell, where the MSS is shown to be located at different distances from 
the BS corresponding to different values of received signal quality. 
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Figure 8-1: Network scenario for a real-time video streaming application use case 
At the PHY layer of WiMAX, the uplink and downlink transmission properties are described 
using a set of parameters that are referred to as the burst profile. Each burst profile contains a 
number of parameters, such as the modulation type (e. g., QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM) and the 
FEC code type (e. g., CTC 1/2, CTC 3/4). 
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In the downlink direction, the BS provides the SS with a set of burst profiles where up to 12 
can be defined and the parameters of each are communicated to the SSs via MAC messages 
during the frame control section (FCH) of the downlink subframe. The downlink operational 
burst profile of each SS is determined and adjusted by the BS according to the quality of the 
signal that is determined using the carrier-to-interference-and-noise ratio (CINR), which is a 
parameter that is measured in dB and it is interpreted as a signed value from -16.0 dB to 47.5 
dB in units of 0.5 dB [69]. 
The adjustment of the downlink operational burst profiles is triggered by the SSs. For 
OFDMA mode, the downlink CINR report operation is as follows: the SS transmits either a 
physical CINR metric or an effective CINR metric using the REP-RSP MAC message or the 
fast-feedback CQICH channel [69]. In order to reduce the volume of uplink traffic, the SS 
monitors the CINR while receiving downlink data and compares the average value against 
the allowed range of operation, which is bounded by threshold levels. If the received CINR 
goes outside of the allowed operating region for the downlink operational burst profile, the 
SS requests a change to a new operational burst profile. In a mobile environment, the SSs 
will change the downlink operational burst profiles more frequently due to the frequent 
change in the received signal quality with mobility. 
For example, if an MSS becomes close to the BS, i. e., receiving a high signal quality, the SS 
requests a change to a more efficient burst 
profile that has a high-level efficient modulation 
type parameter (e. g., 64-QAM, 16-QAM) and an efficient FEC code type parameter (e. g., 
CTC 3/4). Or, if the MSS becomes far from the BS, i. e., receiving a low signal quality, the 
SS requests a change to a more robust burst profile that has a low-level robust modulation 
type parameter (e. g., QPSK) and a robust FEC code type parameter (e. g., CTC 1/2). 
However, for the last case, when the available bandwidth is not enough to support the 
requested change to a more robust burst profile, which will consume more slots allocated per 
5 ms frame for that connection, the connection may be dropped due to a low signal quality 
and the inability to change to a more robust burst profile due to the unavailability of enough 
bandwidth. 
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Therefore, a cross-layer design framework is proposed with the aim of achieving an 
optimisation of video quality having the application layer to cooperate with the lower layers 
for selecting the optimal transmission strategy that maximises the multimedia performance 
when the signal quality is low and/or the available bandwidth is not sufficient. The proposed 
cross-layer design framework relies on a data partitioning feature at the application layer 
based on the importance of the data, appropriate packet classification at the MAC layer, and 
unequal error protection at the PHY layer. 
8.2.1 Application Layer 
At the application layer, the concept of data partitioning originates from the fact that the loss 
of some syntax elements of a bit stream results in a larger degradation of quality compared to 
others. The H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard [14] provides a number of error 
resilience features, such as slice structure, data partitioning (DP), and flexible macroblock 
ordering (FMO), with the aim of enabling the decoding of an encoded video bitstream even 
when parts of it are missing. One of these error resilience features is data partitioning, which 
can reduce visual artifacts resulting from packet losses if the data partitions of different 
importance can be offered prioritisation or unequal error protection by the access network 
[98], with the more important data being offered more protection and vice versa. 
In H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC, normally all symbols of a macroblock are coded together in a 
single bit string that forms an encoded slice, which is encapsulated into exactly one Network 
Abstraction Layer Unit (NALU). When data partitioning is enabled, more than one bit string 
(or a partition) is created per slice and all symbols of a slice having a close semantic 
relationship with each other are allocated into an individual partition, which is then 
encapsulated into a separate NALU. There are three different partition types defined in 
H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC [14,16]: 
  Partition A: This partition carries the slice header information, including macroblock 
types, quantisation parameters, prediction modes, and motion vectors; 
" Partition B: This partition carries residual information of intra-coded macroblocks, such 
as intra Coded Block Patterns (CBPs) and intra coefficients; 
  Partition C: This partition carries residual information of inter-coded macroblocks, such 
as inter CBPs and inter coefficients. 
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The symbols of partitions B and C cannot be used if the corresponding partition A was lost, 
i. e., the decoder would not possibly decode macroblocks if the prediction modes and the 
motion vectors used were missing. Hence, the information carried in partition A is the most 
important and partition A is independent of partitions B and C. For partition B, the intra 
information that it carries can stop further drift, but in order for this partition to be useful, it 
requires the availability of partition A of a given slice. Partition C is the least important as its 
information does not resynchronise the encoder and the decoder. It requires the availability 
of partition A, but not partition B. Considering the mutual dependencies between partitions 13 
and C, the information contained in partition B is not needed for parsing and decoding 
partition C, and vice versa. 
At the decoder, all the different partitions, i. e., A, B, and C need to be available in order to 
start the reconstruction. However, if partitions B or C are missing, the available header 
information carried in partition A could be useful to the decoder for concealing the loss of 
the corresponding partitions B and C, i. e., due to the availability of macroblock types and 
motion vectors, a comparatively high reproduction quality could be achieved as it is only the 
texture information that is missing [16]. Hence, the decoded video quality could be enhanced 
if the loss rate of partition A is smaller than the loss rate of partitions B and C. This can be 
achieved by using an unequal error protection mechanism at the access network. 
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8.2.2 Unequal Error Protection at the Access Network 
8.2.2.1 MAC Layer 
In WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system, the interface to external 
network traffic is the MAC layer, which comprises three sublayers being the Convergence 
Sublayer (CS), the Common Part Sublayer (CPS), and the Security Sublayer. The service- 
specific CS resides on top of the MAC CPS and utilises the services provided by the MAC 
CPS via the MAC SAP. Currently, there are two CS specifications provided being the 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) CS and the packet CS, which is used for transport for all 
packet-based protocols. The packet CS performs the following functions [68,69]: 
  Accepting higher-layer protocol data units (PDUs) from a higher-layer entity; 
  Performing classification of the higher-layer PDUs into the appropriate transport 
connection; 
  Processing (if required) the higher-layer PDUs based on the classification; 
  Suppression of payload header information (optional); 
  The sending CS is responsible for delivering the resulting CS PDUs to the appropriate 
MAC SAP associated with the service flow for transport to the peer MAC SAP; 
  The receiving CS is responsible for accepting the CS PDUs from the peer MAC SAP 
and delivering it to a higher-layer entity; 
  Rebuilding of any suppressed payload header information (optional). 
The packets arriving at the service-specific CS from a higher-layer entity are called MAC 
Service Data Units (SDUs). The MAC CPS is responsible for the delivery of the MAC SDU 
to the peer MAC SAP in accordance with the QoS, fragmentation, packing, concatenation, 
and other transport functions associated with a particular connection's service flow 
characteristics. 
The classification function performed by the packet CS is the process by which a MAC SDU 
is mapped onto a particular transport connection for transmission between MAC peers. The 
mapping process associates a MAC SDU with a transport connection, which also creates an 
association with the service flow characteristics of that connection. This process läcilitates 
the delivery of MAC SDUs with the appropriate QoS constraints. The classification is 
performed by a classifier, which is a set of matching criteria that are applied to each packet 
entering the WiMAX IEEE 802.16c network. It consists of some protocol-specific packet 
matching criteria, a classifier priority, and a reference to a CID. 
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For protocol-specific packet matching criteria (e. g., IPv4-based classification), the 
destination IP address, IP Type of Service (ToS), and transport protocol port number can be 
applied to each of the incoming packets. If a packet matches the specified packet matching 
criteria, it is then delivered to the MAC SAP for delivery on the connection defined by the 
CID. If a packet fails to match the specified packet matching criteria, the packet CS discards 
the packet. Downlink classifiers are applied by the BS to packets it is transmitting and uplink 
classifiers are applied at the SS. The classification and CID mapping in the downlink 
direction (BS to SS) is illustrated in Figure 8-2 below (reproduced from [68]). 
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Figure 8-2: BS to SS classification and CID mapping 
Therefore, since the packet CS includes incoming packet classification based on protocol- 
specific packet matching criteria, such as the IPv4 packet header's 8-bit ToS field [171, the 
media streaming server was configured to transmit the IP packets with different priority 
assigned to each one of them according to the importance of the video data that it carries. For 
an IPv4 packet header's 8-bit ToS field, bit number 5 was used, which can have two values 
being 0 for normal reliability and I for high reliability. Hence, for an outgoing IP packet that 
carries important video data, such as the partition A data, bit number 5 of the II' packet's 
ToS header field was set to I and for an outgoing IP packet that carries less important video 
data, such as partition B or C data, bit number 5 of the IP packet's ToS header field was set 
to 0. 
3DU 
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At the MAC layer, the incoming IP packets were classified according to their priority using 
the IP packet's ToS header field (bit number 5) into different connections by establishing 
more than one connection between the BS and the MSS. The IEEE 802.16c MAC is flexible 
and it allows multiple connections for an SS at the same time [68,69]. The incoming 11' 
packets containing partition A data were mapped onto one connection (CID 2) whose data is 
transmitted with a high error protection, whereas the incoming IP packets containing data 
other than the partition A data were mapped onto another connection (CII) 1) whose data is 
transmitted with a lower error protection. 
8.2.2.2 PHY Layer 
At the PHY layer, the incoming data from the MAC layer regarding the connection (CID 2) 
carrying MAC PDUs that contain the partition A data was provided with a high error 
protection by using a robust downlink operational burst profile, which is characterised by a 
low-level modulation type parameter (e. g., QPSK) and/or robust FEC code type parameter 
(e. g., CTC 1/2). The incoming data from the MAC layer regarding the other connection (CID 
1) carrying MAC PDUs that contain data other than the partition A data was provided with a 
lower error protection by using an efficient downlink operational burst profile, which is 
characterised by a high-level efficient modulation type parameter (e. g., 16-QAM) and/or less 
robust FEC code type parameter (e. g., CTC 3/4). 
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The proposed cross-layer design framework implementation and the data flow over the BS 
and MSS radio interface protocol stacks are illustrated in Figure 8-3 below. 
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8.2.3 Experimental Setup 
A real-time video streaming application use case was chosen for the tests. Figure 8-4 below 
shows the network scenario that was used for the tests, which comprises a media streaming 
server, a WiMAX IEEE 802.16e radio access network, and a streaming client. The media 
streaming server was-assumed to be located in the WiMAX mobile operator's network and 
the streaming client was located in a MSS that resides in a WiMAX cell. 
Media BS 
Streaming Server 
Figure 8-4: Network scenario 
MSS 
(Streaming Client) 
The video packets transmitted by the media streaming server were assumed to travel through 
an over provisioned core network, i. e., the packet loss rate in the core network is negligible 
and the transmitted packets were immediately available at the BS with negligible latency. 
Therefore, the link bottleneck was at the WiMAX IEEE 802.16e radio access network and 
any degradation in the quality of the received video stream would result from air 
transmission perturbations on the radio channel. 
8.2.3.1 Video Streaming Application Characteristics 
Three raw video test sequences in YUV format, CIF (352x288) image resolution, and with 
different motion characteristics were used. Each raw video test sequence was compressed 
offline using the H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC reference software [94], where unconstrained 
variable rate coding was used. This was achieved by using a constant quantisation parameter 
(QP) for encoding the whole video test sequence and by not using any rate control. 
Therefore, the inherent rate variation of the video test sequence was not modified and the 
video encoder in this case had generated an encoded video bit stream that had a variable 
bitrate and variable packet sizes. 
Z=, 
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The main encoding parameters that were used in compressing the three video test sequences 
are listed in Table 8-1 below. 
Table 8-1: Video test sequences and main encoding parameters 
Parameter Value 
Video test sequence Foreman Tempete News 
Image format CIF(352x288) CIF(352x288) CIF(352x288) 
Total frames 300 260 300 
Frame rate [fps] 30 30 30 
Sequence type IPPP IPPP IPPP 
Period of I -pictures 30 30 30 
QP 129, P 29 135, P 35 125, P 25 
Entropy coding method CAVLC CAVLC CAVLC 
Profile/Level IDC Extended (88)/40 Extended (88)/40 Extended (88)/40 
Data partitioning mode 3 partitions 3 partitions 3 partitions 
Slice size [bytes] 498 498 498 
Y, U, V PSNR dB 36.25,40.22,41.77 30.17,34.62,36.76 41.04,43.02,43.87 
Bitrate at 30.00 Hz kb s 449.40 427.18 423.27 
The total number of slices that was generated by the encoder for the Foreman, Tempete, and 
News video test sequences was 2052,1700, and 1991 slices, respectively with a maximum 
slice size of 500 bytes. The choice of setting the maximum slice size to 500 bytes is due to 
that since video packets should not be large in order to allow better error resilience and to 
minimise the transmission delay, the size of each packet was kept smaller than 512 bytes 
according to [95]. 
8.2.3.2 Media Streaming Server Video Transport and Transmission 
Each compressed video test sequence content data was streamed using the DSS RTP/RTSP 
server. The compressed video content data was packetised by encapsulating one slice of a 
target size per RTP packet. A target RTP packet payload size was maintained by using the 
H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC slices. The RTP packets were transmitted over UDP/IPv4 using 
Variable Bit Rate Packet (VBRP) transmission, where the transmission of a packet solely 
depends on the timestamp of the video frame the packet belongs to [96]. Hence, the video 
rate variation was directly reflected to the WiMAX radio access network. The transmission 
of a variable rate encoded video content would require the WiMAX radio access network to 
fulfil at each point in time the variable bitrate demand of the video stream. The transmission 
bitrate of the media streaming server was probed using Wireshark [80] between the media 
streaming server (PCI) and the WiMAX emulator (PC2). The average IP bandwidth of the 
transmitted video stream was controlled as follows: for each video test sequence, the QP was 
adjusted such that the resulting average IP bandwidth would be about 0.5 Mbps. 
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The plot in Figure 8-5 below shows the transmission bitrate over time for the Foreman video 
test sequence. The average IP bandwidth of the transmitted video stream was measured to be 
515.0648 kbps. 
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Figure 8-5: Transmission IP bandwidth over time for the Foreman video test sequence 
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The plot in Figure 8-6 below shows the transmission bitrate over time for the Tempete video 
test sequence. The average IP bandwidth of the transmitted video stream was measured to be 
489.953 kbps. 
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The plot in Figure 8-7 below shows the transmission bitrate over time for the News video 
test sequence. The average IP bandwidth of the transmitted video stream was measured to be 
486.9864 kbps. 
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8.2.3.3 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Emulator Setup 
The main WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters were set up according to Table 8-2 
below. 
Table 8-2: WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator parameters setup 
Parameter Value 
Bandwidth [MHz] 8.75 
Du lexin mode TDD 
Frame length ms 5 
Connection mode non ARQ-enabled 
Data delivery service RT-VR 
Fragmentation/Packing ON/OFF 
Maximum MAC PDU size [bytes] 2047 
Generic MAC Header size [bytes] 6 
Fragmentation SubHeader size [bytes] 2 
Packin SubHeader size [bytes] 3 
CRC size [bytes] 4 
PHY OFDMA 
Fragmentation was enabled and the MAC SDUs and MAC SDU fragments were fragmented 
according to the available bandwidth to improve link efficiency. 
The bandwidth was allocated as follows: the minimum reserved traffic rate (or equivalently, 
the number of slots allocated per 5 ms frame) QoS parameter of the RT-VR data delivery 
service was set to a value such that any MAC SDU (or an IP packet) is delivered within a 
maximum latency of 500 ms selected from the extensible look-up table that specifies the 
maximum latency values [69]. Therefore, a pre-decoder buffer with an initial buffering time 
before starting the decoding process was required at the streaming client in order to 
compensate for the difference between the accumulated video encoding or transmission rate 
and the data delivery rate at the WiMAX radio access network. 
The air transmission perturbations of the radio channel between the BS and the MSS were 
emulated using a set of radio channel error pattern traces for an ITU Vehicular A test 
environment, a MSS travelling at a speed of 60 km/h, and using PUSC permutation. 
The length of each trace is 15 seconds, which corresponds to 3000 frames of 5 ms each. In 
order to have the results to correspond to the average of ten samples, ten different starting 
positions were used within each radio channel error pattern trace as follows: 0,300,600, 
900,1200,1500,1800,2100,2400, and 2700. When the end of a trace was reached, it was 
wrapped around to the beginning. 
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8.2.3.4 Tests 
Three tests were conducted being tests 1,2, and 3 for each video test sequence. For each test, 
four different observations were collected being A, B, C, and D, which correspond to 
different values of radio channel signal quality obtained at different distances from the BS. 
In test 1, an efficient downlink operational burst profile was used, which has an efficient 
modulation type parameter of 16-QAM. In test 2, a robust downlink operational burst profile 
was used, which has a less efficient modulation type parameter of QPSK. The parameters for 
tests I and 2 are listed in Table 8-3 and Table 8-4 below, respectively. 
Table 8-3: Parameters for test 1 
Parameter Val ue 
Observation A B C D 
Modulation type 16-QAM 16-QAM 16-QAM 16-QAM 
FEC code type CTC'/2 CTC'/< CTC Y2 CTC 3/4 
Number of data bits per slot 96 144 96 144 
SNR dB 12.80 13.60 15.40 15.60 
BER 0.0329371 0.0206413 0.0052772 0.002248 
Number of slots allocated 
Foreman 30 21 30 21 
Tempete 29 20 29 20 
News 28 19 28 19 
Minimum reserved traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 576 604.8 576 604.8 
Tempete 556.8 576 556.8 576 
News 537.6 547.2 537.6 547.2 
Maximum sustained traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 576 604.8 576 604.8 
Tempete 556.8 576 556.8 576 
News 537.6 547.2 537.6 547.2 
Maximum latency ms 500 500 500 500 
Table 8-4: Parameters for test 2 
Parameter Val ue 
Observation A B C D 
Modulation type QPSK QPSK QPSK QPSK 
FEC code type CTC 
Y2 CTC'/. CTC Y2 CTC /2 
Number of data bits per slot 48 72 48 48 
SNR dB 13.00 13.25 15.00 15.00 
BER 0.0002243 0.0000243 0.0000247 0.0000247 
Number of slots allocated 
Foreman 60 40 60 60 
Tempete 57 38 57 57 
News 56 38 56 56 
Minimum reserved traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 576 576 576 576 
Tempete 547.2 547.2 547.2 547.2 
News 537.6 547.2 537.6 537.6 
Maximum sustained traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 576 576 576 576 
Tempete 547.2 547.2 547.2 547.2 
News 537.6 547.2 537.6 537.6 
Maximum latency ms 500 500 500 500 
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In test 3, where two connections were established between the BS and the MSS, the efficient 
. 
downlink operational burst profile was used for the first connection (CID 1) and the less 
efficient downlink operational burst profile was used for the second connection (CID 2). The 
parameters for test 3 are listed in Table 8-5 (for observations A and B) and Table 8-6 (for 
observations C and D) below. 
Table 8-5: Parameters for test 3 for observations A and B 
Parameter Val ue 
Observation A B 
CID 1 2 1 2 
Modulation type 16-QAM QPSK 16-QAM QPSK 
FEC code type CTC'/2 CTC'/2 CTC 3/< CTC % 
Number of data bits per slot 96 48 144 72 
SNR dB 12.80 13.00 13.60 13.25 
BER 0.0329371 0.0002243 0.0206413 0.0000243 
Number of slots allocated 
Foreman 29 58 20 38 
Tempete 27 54 18 35 
News 25 53 17 35 
Minimum reserved traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 556.8 556.8 576 547.2 
Tempete 518.4 518.4 518.4 504 
News 480 508.8 489.6 504 
Maximum sustained traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 556.8 556.8 576 547.2 
Tempete 518.4 518.4 518.4 504 
News 480 508.8 489.6 504 
Maximum latency ms 500 500 500 500 
Table 8-6: Parameters for test 3 for observations C and D 
Parameter Val ue 
Observation C D 
CID 1 2 1 2 
Modulation type 16-QAM QPSK 16-QAM QPSK 
FEC code type CTC Y2 CTC V2 CTC 3/4 CTC'/ 
Number of data bits per slot 96 48 144 48 
SNR dB 15.40 15.00 15.60 15.00 
BER 0.0052772 0.0000247 0.002248 0.0000247 
Number of slots allocated 
Foreman 29 58 20 58 
Tempete 27 54 18 54 
News 25 53 17 53 
Minimum reserved traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 556.8 556.8 576 556 8 Tempete 518.4 518.4 518.4 . 518 4 News 480 508.8 489.6 . 508.8 Maximum sustained traffic rate [kbps] 
Foreman 556.8 556.8 576 556 8 Tempete 518.4 518.4 518.4 . 518 4 News 480 508.8 489.6 . 508 8 Maximum latency ms 500 500 500 . 500 
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8.2.4 Results and Analysis 
8.2.4.1 Foreman Video Test Sequence 
The plots in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9 below show the MAC PDU dropping rate and the IP 
packet loss rate, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
--f+- Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
---, *--Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
---r-- Test 3a (using the cross-layer design framework: partition A only) 
x Test 3b (using the cross-layer design framework: IDR frame and partition A) 
---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------=- ý,,, -- 
-----ý--------------"-------------- ý----------------------------- ý-............. -.............. ý ý,,,, 
, ; 4ý ý-------------. 
0.000 -1 
12.80 13.15 
60.000 
50.000 - 
-------------- -------------- ------------------------------------------- ,,.,. ý i 
----------------------------- ------------- _ý. 
,, 
15.60 
13.50 13.85 14.20 14.55 14.90 15.25 15.60 
SNR [dB] 
Figure 8-8: MAC PDU dropping rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
------------ -------------- -------------------------------------------= -------------- I ------- \,,.., ------ 
Test 3a (using the cross-layer design framework: partition A only) 
Test 3b (using the cross-layer design framework: IDR frame and partition A) 
--Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
Figure 8-9: IP packet loss rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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The plots in Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 below show the average goodput and the average Y 
PSNR, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
------------ -------------- -------------- --------- -------------- --------:, 500.000 --------------- 
. 
------------ -------- ------------- ----------- --------------------------- N 450.000 -- :. _ ý-- 
CL i Y 
14.90 
Figure 8-10: Average goodput over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
38.00 -1 - 
15.25 15.60 
_ __ý ___. ý_______r.. 
----------------- 34.00 
i.,, ý,.. 
ý 30.00 
ý 
-------------- -_----------- -------------- ------------- 
ii 
-D i: ý,,, ý............ .... __.. _.. ,,,,....,.. z 9a nn . -------=_ -' _-- ---------------------- 
....... ýý 
I 
ýi. a 18.00 1-' ------------ 
10.00 
k Test 3b (using the cross-layer design framework: IDR frame and partition A) 
-, -Test 3a (using the cross-layer design framework: partition A only) 
r- Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
-©-Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
--Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
Test 3a (using the cross-layer design framework: partition A only) 
Test 3b (using the cross-layer design framework: IDR frame and partition A) 
12.80 13.15 13.50 13.85 14.20 14.55 14.90 15.25 15.60 
SNR [dB] 
Figure 8-11: Average Y PSNR over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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The screenshots in Figure 8-12 below show the received video stream at the streaming client 
after decoding for the different radio channel SNR values and for the three different tests. 
Tut I (using an . Reimt burst profile) C Test (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) 
Figure 8-12: Screenshots of the Foreman video test sequence 
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For the Foreman video test sequence, it can be seen from the plots above for the MAC PDU 
dropping rate, IP PLR, average goodput, and the average Y PSNR in addition to the 
screenshots that test3a (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) has successfully 
resulted in reducing the MAC PDU dropping rate, which has resulted in reducing the IP PLR 
for the IP packets carrying the important partition A data and hence, increasing the average 
goodput and the average Y PSNR of the received video test sequence at the streaming client 
after decoding. 
In addition, test 3b denotes an extra test that was conducted with similar settings as to test 3a, 
but with the difference of transmitting the IP packets carrying the Instantaneous Decoding 
Refresh (IDR) frame data slices using the connection whose data is transmitted using the 
robust burst profile in addition to the IP packets carrying the partition A data. The IDR frame 
contains information that cannot be partitioned into the three partitions of A, B, or C, i. e., it 
only contains intra frame data that can be decoded without the need for information from 
previous frames. The IDR frame was transmitted only once at the beginning of the video 
sequence after the Sequence Parameter Set (SPS) and Picture Parameter Set (PPS) slices. 
For test 3b, it can be seen that an extra reduction in MAC PDU dropping rate was achieved, 
which has resulted in an extra reduction in IP PLR and hence, an extra increase in the 
average goodput and the average Y PSNR. However, it was noticed that the extra 
enhancement achieved in the visual quality was only valid at the beginning of the video test 
sequence, i. e., for the. first 30 frames, since the IDR frame was only transmitted at the 
beginning of the video test sequence after the SPS and PPS slices. Therefore, for the 
following two video test sequences of Tempete and News, the cross-layer design framework 
was applied using the partition A only, i. e., the IDR frame slices were transmitted using the 
connection whose data is transmitted using the efficient burst profile. 
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8.2.4.2 Tempete Video Test Sequence 
The plots in Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14 below show the MAC PDU dropping rate and the 
IP packet loss rate, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
-e- Test I (using an efficient burst profile) 
-ýL-- Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
--Test 3 (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) -i 
------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- 
C2 25.000 4 -- 
\- --------------=-------------- ---------"---"---------"------------------- ----------"-. --------------------------- m 
CL 
---""--------- ----------------------------- -------------- ------------- CL 20.000 - 
-5 ý...; 
'" --------- ------------ ----"----- -------------- 15.000 CL 
,` UIN IL ý, 2 10.000 ' 
0.000 ý 
12.80 13.15 
13.15 
15.25 
Figure 8-13: MAC PDU dropping rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
60.000 -r 
B-Test I (using an efficient burst profile) 
Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
- Test 3 (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) 
15.60 
ý 40.000 ; 
2ý 
E2 
Cf) N __ ___ 1\... ýýý 
äý 
U 
f9 
-------------- 
20.000 { '., ----------- ------------ I -" 
_,,, 
13.50 
ý.. ,,. ý_ ,. 
13.50 
13.85 
13.85 
14.20 14.55 
SNR [dB] 
14.20 14.55 
SNR [dB) 
14.90 
14.90 
Figure 8-14: IP packet loss rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
15.25 15.60 
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The plots in Figure 8-15 and Figure 8-16 below show the average goodput and the average Y 
PSNR, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
550.000 -1-- 
__________________ -- -, 500.000 1 -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ , r---ý-- . ---- --- -- , --- -. _,, 
%! 
------ý 
i 
,,,, i ---------------------------- I --------------- ------------------- 
--------------- ---------------------------------------------- 
.............. 
150.000 
12.80 13.15 13.50 
34,00 -r- 
-s-Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
-6 Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
--Test 3 (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) i 
13.85 14.20 14.55 14.90 15.25 15.60 
SNR [dB] 
Figure 8-15: Average goodput. over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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-Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) 
Test 3 (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) 
10.00 i- - ----_; 
12.80 13.15 13.50 13.85 14.20 14.55 14.90 15.25 15.60 
SNR [dB] 
Figure 8-16: Average Y PSNR over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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The screenshots in Figure 8-17 below show the received video stream at the streaming client 
after decoding for the different radio channel SNR values and for the three different tests. 
Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
Test 3(using the proposed cross 4ayer 
ýi- , qn framewnrl ) 
Test 2 (using a robust burst profile) l 
SNR 12.80 d© 
Frame #30 
SNR -73.80 dB 
0 Frame 06 
SNR - 15.40 dB 
Frame #95 
SNR -75.80 dB 
Fl. 0199 
Figure 8-17: Screenshots of the Tempete video test sequence 
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8.2.4.3 News Video Test Sequence 
The plots in Figure 8-18 and Figure 8-19 below show the MAC PDU dropping rate and the 
IP packet loss rate, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
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Figure 8-18: MAC PDU dropping rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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Figure 8-19: IP packet loss rate over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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The plots in Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-21 below show the average goodput and the average Y 
PSNR, respectively over different radio channel SNR values for tests 1,2, and 3. 
. 
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Figure 8-20: Average goodput over SNR for tests 1,2, and 3 
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The screenshots in Figure 8-22 below show the received video stream at the streaming client 
after decoding for the different radio channel SNR values and for the three different tests. 
Test 1 (using an efficient burst profile) 
Test 3 (using the proposed cross-ayer 
design framework) 
'if/; IEW. 
lG'. 
I kL! A ! PI" 
". 1Lý 
Test 2 (using a robust bunt profile) 
I 
ý' 
6" 
LTTR 
wim 
ý 
Figure 8-22: Screenshots of the News video test sequence 
For the Tempete and News video test sequences, it can be seen from the plots above for the 
MAC PDU dropping rate, IP PLR, average goodput, and the average Y PSNR in addition to 
the screenshots that test 3 (using the proposed cross-layer design framework) has 
successfully resulted in reducing the MAC PDU dropping rate, which has resulted in 
reducing the [P PLR for the IP packets carrying the important partition A data and hence, 
increasing the average goodput and the average Y PSNR of the received video test sequence 
at the streaming client after decoding. 
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8.3 Summary 
This chapter presented a cross-layer design framework for enhancing the perceived video 
quality at an MSS (streaming client) under a real-time video streaming application use case 
over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system. 
The implementation of this cross-layer design framework in a real system is foreseen to be a 
viable solution due to the following: 
At the application layer, the proposed cross-layer design framework uses the 
H. 2641MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard, which is expected to be one of the main 
video content compression technologies to be used for real-time multimedia 
communication applications over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e, such as IPTV services; 
There is no need for establishing two connections between the media streaming server 
and the WiMAX BS for important packet differentiation purposes, since the media 
streaming server can mark the transmitted IP packets that carry the important video 
content data using the ToS field of an IPv4 packet's header; 
There is no need for introducing a new or to perform major modifications in the packet 
classifier at the WiMAX BS's MAC layer since the WiMAX standard already provides a 
packet CS where the incoming packets can be classified into different CIDs according to 
different classification criteria among which is the ToS field of an IP packet header; 
The WiMAX BS provides the MSS with a number of downlink operational burst profiles 
with varying modulation and FEC code types that can be used for providing the unequal 
error protection. The link adaptation (or mainly, the adaptive change of the downlink 
operational burst profile) algorithm is not specified in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16 
standard and it was left to the vendor or operator. 
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9 Conclusions and Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions 
The objectives of the research work presented in this thesis were to address two major 
challenges that are related with the transmission of multimedia content over wireless access 
networks being the WCDMA UNITS and WiMAX, and to propose solutions that may 
contribute to solving these challenges. The first major challenge dealt with the efficient 
allocation and management of the scarce and varying radio network resources where the 
radio resource management algorithms for supporting QoS in WCDMA UNITS access 
networks were addressed in Chapters 3,4, and 5. The second major challenge dealt with 
achieving some level of performance QoS guarantees for multimedia applications running 
over WiMAX IEEE 802-16e broadband wireless access system when the signal quality is 
low and/or the available bandwidth is not sufficient. This challenge and its associated issues 
were addressed in Chapters 6,7, and 8. In the following paragraphs, the overall conclusions 
are given on how the objectiveý; were met by the research work presented in this thesis: 
In Chapter 2, the context of the research work presented in this thesis was set by providing 
an over view on multimedia transmission over IP wireline and wireless networks, including 
the major multimedia communication applications, media compression technologies, 
multimedia transmission protocols and methods, the challenges associated with supporting 
such applications over IP wireline and wireless networks, and the need for QoS issues, 
particularly in wireless networks. It was concluded that the key to offering QoS for such 
applications lies in the ability of the network to provide sufficient bandwidth for meeting the 
average network loads, to distinguish between the different applications or classes of traffic, 
and to allocate the required network resources for delivering the performance characteristics 
required for that traffic. 
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In Chapter 3, QOS was looked at in terins of the radio resource management algorithms in 
WCDMA UNITS access networks, especially the different connection admission control 
algorithms that can be used in this cellular system in the uplink and downlink directions in 
order to avoid overload situations and to guarantee the QoS for the connections. It was 
concluded that it is important to properly design and tune RRM algorithms as they 
essentially affect the overall mobile radio communication system's performance in terms of 
capacity, coverage, or service/network quality. In addition, RRM algorithms also affect the 
mobile radio system planning and dimensioning in terms of signalling load, required 
interface capacity, and processing power. Therefore, the efficiency of RRM algorithms is a 
major differentiating factor between competitors, such as infrastructure manufacturers and 
network operators in terms of the mobile radio network realisations, since these algorithms 
are typically not standardised and they allow trade-off of various network performance 
characteristics. 
In Chapter 4, in order to investigate and evaluate the perforinance of radio resource 
management algorithms in WCMDA UNITS access networks, especially the con nection 
admission control algorithm, a system level simulation tool was designed, developed, and 
validated using well-known simulation techniques against another simulator that was used in 
the literature. Various challenges surfaced throughout ihe development of the simulator, 
especially the validation of the simulator's performance against another simulator in the 
literature due to the difficulty that was faced in obtaining the exact simulation parameters for 
the performances presented in the literature. However, these challenges were shadowed 
successfully by conducting extensive simulations in order to obtain the right simulation 
parameters. 
In Chapter 5, in order to improve the performance of the transmitted power-based connection 
admission control algorithm in the downlink direction for the purpose of enhancing the 
connection-level QoS for high-priority customers requesting new connections, a user-centric 
connection admission control algorithm was proposed and evaluated using the developed 
WCDMA UNITS system level simulator. The proposed algorithm has shown an 
enhancement in the connection-level QoS for the Enhanced and Moderate service class 
customers. 
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In chapter 6, media transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access 
system as a last-mile access network alternative to cable and DSL for delivering multimedia 
communication applications, such as Live TV and VoD, especially to rural areas or remote 
locations was addressed. It was concluded that the WiMAX broadband wireless access 
technology being capable of providing high data rates, wide area coverage, mobility support 
at vehicular speeds, NLOS communication, and secure transmission, is suitable for 
delivering services that are based on multimedia applications. 
In Chapter 7, in order to investigate real-time media streaming over WiMAX broadband 
wireless access system, a real-time WiMAX IEEE 802.16e base station and mobile 
subscriber station emulator software, including the development of a real-time media 
transmission over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e test-bed was designed, developed, and its 
performance was verified via a number of tests. For the WiMAX emulator PC, the 5 ms 
OFDMA frame duration mandates to perform a very large number of computations per 
second. This fact required the implementation of a confident timing control and the use of 
different communication mechanisms among- processes within the WiMAX emulator's 
software. 
In addition, in order to investigate the impact of the two implemented optional features of 
fragmentation and packing on a number of important aspects, such as the link efficiency, 
MAC PDU dropping rate, IP packet loss rate, and the average Y PSNR of the received video 
stream after decoding, tests were conducted under a real-time video streaming application 
use case. It was concluded from the results obtained that when an MSS is receiving a 
relatively good signal quality, the enabling of the fragmentation optional feature allows a 
better use of the available- resources. Furthermore, when the MSS is receiving a high signal 
quality, the enabling of the packing optional feature can provide an additional gain in using 
the available resources efficiently. This suggests the development of a mechanism that can 
set the fragmentation/packing configuration according to the received signal quality for 
achieving a better video quality at the MSS and for achieving link efficiency. 
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In Chapter 8, a cross-layer design framework for enhancing the perceived video quality at an 
MSS (streaming client) under a real-time video streaming application use case over WiMAX 
IEEE 802.16e broadband wireless access system was proposed and evaluated. The proposed 
framework has shown that it can achieve an optimization of video quality when the signal 
quality is low and/or when the available bandwidth is not sufficient. Since the proposed 
framework relies on a data partitioning feature at the application layer based on the 
importance of the data, appropriate packet classification at the MAC layer, a nd unequal error 
protection at the PHY layer, its implementation in a real system is foreseen to be a viable 
solution due to the following: 
At the application layer, the proposed cross-layer design framework uses the 
H. 264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard, which is expected to be one of the main 
video content compression technologies to be used for real-time multimedia 
communication applications over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e, such as IPTV services; 
There is no need for establishing two connections between the media streaming server 
and the WiMAX BS for important packet differentiation purposes, since the media 
streaming server can mark the transmitted IP packets that carry the important video 
content data using the ToS field of an lPv4 packet's header; 
There is no need for introducing a new or to perform major modifications in the packet 
classifier at the WiMAX BS's MAC layer since the WiMAX standard already provides a 
packet CS where the incoming packets can be classified into different CIDs according to' 
different classification criteria among which is the ToS field of an IP packet header; 
The WiMAX BS provides the MSS with a number of downlink operational burst profiles 
with varying modulation and FEC code types that can be used for providing the unequal 
error protection. The link adaptation (or mainly, the adaptive change of the downlink 
operational burst profile) algorithm is not specified in the WiMAX IEEE 802.16 
standard and it was left to the vendor or operator. 
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9.2 Future Work 
Future work directions from the work presented in this thesis are given as follows: For the 
developed WCDMA UNITS system level simulator and the proposed user-centric connection 
admission control algorithm, two extensions are suggested. The first future work extension 
could be to evaluate the impact of the proposed algorithm on real-time media connections, 
such as video connections when their bit rate is stepped down to a lower rate (e. g., from 128 
to 64 kbps). This can be achieved by the integration of WCDMA UNITS NodeB and UE 
radio interface protocol stack emulator within the system level simulator in order to evaluate 
the perceived quality and how this could impact the customer's satisfaction. 
The second future work extension is that the proposed algorithm could be extended to 
include not only stepping-down the bitrate of low-priority customers as a way of attempting 
to free some radio network resources for accepting a high-priority new connection request, 
but also another dimension can be added to the proposed algorithm by considering scalability 
within the. same multimedia stream. For example, considering a use case where a customer is 
consuming a football match video on demand content that consists of the audio and the video 
parts. During the lifetime of the connection, if the available radio network resources are no 
longer enough to support the connection with the required SIR level, the connection will be 
dropped. A possible solution to this would be rather than dropping the connection, only the 
audio part can be streamed to the customer since in this case a customer is more likely to 
prefer to at least consume the audio part of the football match rather than having the 
connection dropped. This is based on the fact that high bandwidth traffic, such as video 
traffic requires more radio network resources and generates more interference than low 
bandwidth traffic, such as the audio traffic. 
For the developed WiMAX IEEE 802.16e emulator software including the real-time media 
transmission test-bed and the proposed cross-layer design framework, the scenario could be 
extended to include a more detailed IP wireline network part where IP QoS, such as the 
Diff'Serv could be applied to the IP packets traversing a core network to the WiMAX BS and 
evaluate the end-to-end performance. In addition, the two addressed wireless access 
networks (UMTS and WiMAX) could be interconnected using a Multi-Protocol Label 
Switching (MPLS) core network considering a unidirectional real-time media stream from a 
terminal or a server in one access network to a streaming client in the other wireless network, 
addressing the challenges associated due to the different available data rates and the different 
QoS polices deployed in each of the wireless access networks. 
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List of Publications 
Omar Abdul-Hameed, Stewart Worrall, and Ahmet Kondoz, "A Cross-Layer Design 
Framework for. Enhancing Real-Time Video Streaming QoS over WiMAX IEEE 802.16e", 
Wireless Personal Communications Joumal, Springer, November 2008. Status: Under 
review. 
Abdul-Harneed, 0.; Nasir, S.; Karim, H.; Masterton, T.; Kondoz, A. M., "Enhancing 
Wireless Video Transmissions in Virtual Collaboration Environments, " Mobile alld Wij-eles. v 
Cownunications Suinmit, 2007.16th IST, vol., no., pp. 1-5,1-5 July 2007. Status: Published. 
Omar Abdul-Hameed: The contribution of four chapters in the VISNET III book in the 
field of networked audiovisual media technol 
, 
ogies. The four contributed chapters are: (i) 
Introduction to Multimedia Communications; (ii) Wireless Channel Models; (iii) 
Enhancement Schemes for Multimedia Transmission over Wireless Networks: and (iv) 
Quality Optimisation for Cross-Network Media Communications. Status: Currently with the 
book publisher. 
' VISNET 11 is a European Union Network of Excellence (NoE) (lit visnel-noe. org) funded 
under the European Commission IST 6'h Framework Programme. 
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Appendix B 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Radio Channel 
Error Pattern Traces' Characteristics 
ITU Vehicular A test environment, an MSS travelling at a speed of 60 km/h, using CTC FEC 
code type, and PUSC permutation. 
Modulation type FEC code type Number of data bits/slot SNR [dBj BER 
0.00 0.228648 
1.30 0.152655 
titi 2 TC Y 48 2.60 0.0524061 QPSK 2 repe on x C 3.90 0.0095451 
5.20 0.0010251 
6.50 0.0000395 
5.00 0.083403 
7.00 0.030524 
48 9.00 0.007742 OPSK CTC Y2 11.00 0.0014785 
13.00 0.0002243 
15.00 0.0000247 
5.00 0.229603 
6.65 0.142217 
3 72 8* 30 0.0453449 QPSK CTC /4 9.95 0.0077446 
11.60 0.0005203 
13.25 0.0000243 
10.00 0.106906 
112.80 2 .8 0 0.0329371 
16 QAM 115.60 5 6 0 0.0052772 - CTC 
Y2 96 96 18.40 8 4 0 0,0006407 
21.20 2 1 2 0 0.0000721 
24. OD 2 4 . 0 D 0.0000092 
10.00 0.195694 
11.80 0.0933961 
16-QAM CTC3/ 13.60 0.0206413 4 144 1 15.40 248 
17.20 0.0001762 
119 9.00 . 00 0.0000134 
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